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In spite of the tireless efforts of Presi-
dent Maclaurin, the Corporation of the
Institute and many prominent graduates
and other influential men of Boston, a
definite decision as the new location of
Technology is yet to be reached.

For a long period of time-ever since
the price of land in the Back Bay dis-
trict has made it impractible for the
Institute to buy there-it has been a
certainty in the minds of all connected
with the Institute that sooner or later
it would be necessary to move to a new
site. When Dr. Maclaurin was called
to the piesident's chair, two years ago,
he, immediately realized the seriousness
of the situation, started a vigorous cam-
paign with a new Technology as the goal.

Although the reasons for moving will
seem ancient history to all directly con-
nected with the Institute they will be
briefly summarized. At the present time

campus, with the Walker Memorial, the
fraternity houses, and large dormitories
surrounding the athletic field, all with
in a radius of a half mile, the efficiency,
scope and influence of the Institute would
be increased by an untold degree.

The question of the Institute's moving
has been definitely and affirmatively
settled; Tech uill move, it will move
soon and to a site close to the city limits
of Boston. All that remains is the final
selection of some one of the many places
that have been offered as possible lo-
cations for the new Technology. The
Corporation has considered more than
forty different sites, each of which has
certain advantages, but the question
of price is the all-important one at present
and is the one which will govern largely
the final selection.

In spite of the fact that the site has
not been definitely decided upon, the

PROPOSED NEW TECHNOLOGY
the problem of caring for fifteen hundred preliminary plans for the arrangement
students in an engineering school which of the new buildings have been drawn up
has such a limited amount of land, and by Professor Despradelle, one of theof maintaining the high standard which foremost architects in the country andthe Institute has always held, is one which
taxes the officers of the Institute to the CALENDAR
utmost. If it should continue to grow CALENDARin numbers and size of. equipment, the Monday, April 10
maximum will soon be passed and it will 1.00 Classes suspended for remainder of
be absolutely necessary to either lower the day.
the standard and the efficiency of the 9.00-1.00 Fraternity Smokers and Recep-
school br relocate on a much larger sit- tions to Alumni.
uation' 1.00 Convocation in Huntington Hall.There has long been a question in the President NMaclaurin will address the
minds of many of the friends of the Ins- student body.
titute, why the Rogers and Walker Build- 2.30 Opening session of the congress in
ings are not removed and the additional Huntington Hall. Open to the public.space utilized by larger buildings which Address by Pres. Richard C. Mac-
would cover the entire area. This can laurin.
be easily answered by an explanation of 2.30 General Field day at Tech Field.the term "abutter's rights" which appears 6.00 Alumni Class dinners. For timein the old deeds for the property in that and places see list below.
vicinity. This states that there shall be 8.00 Anniversary smoker in Symphomy
only a certain amount of the block owned Hall.
by the Institute covered by buildings and
that this ratio between open and covered Tuesday, April 11ground shall not be changed by the courts 9.00-11.00 Inspection of Buildings and
at any later date. In brief, the Institute. Open to
buildings now cover allthe alloted ground the public.
and they can not be enlarged. 11.00 Classes suspended for remainder ofAnother and very vital consideration is the day.
that of the lack of dormitories at the 11.00-1.00and2.30-4.30 Technology Con-Institute as it exists today. There is gress.
absolutely nothing of the kind of any 7.00 Subscription Banquet in Symphonysize, and the students have nothing to Hall.
bring them in touch with one another. Wednesday, April 12On th new site where there will be enough 6.30 Joint Professional Societies Dinner,
land available to allow a well designed Un ion
grouping of the buildings around the n .

Professor Rotch of Architectural Design
at the Institute. This accompanying
plan shows this arrangement in a general
way, and while it can not be regarded
as final, still it serves to show the ideal
that the Corporation is trying to reach.
The buildings have all been laid out
according to specifications submitted by
the heads of the different departments
and are all drawn to a practical working
basis. The buildings will be of the most
modern type, constructed of reinforced
concrete and brick. _

They are not to look in-the least like
"factories or garages," nor on the other
hand will they have any highly ornate
appearance, but they will be built on a
design that will harmonize thoroughly with
the idea of a school the size and importance
of Technology.

The plot of land, wherever it may be
will be divided into two parts, the larger'

THE FIRST CONGRESS
OF TECHNOLOGY

Today is started the first Congress of
Technology because, with General Fran-
cis A. Walker, "\We believe that in the
schools of applied science and Technology
as they are carried on today in the IUnited
States, involving the thorough and most
scholarly study' of principles directed
immediately upon useful arts, and rising.
in their higher grades. into original in-
vestigation and research, is to be found
almost the perfection of education for
young men."

To show our reason for this belief, 60
of those who have Ieen connected with
the Institute have been gathered together
to show how the Institute leads to prac-
tical solutions of present day problems.

The resaon this Congress comes at this
time was that on April 10th, 1861. Gov-
ernor J. A. Andrew signed the "Act to
Incorporate the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology." The main provision
was that "William B. Rogers, James M.
Beebe, E. S. Tobey, S. H. Gookin, E. B.
Bigelow, M. F. Ross, J. D. Philbrick,
F. H. Storer, J. D. Runkle, C. H. Dalton,
J. B. Francis, J. C. Hoodley, M. P. Wilder,
C. L. Flint, Thomas Rice, John Chase,
J. P. Robinson, F. XV. Lincoln, Jr., Thomas
Aspinwall, J. A. Dupce, E. C. Cabot,
their associates and successors, are here-
by made a body corporate by the name
of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, for the purpose of instituting
and maintaining a society of arts, a mus-
eum of arts, and a school of industrial
science, and aiding generally, by suit-
able means, the advancement, develop-
ment, and practical application of science
in connection with arts, agriculture, man-
ufactures, and commerce."

of about twenty-five acres, will be laid
out with the regular buildings of the
Institute surrounding a quadrangle or

Contined on page 16

Where the Graduate Classes Will
Dine

'75 Headquarters at the Thorndike.
'77. Westminster Cafe,6 o'clock,a la carte.
'78 Westminster Cafe, 6 o'clock.
'83 City Club, 6 o'clock.
'84 City Club, 6 o'clock.
'85, '86, '87 English Room, Hotel Thorn-

dike, 6 o'clock.
'80 Hotel Thorndike, 6 o'clock.
'91 English Room, Hotel Thorndike,

6 o'clock.
'92 English Room, Hotel Thorndike,

6 o'clock.
'93 Boston City Club; private dining-

room, 6 o'clock.
'94 Copley Square Hotel, 6.30 o'clock.
'95 City Club, 6 o'clock.
'96 Wirth's Restaurant, 35 Essex St.,

6 o'clock.
'98 City Club, 6.30 o'clock.
'01 American House, Rathskellar, 6 p. m.
'02 City Club, 6.15 o'clock.
'03 Hotel Brunswick Cafe, 6.30 o'clock.
'04 Copley Square Hotel, 6.30 o'clock.
'05 Cafe Bova, 95 Arch St., 6 o'clock.
'06 Copley Square Hotel, 6.30 o'clock.
'07 Technology Club, 6 o'clock.
'08 Hotel Westminster Cafe, 6 o'clock.
'09 Hotel Plaza, 6 o'clock.
'10 Hotel Plaza, 6 o'clock.

Prof. CHARLES F. PARK, Chairman.

The first memorial to the legislatureincorporated the idea of museums for
the sciences, but with the development
of the subject the museum idea has be-
come subordinate to the idea of the school
of industrial science. After the heavy
trials assumed by President Rogers ini
overcoming financial difficulties made
unusually hard because of the civil war.
the Institute finally started operation
in 1865.

The original reason for the establish-
ment for the Institute has been proved
exactly as it was stated by its founder,
when he said, "In the existing competi-
tion of manufacturing, commercial and
agricultural pursuits, such a special train-
ing in practical science has become in-
dispensable if we would hope to main-
tain a prosperous career and the busy
enterprises and inventions of the leading
European nations." As is the case with

Continued on page 2

THE NEW TECHNOLOGY"
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THE ALUMNI

Interwoven in the character of this
Congress of Technology is something far
stronger and penetrating than appears
on the surface. Technology alumni-from 
the four corners cf the earth will gather
together during the two days session to
refresh remnembrances and renew long
broken lies. It will be an alumni re-
union in the lite:ral sense of tle' word.

When the Alma Mlater issues an urgent
call to its thousands of loyal sons'-lhe
response is. instantaneous andt,unanimous
from that great body of men -30,000
strong-whom have gone out'fron Tech-
nology-promoting, uplifting; arid dei'el-
oping the welfare of humanity.

The first official alumni smoker will
be held in Symphony HIall at 8 o'clock
Monday evening, April 10th. As usual
the entire auditorium will be given over.
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to Technology. Alumni, guests and
seniors will be seated at tables on the floor,
while the galleries will be reserved for
ladies and lower classes. One of the
unkque features of this smoker will be
the display of moving pictures showing
some o! the numerous stunts taken- during
"Stunt Day at' Nantasket," on the oc-
casion of the second' Technology'reunion.
on June 1909.

Besides the moving pictures there will
be reproduced photographs of other
famous Tech happenings and pictures
from oldf Technique which will recall to
each class the special grinds and 'pasti
reminiscences of its own times.

In addition to :tliis there will be a
number of specidlities somewhat in line
of the "show" that was provided when
the alumni held the big jubilee smoker
of 1909 at Boston City Club. Thle
Technology Glee, Mandolin, and Banjo
Clubs together with the newly formed
Orchestro will do their part and will
join the Waltham Watch Co. band in
leading the singing for the crowds of
alumni-particularly the famous Stein
Songs composed by F. A. Bullard 1887.

In conjunction with this Congress of
Technology will be held numerous din-
Club; 1901, American House, 6:00 P. M.;
1902, Boston City Club; 1903, Cafe
Biunswick, 6:00 P. M.; 1904, Copley
Sq., 6:30 P. M.; 1905, Bovas Cafe, 6:00
P. M.; 1906, Copley. Sq., 6:30, P. M.;

_ _ -- -' ---' ~ ,, ..: 
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(Continued from page 1)',,, t
ners, meetings, and smokers, by the ( 
different fraternities of the Institute. -
Monday morning has been set aside for any successful undertaking it its the uenergy i
this phase of the festivities of the alumini. of one man which puts it through..' This Thousands of the f Te i:ech "grads"' wili man was William Barton Rogers who
be merry during the twvo days of this sacrificed his health for the establish- i
be merry during the two daysos have ment of the Institute, chiefly known i

jubilee and ample provision s have been through itsactivitiesas a School of Applied t
made by the different class secretaries Scie nce. Ths firs suggestion of the..
so that all can get together o nce or twic e. Theo first suggestion of the tduring the two d a r t s o f-< t h e C ind ; isbodied inAhe first memorial c~1-~ ~:._X~-s ' ?l p~lnpe.is cnoe u n~during'the-twP days oPtb"te C~ng'ress.-T".is,' ;~r ut of4~i= cI,,~,,~u~.l~; s.;. ,:. 15rcentd to the legiskiture in Januaty Ilo-aay Dan.que~t of graduati.ng classes . b. ,. ..-
will be held as follows.- -'. ase 108u drdaxwn up by resident -Rogers, in XWill be hleld as if31iows'-- ' / ' 

whFich lie says' --Class 1875, Hlotel Lenog, 6 0 P. hich he sas:
1877, W\estmiinster, 6:00 P. M. 1878 "'A compre hensivePolytechnic College l
Westminster-, 6:00 P. M. 1883-1885' ,which would put in practice a-complete 1
Thorndike, English R6om. 187, Thorn- I system of industrial ducationp; supple- 
dike, English Room; 1891-192, Thol.i- n ntay to the general trainingof other 
dike,; 1893, City Club 1894 Copley Institutions, and fitted to equip its stud- f
Sq.; 1895, Boston City Club, 1896, will ents wilih every scientific and technical l
oin ciass of 1895; 1898 Boston .t.Y' principle applicable to the leading indus-tjin ciass of 1895_J 18598, Boston City ,- ' ... tiial pursuits of-the age." The InStitute 

has show n itself eminently capable of 
__ shis application to the industrial pur- 

Quits of the age as will be shown in these
Fapers by the alumni. Among those

NDER who have become more generally appre-
ciated may Ie mentioned Dr. George E. 
Hale, whose astronomical work at the
Mr. Wilson observatory has placed him
at the head of his profession. There is i
Allen Hazen and George C. Whipple 
of New York, the former of whom has 
been connected largely with the large 
construction problems such as the Panama
Canal. Whipple has become famous as 
one of the great sanitary engineers of i

~-AJi~a~ ~the country. Others that may be men- 
tioned are Professor George F. Swain, 1
who has been identified with the conser-
vation question; John Freeman, who has 
been identified with the reclamation in 
the west; the firm of Stone and Webster 
ha'kg on its -staff a large number of
TeI lgraduates who have made the name i
of the firm prominent throughout the
whole of the country in the organization
and construction of electric railway

. -systems. It is impossible to even begin
to give a partial list of the successful
Institute graduates. Ten thousand men i
have come to the Institute and have I
carried away :from it the principles of 
scientific thinking, which has led them to i
success in all lines of industry from that.
of a dealer in athletic goods to president 
of railways.

To-day the' Institute is turning out i
graduates in 14 separate courses. With

:o~~~ -.so many different branches it seems im-
·Nb~- . -- possible that they can all be thoroughly 

~~~~~, .' ~~ ^successful. Such is the case shown by the 
.'~~ ¢ ~~~alumni now present to give their exper-

'\~ ~ -g ' ~~~~iences.
' - - -- -~~ In breaking away from the so called 

'*~ " " ~~~~classical scheme, the Institute did not 
_ adopt a narrower principle of -specific

· I 8 \detail. It did not-turn away from cul-
' } . (ture but sought to 'develop it by an ap-

preciation of the principles of science
inspired by the zeal for their application
to human nature. Therefore we find

.. A/XA\4~ ~ v v \ ' coupled with investigation into natureal
| V .~ &\I'tA \ tv ol ' laws, an investigation of a general nature

in economics, history, and language.
'~' \- 'q'o~:: The principle reason for the success of

Institute graduates however, can be laid
to the fact that it is first the individuality

~~~~RE _~~? ~of the man himself that is developed.
After having been given the principles
he is left to his own devices in their ap-
plications in the laboratories;-the res-
ponsibility is put right up to the man and
he must develop the nerve to go ahead

1907, Tech Club, 6:00, P. M.; 1908 with the courage of his convictions.
Westminster, 6:00, 8:00, P. -M.; 1909 One of the notable things about the
Hotel Plaza 6:00, P. M.; 1910, Hote professional work at the Institute is that
Plaza, 6:00 P. M. it can not be characterized as boy's

The monstrous banquet tomorrow work with toy minatures. Instead of
night in Symphony Hall will be the larg- this, it is life size realities, that are at the
est and most enthusiastic entertainment disposal of the students. The full size
ever given by Technology. Covers will brick archexperiments are illustrations
be laid for 1,000 people among the guests of this point. Conditions are made as
and speakers will be Thomas A. Edison; much like those found in the world as
George Westinghouse,; Governor Eugene they can be within the limitations of
Foss; Mayor John H. Fitzgerald; John space and circumstances in the present
Freedman; Allen Hazen; Dr. George Hall; buildings of the Institute. 
Dr. R. S. Woodward; Ex.-Governor Eben President Walker said the Institute
S. Draper; Philip Stockton; F. W. Wood; trains by "subordinating the acquisition
president Maryland Steel Co. of the knacks of a trade and -mere tech-

It is expected that this banquetswill be nical devices to the study of principles."
a memorable one in the annals of the This study is largely confined to the
Institute of Technology, the numerous recitation or lecture rooms and is, where-

lannouncements and addressed made to- ever possible, made to precede the labo-
morrow night will long live in memory ratory. 
of the layal sons of Technology. The Although it is true that naturally the
balcony will be open to ladies. men who take a specific course will have

more data at his hand for his profession,
if he takes up a profession of the same
name, it is also true that the success of

Tech Man Designs Highest Building Institute's graduates does not seem to
The tallest office building in the world depend so much upon the mass of facts

is to be built in New York from the de- which they have accumulated while at
signs of Cass Gilbert, '78, architect. It the Institute but rather upon the method
will be a fifty-five story building between of scientific thought which they have
Barclay Street and Park Place. It will developed as President Walker expressed
be 750 feet high,:'or about 50 'feet higher it, it is the ability "'To do the next thing."As President Rogers expressed it.
than the Metropolitan Lower and nearly The "education which we seek to pro-
100 feet above the Singer Tower. It vide, although eminently practical in its
will be exceeded by only-one building in aims has no affinity with that instruction
the world, the iffel Tower,98 feet high. in mere empirical routine which has

sometimes been vaunted as the proper
It will probafBltj6t over $12,000,000. education for the industrial classe. We

:_ ,: : ... :.- :- believe on the contrary. that the most-,.:''>- _,="'': .. -"-:v:,/: - .::-':'-,,-.'

rut:hful practical edu'ation, even in an
ndustrial point of view is one founded on
tborough knowledge 'of scientific laws
aid principles,- and which unites with
habits of close observation and exact
reasoning a large general cultivation."

The final accomplishment of the train-
ing at the Institute as outlined above is
not that engineers, architects, or scien-
tists will be turned out, but rather that
they: will be started on the road to be-
coming scientists, architectsj o. engineers.
Tie Institute realiies that its graduates
have but-begun their work. To become
v'thy of; the name, to be recognized
by the profession as iReally worthy to
beoar the-title is the crowning achieve-
npent of years of earnest endeavor and

self sacrificing study. The first four or
five years but serve to start the man upon
his career. He is given the proper atti-
tude towards his profession; he is made
familiar with the great principles of art
and science which are to be become the
foundation of his professional knowledge
and. development. He is given facility
in the pro-esses that he must use in his
expression of his imagination and his
thought, and is familiarized with the
sciences and their applications by which
his creations will be made realities. He
is taught logic and the reasonableness in
all true endeavor, and his taste, and his
powers of discrimination between bad
and good are developed.

After a half a century of experiment, the
Institute is now well recognized as play-
ing an important part in the community
welfare by those who are fortunate enough
to be associated with her graduates. To
give those who have not had this associa-
tion some idea of the value of Institute
work, the present Congress has been as-
sembled.

In six separate sections holding sess-
ions at the same time will be considered
the various aspects of the work of the
Institute. The first of these will be
"Scientific Investigation and. Control
of Industrial Processes" led by Professor
W. H. Walker, Chairman, The second
is "Technological Education in its Re-
lation to Industrial Development," Chair-
man Dr. A. A. Noyes. Third "Admin-
istration and Management," Chairman
D. R. Dewey. Fourth, "Recent Indus-
trial Development," Chairman D. C.
Jackson. Fifth, "Municipal and Indus-
trial Sanitation," Chairman W. T. Sedg-
wick. Sixth "Architecture," Chairman
F. W. Chandler. In each of these sec-
tions will be presented from three to.
ten papers pertaining to the subject.

To-day is an epoch in the history of the
Institute. The period of experimenta-
tion has passed. It is now necessary
to expand and enlarge our forces and
equipment if we are to keep in the front
rank of usefulness to the community.
This can only be done by the proper ap-
preciation on the part of the community
to whom direct financial benefits accrues
of the work -of the Institute. Then it
will be that they will feel called upon to
contribute their share to the enlarge-
ment of the Institute on a new site with
better capabilitiesjfor work. This Con-
gress has been called for the specific
object of imparting to the city, state, and
country to some degree the val u e o In
stitlite training. The papers whicl`have
been presented are not only for the day,
they will be saved and presented tho-
roughout the country in the various
technical journals at a later date, and will
always be kept as a treasurer of the In-
stitute, marking its first 50 years of
achievement. The list of subjects as
they are arranged in sections follows

Continued on page 14

RECORD OF TECHNOLOGY
In an article published in the Popular

Science Monthly a few )ears ago, Pro-
fessor George F. Swain summarized the
claims of the Institute to recognition as
a leader in the development of technical
education as follows:--

"It was the first school in the world
to institute laboratory instruction in
physics and chemistry to students in
large classes as a part of the regular
course of each candidate for a degree;
the first to equip a mining and metallur-
gical laboratory for the instruction of
students by actual treatment of ores in
large quantities, the first to establish a
laboratory for teaching the uses and
nature of steam, and a laboratory for
testing the strength of materials of con-
struction in commercial sizes; and the
first in America to establish a depart-
ment of architecture. Later still, it was
the first school in America to establish
distinct courses of study in electrical
engineering, in sanitary engineering, in

in chemical engineering and in naval
architecture,"
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HISTORY OF THE INSTITUTE
~~~~~~~.- ~~~~By Harold M. Davis

means of fulfilling the old economic
law that the men necessary for the on-
ward march of civilization in any given
epoch are produced by that epoch, the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
wasfounded in 1861. Because Masrachu-
setts well-nigh devoid of natural re-
sources, (the summer resort industry
was not then begun) was growing to
recognize more and more its utter depen-
dency upon commerce and manufac-
turing for its high rank among the com-
monwealths, the old Bay State was
chosen for the home of the new school and
Boston, justly famous then as now for
its culture and appreciation of things
intelqctual, was chosen for the definite

-~site.J
A- Back in 1846, fifteen years before the

founding of the Institute, John Amory
Lowell, first trustee of the Lowell Fund,
asked Henry Rogers, brother to William
Barton, to formulate for him a plan for
a School of Arts to be established under
the Kowell $nstitute Fund and in the
ensuing correspondence between the two
brothers was formnulatecl the first plan
for a "Polytechnic School in Boston."
Restrictions to the Lowel Fund prevented
any further action and the matter rested
for somne years. Mcanwhle ii 1847
and 1857 the Lawrence and Sheffield
Scientific Schools were founded. For
some reasons these schools failed to meet
the demand and on February 48, 1859
there was held a meeting in the rooms of
the Boston Society of Natural History.
It was there recommended that a large
portion of the still unfilled Back Bay be
reserved for the school to le and a com-
mitteejof seven was appointed to memo-
rizeal the . legislature. This, the first
of three petitions, failed because of the
lateness of the d(late on which it was pre-
sented. With the second memorial, a
bill was Jpresented but, though backed
by many educational and business inter-
ests, it was lost in the Senate. After
many public meetings and much publicity
a third memorial wasp presented adel
favorably received.] Finally on April 10.
1861, on the very eve of the Civil W.ar,
the bill providing for the founding of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
was signed by the War} Governor of
Massachusetts, John Al Andrew. 

It is interesting to mote that this bill
provided for three departments, a Society
of Arts, alMuseum or Conservatory of
Arts, and a School of Industrial Schience
and Art. The first petitions had pro
vided for immense museums and collec

FRANCIS A. WALKER

tions and courses of instruction played
a minor part. The original corresRon-
dence between WVilliam Barton and -Henry
Rogers outlined for more closely Xthe
Institute as it is to-day in which the
School of Industrial Sciec entirely
predominates while the-fiiuseums, orig-
inally so important, have sunk to M
Insignificance '(-
lhei--vilgeer-
i g D p a ~ e t.
C Another important proviso in the bill

required that $100,000 be raised in one
year and this was the beginning of the
financial trouble of the Institute which
have continued down to the present
time with the present prospect of con-
tinuing for years to come. At the end
of the year a time extension of one year

was secured but it was not until the very imagination the founding and successful 
last dlay of this year that a gift of $60,000 start. 13orn a Philadelphian in 1804, 
was received from Dr. William J. Walker, he received his education at the College
of Rhode Island, that just compl of William and Mary where his father
the necessary $100,000. In 1865 a was. Professor of Natural Philosophy. 
bequest of over $200,000 was received At .the age of 24 William succeeded him. '
from him. 7 ° , At 31 he accepted a similar chair at the l

In April, 1862, the Society.,of Arts L University of Virginia,.and at the same 
began the meeting that have conitmi±ued, 4ne't, 'h /ca:e hieai':bf'-the geological
without interruption, every wi'piter.' It .urvey..of. Vhgina.' "By this tnime his
was not until February, 1865 that. the reputatiqn' wa s i'teriational. He re- 
School of Industrial Science '.op'ened. 'mained. at' the-'Unive.rsty' until 1853
Recitations and lectures .er'i"t when h-e ca e 'to.Boit". having married,
the building of the Mercantile Library in .1849,.:Miss Emma' Savage, a Boston
Association on Summer Street and in girl. It .was then that he took up the
the dwelling of Judge Jackson on Rowe work of founding the Massaliusetts
Place. Students in those . days were Institute of Technology., Om ,I .
qualified "for the professions of .the John Daniel Runkle, , .was elected 
Mechanical Engineer, Civil Engineer, to ihe.presidency -.upon Mr. Rogers re-
Practical Chemist, Engineer of. Mines,. tirement;.as born in Root, N. Y. 'in 1822.
and Builder and Architcct." A general In 1851 he graduated from the Lawrence 
I scientific course was given and an even- Scientific School. 13elore entering college,
ing school was held. In the fall of 1865 he had taught for several years and after
the first annual catalogue was published graduating he became a member of the
and at that time there were 69 students staff of the Nautical Almanac and founder 
and 10 profess]s-anmonz the latter of tlhe Mathematical Monthly. In 1865
was ex-president Eliot of I-larvard. In MIr. Runkle was elected to the first
1866 the School moved to Rogers B3uilding Faculty of the Institute and July 8, 1902

I which was then on the very edge of the when he died senior professor of nimath-
made land of the Bach Bay. In 1868 enmatics, hlie was the sole member of the
Xthe first class-i4 meni--gradulated. i liginal body connected withl tlie Institutt
! ' -{ th fis ls-t e-gafve.
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allurgy, Biology, and Physics. A gym-
nasium was built and a students' lunch
room opened. The admission of women
students was provided for. It fell to
Preside't;y.R. nkle .to,..oppose. successfully
the first plan for the absorption of the
Institute by Harvard.

':..h'ef nc. ofi 873' hearly closed the
dyors o the Instit.ite. The number of J
studentts and --the annual contrihbtions r

i _, . . of -~~~

JAMES M. CRAFTS

of mlerchants and manufacturt'is d(1crc-aed
to suh an extent that for wmyl 'X montlhs
the future was in do.ubti. l'resident
Runkle broke down under the sitrain and
Psesident Rogers returml in 1878. He
resigned again in 1881 with the Institute
once more on its feet and while speaking

at the graduating ercises, May 30.
1882, he died. tF- '- 1 > - 1

Francis Amasa Walker, third president
of the Institute, was one of the greatest

.. - ... ..~~~~~~

WILLIAM BARTON ROGERS ; -.

TIhese first vears Were critical in the j Comparable in its scope with the labo- i
history of the Institute. Mlassachusetts, I ratoiy method of teaching, .th.Institute, 
naturally conservative, was thoroughly under the leadership of-!?ir.-. Runkle
imbued with the influence of Harvard,' was about to make anothier*bold experti-
the oldest college in the country and ment. Visiting the CQ nial E-po-
Harvard had not then outgrown the old sition in Philadelphia ifi18,t76 'Ir. Runkle '- "
melhtod of teaching. It was left to the saw in the Russian shop-'yorik exhibit 
Institute to introduce the baloratory an absolutely new idea;' the student
method of instruction and it was difficult was the sole object of thelRussian sysetmi
for the new idea to make headway. Said and the work was planned along that
the first catalogue: "A high value is line whereas the American system had b
set upon the educational effect of labo- always aimed to peifect the student in"
ratory practice, in the belief that such the making of some one machine. Re-, ?- .- ; -" Copyriat by Notmanu
practice trains the senses to observe with turning to Boston, President Runkle. I
accuracy and the judgment to rely with established a School of Mechanic Arts RICHARD MACLAURIN, Pres.
confidence on the proof of actual exper- For many years it was subsidiary 'in , 

iment." The Faculty has laways main- character in order that young men, and menl' of hig time- Born in Brookfield,
tained that the student should prove for boys not connected with the Institute Massachusetts in. 1840 he graduated from
himself where possible the, facts about might have the benefit of the. teaclhing. Amherst and etered the- Civil War at
which lie was studying and it is this Thus the method was avdeztised' and .y6fi i.ye a-ih private. "For bravery
policy that has done away with the old spiead and in 1893 the city of Boston clear-ieadedness, and maturity of judge-
"wholesale" method of teaching, that founded the Mechanic Arts High School. ment" he was rapidly promoted and re-
has caused intimate personal relations Since that time the old School of Mechan- tired at the end of the war a brigadier
between teachers and pupils. ic Arts has served as a Shop Laboratory. general. He taught Greek and Latin

Carlyle said, "the true university of There were many other important for a few years at Williston Seminary
these days is a collection of books" but events during this administration. In and became assistant editor of the Spring-
the Institute has said and proved that 1872 the laboratory of Mining Engin- field Republican. He later became Chief
the true university is a laboratory and eering and Metallurgy was founded. of the Bureau of Statistics, Commissioner
even the Institute libraries are'so used. Planned by President Runkle and Pro- of Indian Affairs, and Superintendent

His health failing him ,under his tre- fessors.-Ordway and Richards, it was the of the ninth and tenth censuses. For
mendous burdens President Rogers was direct result of the first summer school nine years he was professor of political
obliged to resign in 1870. It is very ever given at the Institute when Presi- economy in Sheffield Scientific School.
difficult to realize after these years just dent Runkle, five professors, and seven- He is the author of several books on
how much the Institute is a debtor to teen students made a long trip through political economy and one text book. ·
the man William Barton Rogers. In some of the mines of the far west and The fifteen years of President Walker's
spite of poor health, an indefatigable southwest. In 1874 the Mechanical administration were years of tremendous
worker of rare wisdom and tremendous Engineering Laboratory was established. growth. The hard work of the earlier
intellectual' capacity, to his genius was Laboratories in Microscipic Analysis and years began to tell and the number.of
due the conception of the Institute and Industrial chemistryfollow5ed. Threenew
to his boundless energy, courage, and courses were started:-Mining and Met- Continued on page 19
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laboratory 'work and partly by. means
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING - - of the thesis work, may be cla:ified aS

follows . ~"--... :'?
By Prof. Gaetano Lanzit' (a) Those'. made in the liabratpry.'~ ~ ~~~~~O

itself.
astrial pursuits there are such questions the Mechanical engineer (b) Those nade in sore' outside
's to .be carried out and is concerned, and his duties consist 'i. plant.
be given to devising and solving problems of "this kind 'as they In the case of the first, many have for.
r.mans to doing this effec- arise. In'order that he may be succ their object the determination of results
ply, to the best machines ful he needs: 'first, a knowledge of §cie- of value to engineers and manifacturers,
ill the steps a eonsidera- tific principles and of the experience of and others engaged in industrial pursuits.
i ciencv, 'ddurability, first the past, and second, his own experience.The engineering laboratories are often

nses, necessary for their The latter cannot be imparted in a school, the means of giving direct aid in solving
o for their niaintenance, but each man must acquire it for himself industrial problems such as determining
the construction and qr- subsequently.' the efficiency of new devices, or the

the power planti-wht.ethir Hence the functionf of the school is to relative advantages of different methods
is used 'to the systemi'of give to the student knowledge and power of construction.'"y. '. to apply scientific principles, so that he In the case of the second class, a part

' : .. : : " may be able to make use. of those which of the investigations are of so much value
bear upon his particular work. Such a to engineers, manufacturers, and others,
purpose is clearly outlined in "A Plan for that in many cases the owners of the plant
a Polytechnic School -in'hBoston," by have furnished the use of their apparatus

-*. ;Prof. William L. Rogers in 1846. (See and have often spent considerable money
'Life and Letters of Win. B. Rogers, pps. to fit it up.
420, et seq.) The first catalogue of the As to opportunities for work, it will
Institute was issued in 1865 and the first be.sufficient to say that, notwithstanding
course in the list, then called Course I, the number of graduated in mechanical
was that in Mechanical Engineering, engineering is very large, the total number

A very large number of applications to o those graduated in this department
engineering work are 'introduced, thus being thus far, nine hundred and sixty-
acquainting the student with current five, the demand far exceeds the supply.
practice, with the problems 'that arise
in the pursuit of his profession, and with FIELD DAY
the manner of applying to their solution By H. D. Williams
not only the theory, but also the results The Technology Congress "Field Day"
of experiments, and this is considered a will be held this afternoon at 2.30' P. M.
very important part of the instruction. at Tech field. A good list of events

In addition to the professional studies is in store for all who go out and no one
a considerable amount of time is devoted can afford to miss it. The list of main
to literary, historical, and economic studies events and the times they will be started
with the view of giving the student a are as follows:
greaterbreadth, and to aid in making him 2.30-Tug 'of War, 1911 and 1913 vs.
a well-rounded man,. 1912 and 1914.

There is also another matter that is '2.2,--All Stars Base Ball game.
of the greatest importance to the pros- 3.15-Medley Relay Race between all
dective engineer, and that is, that he . classes.
should be taught to perform original in- 3.30--2d Tug of War.'

.AETANO LANZA vestigations inasmuch as the ability to 3.40-Base Ball- game (finished).
conduct 'them is much needed by the 4.15-Association Football game.

.e design and construction engineer in the practice of his profession, Stunts (run off during entire afternoon.)
dapted for the work, in- and with' this purpose. in view, a thesis 4.50-3d Tug of.War (if necessary.)
rions, water supply', deain- is required of the St dent before he can Great-. enthusiasm has been worked
d ventilating, light, light- receive a degree, this thesis to consist of up the -past' week and the Committee
ion, and a large number an investigation. ' in-charge promise a record day.' The

similar character all of The investigations madeinthe labora- afternoon will start off promptly at 2.30
ineering problems. With tory, partly in connection with the regular with a Tug of War between teams

chosen frto the Senior 'and Sophomo&
classes' agatinst the Juniors and Fieshmen.
.G'reat excitement is sure to accompany
this 'evae'nt-r 'nd some old time rivalry
iilll brea.k out ind be brought to a close.
Two all-Star ball teams will furnish the
nttit Part of the program and take it
friom 'me, that the game is going to be a
hummer. Each team has a great backing
and it will be a chance of a life time to see
a star game and hear all of Tech's "dyed
in the wool" rooters. Come out and see
a mid season game played by Tech men.
Two umpires will officiate so as to leave
no opportunity for'any decisions to be
questioned.

At 3.15 the medley relay race will be
run off and something big in the way of
running can be looked for. The race
consists of four men on a team, each
class to have a team. The first man
will run a two-twenty, the second a
quarter mile, the third a half mile and
the last man will run a mile. Each class
has a speedy quartet and it would not
be surprising if a record were made. The
best men in the Institute will run so it
will be a chance for us all to size up our
chances of winning the N. E. I. A. A.
later in the Spring.

Directly after the Relay race, the second
Tug of War will be held and the Base
ball game will be finished. At 4.15
two picked teams will take the field and
an Association football game will take
place. The two teams are composed
of fellows who have played the game
before and a classy article of ball is
looked for. The sports will then close
with the third Tug of War which will be
run off in case of a tie.

During the afternoon, various stunts
will be put on and no one will find a
dull moment in the whole day. Sack
races, obstacle races, and a Fat Man's
race are possibilities. With such an
interesting program it only remains
for the student body to turn out as a whole
in order to make the day a complete
success and it can safely be said, that
everybody will enjoy every minute. It
is hoped that every student will make it
a point to be on hand and if you are not
actively competing come out and make
yourself heard. Bring a'horn, a cow bell
or anything but whatever happens come
out and have a good time.

F. M, de BEERS, S. B., Ch. E., President P' PB. SADTLER,- S. B., Vice-President
.% - ;~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~9
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THE TECH,
v U.

TECH SHOW

EDWIN C. VOSE, Co-Author

The thirteenth annual Tech Show is at
last practically ready to be presented I
to the public which, it is hoped, will
endorse the management in proclaiming
thirteeen one of the luckiest of numbers.
Tech Show has been fortunate, this year,
in nearly every direction. The play in
itself is extremely commendable, and the I
success of its working out has even ex-
ceeded the expectations of the authors.
The show has had the able direction of
Coach Sanger and of Mr. Kanrich in the
musical departments. Above all it has
had the healthy and interested support
of the student body of Technology.

GENERAL MANAGER WILSON COACH EUGENE SANGER

Dick Wells, a young college student, sals, so that the Show was able to start

and his sister, Ethel, are giving a house up earlier and still accomplish the same,
party with eight of their college friends if not better, results than in previous
as guests. As they are at a loss for years, R. N. Doble, '12, H. D. Kemp,
means to provide entertainment, Ethel '~C. P. Kerr, '11, and M. R. Pevear, '11
insists that Dick find something to amuse were numbered among the cast of "The

the crowd. In his search for excite- Queen of the Cannibal Isles," E. G. Brown
ment, Dick stumbles across an article '13, was one of the chorus in the same
in a newspaper regarding the deporta- production, and K. W. Faunce,- '11, was

tion of sixteen French maids who haye a principal in "That Pill Grimm." J.
not the necessary money to allow them M. Hastings, Jr., and F. H. Smythe are
to enter the United States. Dick hits graduates of Hamilton College and are
upon a scheme to get one of these girls now taking special work here. They
and bring her to the house-party as a were both connected with the Hamilton
French countess. The male members dramatics during the whole time of their

'' , _",'. ,, ' ,_ . _-- ','< _ ' "'~'~ '~.,-' , t. _ . ~',~ti~ i~.
'

'

SHOW CHORUS

"Frenzied French" is a three act musi- of the party are taken into his confidence connection with that university; and the

cal comedy of the present day, written and all together provide the necessary experience which they have gained in

jointI bNy Edwin C. Vose, 1911, and amount of money. This they give to this way has stood them in good stead

\ellesley J. Seligman, 1911. Mr. Vose I the Wells' English butler with instruc-

is well remembered by all for his co- tions as to the manner of carrying out in their work with the Tech Show.

authorship in "The Queen of the Cannibal their idea. As the time for the arrival As is usual, the chorus is about one.

Isles." His experience of last year has of the young lady approaches, the boys, half freshmen, with juniors and sopho-

proved very valuable, enabling him to with the consent of Mrs. Steeres, the mores dividing the other half about
` moresdiiigteohrhlabu

bring forthi "Frenzied French" as a chaperone, tell the girls of the intended

finished product truly worthy of the visit of the French countess. Intense equally between them. Quite a number

modern stage. Mr. Seligman has for- excitement prevails, which is changed to of these last were connected either with

merfly been much more closely associated consternation when, thanks to a conspir- Tech Show 1910 or 1909 or both. A

with track work than with any other acy on the part of the butler and the specialfeatureof this year's chorus is the

student activity. As co-author of Tech chauffeur, sixteen fair French girls appear

Show 1911, however, he has evidenced in the place of the one sent for. Numer- group of native French maids from gay

the fact that his absence from the liter- ous laughable complicatios, interna- Paris. There are eight of them, and they

ary field has only been due to a former tional as well as civil, arise, which termi- are the most captivating, vivacious and

lack of effort in this direction. nate finally in favor of the hero, Dick, . a 

The scene of the play is laid at a summer who is restored to the good graces of all. irreststable dames that Technology has

resort on Long Island, within easy reach A love affair on the side adds a secondary seen for many a day. Each one can

of the Gay White Way. The show deals plot to the show, and culminates in the sing and execute Coach Eugene Sanger's

with the difficulties of a number of young proper musical comedy manner. intricate dances in truly professional

college students who find themselves Tech Show 1911 has been very fortu- style Besides the French girls, there

forced to mingle and converse with a nate in having about half of its cast . Besides the French girls, there

number of French maidens who speak composed of men who have had previous are eight Summer Men and eight Summer

nothing but their native tongue. The experience in college musical comedy Girls, all sixteen being converted into

French delivered by the college students work, either at the Institute or at other English butlers later on in the progress of

is frenzied in the extreme, which explains schools. For this reason they have been the performance.

the selection of the title for the play. able to do more efficient work in rehear-

BOSTON, MASS., APRIL 10, 1911

W. J. SELIGMAN, Co-Author

Below is a list of the'entire cast and
chorus, together with the classification
of the different men.

Members of the Cast
Richard R. Wells (known as Dick) Hero

Stanley H. Hodgman, '12
Bruce Carter, his Chum

Ralph N. Doble, '12
Philip Van Veen (known as Phil)John H. Hastings, Jr., '12

Harry Havens, a Student
Kenneth WV. Faunce, '11

Bill Boltwood, an Athlete
Donald C. Bakewell, '11

A. Watt, Dick's Butler
Edmund G. Brown, '13

Francois, from Bayside, a Chauffeur
Louis D. Florez, '11

Mr. G. B. Howe, from N. Y. Immigra-
t!on Office Jrancis WHitteng, Jr., '14

FranEthel Wells, Dick'is Whitten, Jr., '1s
EtC. Phllips, Dick's KSisterr, 11Hostess

C. Phillips Kerr, 'II
Dolly Carter, Bruce's Sister, Heroine

F. Hastings Smyth, '12
Helen Harding,. athletic

Howard D. Williams, '11
lMarjorie March, romantic

Ij~ . Munroe R. Pevear, '11
I Louise Longwood, who flirts

Royal W. Wetherald, '14
MIrs. Thornton Steeres, the Chaperone

Karl D. Fernstrom, '10

Chorus
French Girls

Adelbert D. Hiller, '14
Frederick P. Karns, '14
Carl A. Sandburg, '14

I Henry 0. Glidden, '13
Raymond E. Wilson, '12

James B. Chadwick, '13
Fred C. Hersom, '13
Arthur B. DeWitt, '14

Donald H. Van Deusen, '13
James Isaacs, '14
Walter J. Hauser, '14
Edward B. Sebben, '14

Everett B. Wettengel, '12
Alfred L. Higgins, '13
Howard P. Fessendcn, '13

Harold H. (;riffin, '12

Stunruer Mfen

Clarence K. Reiman, '12
Howard A. Morrison, '14

Conrad A. MIarkwald, '12

Geoffrey M. Rollason, '13
Louis W. Currier, '14
Ralph D. Salisbury, '14

William R. McEwen, '14
Stanley W. Merrill, '14

Summer Girls

Walter L. Whitehead, '13
Eric W. Mason, '14
Oliver C. Lombard, '12
Donald C. Crowell, '14
Lucius H. Graham, '14
Francis H. Achard, '13
James G. Russell, '13

Chester H. Ober, 14

1911 "FRENZIED FRENCH "
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TECH SHOW Lyrics by
Edwin C. Vose, '11

(continued from page 6) David F. Benbow,. '12
Harold W. Darker, '14Tech Show is also to be congratulated Harold W Barker, '14

on having secured as a coach this year Bartow V. Reeves, '12Eugene Sanger. Mr. Sanger is a man William deY. Katzenberger, '13
well known in theatrical circles;' having Allen F. Brewer, '13been connected with many of thei most Nathaniel S. Seeley, '11
successful professional and amateur pro- e 
ductions of the past few years. Among Foster Russell, '11his best engagements may be numbered Last Sunday a big dress rehearsal washis connection with many of Mr. Daniel held at the Shubert Theatre, with re-Frohmian's best musical comedies; with suits which can only be appreciated byThe Triangle Club of the Princeton Uni- those who looked on. The dialogue isversity.; the Jest and Song Club of Union bright and witty throughout the play,College, Schenectadyj N. Y.; the Pi Eta there being many places which are irre-and Delta Upsilon shows of Harvard sistibly humorous. The costuming isUniversity; the Columbia Club, NewYork far more elaborate and effective thanCity, and Barnard College of the same in "The Queen of the Cannibal Isles."city. These few illustrations may serve The girls especially at, made up in ato show Mr. Sanger's ability as a coach. manner to accentuate their several va

TECH SHOW PRINCIPALS

Throughout this year's work, Mr. rieties of feminine beauty to the utmos
Sanger's plan has been to be with the and the effect is a remarkable cast ,
men about three times a week and at that girls who are truly very good to look upo
time instruct them in whatever dances Mr. Kanrich's orchestration is as goc
or other stage business may be necessary, this year as it was last, the only diffe
leaving the men themselves to practice ence being that the fundamental materi;
and develop it under the supervision of has been, if anything, a little bette
the Stage Department of the Show If good music has anything to do wit
Management. In this way Mr. Sanger the success of a Show, there should be n
has been able to devote his entire time doubt of the way in which "Frenzie
to giving the menand the Show a proper French" will be received.
stage presence. This plan has worked
out admirably, and results have been
mueh faster in'cotning and a great deal
more satisfac .hen reached than THE NAVAL ARCHITECTURAL
ever before. . .-

Too much cairit be said-for the lyrics SOCIETY
and music for Frenzied French: Many
of the songs delerve lasting popularity
in musical circles. Each one has catchy By S. H. Cornell
words and a whistling tune, and all are
easily adaptable to intricate dances. Course XIII began its separate exisThe Management looks forward to an tence in 1895, as soon as it was wel
unprecedented popularity for this year's score. under way the members felt the need olscore.Many of those who have made this a society, and the class of 1901 organizedfeature of the Show such a success are the Naval Architectural Society in March
well known because of previous contribu- 1900.
tions to Tech Show. E. C. Vose, '11,one of the authors of this and last year's The object of the organization as thenShow has contributed seven successful stated has remained with little changelyrics. D. F. Benbow, '12, did some to the present time, namely, "to benefitwork for Tech Show 1909, and B. V. the students in the course in both a pro-
Reeves, '12, wrote some lyrics for "TheQueen of the Cannibal Isles." Nine of fessional and social way." This objectthe lyrics were written by men of the is reached in much the same way as insenior class, two were contributed by the other professional societies at thejuniors, while 1913 and 1914 were each Institute, by means of dinners, smokers,
represented by one each. and trips to points of interest.

Orville B. Denison, '11, wrote the Of these trips the most important isgreater part of the music, contributing the one made annually in Junior Week,several: songs and A couple of ensembles under the auspices of the Department,and finales. S.' B. Putnam, '11, ran to the yards of the Atlantic coast. TheDenison a close second with five very good works of the Newport News Shipbuildingsongs to his credit. Putnam and C. C. Co., The Maryland Steel Co., NewPierce, '11, who comes from Princeton, York Shipbuilding Co. and Williamhave both done exceptionally good work Cramp's, are all visited, as well as thethis year, and it is to be regretted that Model Tank and Navy Yard at Wash-they are to leave Technology without ington. A short trip to Fore Riverhaving an opportunity to write for next completes the yards of the Atlantic coast.
year's Show. As a result all of any importance areThere are, however, many promising visited in the course of a year.candidates among the under-classmen The dinners of the Society have unfor-who tried out this year, who will doubtless tunately of late years been few in number,contribute some good things in future. at times only one a year. At the dinnerThe list of those who have contributed of last fall the speaker of the evening
either lyrics or music follows: was Naval Constructor Rock, who

gave a most interesting account of the~Mu~sic ~by~ progress of ship building. A new pro-Music by position has come before the society re-Orville B. Denison, TI cently, that of holding an informalOrville B. Denson, 11 smoker about the first of May, with noScott B. Putnam, '11 outside speakers present, but having
Clarence C. Pierce, '11 the seniors of the society give short ex-~Randall Cremer, '12 tracts from their theses so that instead ofRand all Cremer, '12 knowing but little about this workElisha -N. Fales, '11 these may be made matters of general
Joseph C. Fuller, '11 interest to the course.
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THE JUNIOR PROM

JUNIOR PROM COMMITTEE

The Junior Promenade given by the
Class of Nineteen Hundred and Twelve
will be field this year at the Hotel Somei-
set on the eveningiof April twenty-first.
As usual the Prom is the crowning event
of the Junior Week and will occur on
Friday night of the Spring Vacation.
The programs have been selected and are
being made by the E. A. Wright Company,
of Philadelphia. They are of tasteful
design on leather, and in the judgment of
the committee are the best that could be
secured within a reasonable figure. Poole's
Orchestra consisting of twenty pieces, has
been engaged for the occasion. It is
considered tile best in Boston and hence
the music will be first class. The musi-
cal selections have been chosen from a
large number, by experts, and the best
have been secured. The ladies who have
kindly consented to serve as matrons are

Mrs. Richard C. Maclaulin
Mrs. Eugene N. Foss
Mrs. George Wigglesworth
Mrs. W. Murray Crane.
The patronesses are:
Mrs. Alfred E. Burton

Mrs. Desire Despradelle
Mrs. Davis R. Dewey
Mrs. Dugald C. Jackson
Mrs. Gaetano Lanza
Mrs. Allyine L. Merrill
Mrs. Frank H. Rand
Mrs. Charles M. Spofford
Mrs. Henry P. Talbot
The Committee who have the dance in

charge are as follows:
Edward Montgomery, Chairman
Henry Andrews Babcock
Rudolph Herzer Fox
Henry Donald Kemp '
Frederick Johnson Shepard
Richard Parker Wallis
Following the usual custom, the Hotel

Somerset has been selected as the scene of
the Prom. It.is not only centrally located,
but is admirably suited for such a large
social function. The ball loom itself is
beautifully decorated and is of such a
size as to accommodate without crowd-
ing, two hundred and fifty couples-
the number expected this year. The
entire parlor space of the Hotel is to be
at the disposal of the guests, and this

together with the balcony overlooking the
ball room will afford ample room for the
seating of all those present. A large
service room, never before used at the
Prom, has been secured this year to faci-
litate the serving of the supper which
will take place during the intermission
from twelve to one.

Another innovation this year is the
elimination of extra dances, which, it is
believed, serve only to confuse the dance
order. To still further simplify matters
it has been arranged to hav e a boy an-
nounce in each parlor the beginning of
each dance. In this way mistakes as
to the number of any particular dance
will be eliminated. A reception will be
held upon the floor from eight until nine
and dancing will begin promptly at nine
o'clock, and last until twelve, beginning
again at one' o'clock and lasting until
four. There are thirty dances scheduled
for the evening, allowing twelve minutes
for each. dance and intermission. The
idea in thus making each dance somewhat
longer-than usual is to do away with the
ru3h and c.owding attendant with shorter
ones. The dances will be alternate waltzes
and two-steps with the eighth and twenty-
third schottisches-the intermission for
supper occbrlring between the fifteenth
and sixteenth.

The committee are maintaining a desk
in the Reading Room of the Union for
the purpose of signing up men and giving
out admission tickets, invitations, dance
orders, seat numbers, and general in-
formation. A member of the committee
is there every day from one until two and
is addition to receiving subscriptions and
distributing tickets, etc., he will register
any man who so desires, in order to
bring together men who have not com-
pletely filled their orders.

In order to make it easier for the men
to locate each other before the dances,
a seating arrangement has been designed.
Every man will be provided with a number
which refers to his seat in the ball room,
and when making out his order will put
down the number of the man to whom he
has given the dance-if he is the higher
number he goes to the other man's seat,
thus effecting the exchange. If his is
the o-wer number he will meet his next
partner at his own seat. In order that
this arrangement may be perfected, it is
essential that house parties and other
groups desiring adjacent seats hand in
applications for the same at once.

The subscription this year, as formerly,
is five dollars which includes admission

and supper for one couple. In case any-
one desires to bring a chaperone the extra
subscription will be but two dollars. By
a special arrangement with the E. A.
Wright Company it has been arranged
to sell extra programs, both ladies' and
gentlemen's, for a dollar a pair. This
option of buying extra programs at the
above figure is extended only to men who
have paid their subscription to the Prom.
Orders for these extra dance programs
accompanied by payment will be received
until Saturday evening, April fifteenth.
Any member of the Committee will re-
ceive these. orders or a note may be left
at the Cage addressed to "Prdm Com-
mittee."

H. A. BABCOCK.

MINING ENGINEERING
SOCIETY

By M.A. Grossman

The Mining Engineering Society was
founded about twt lve years ago, with the
hope that the members would- derive
benefit from it, socially as well as intel-
lectually. The object of this society is
first to bring together, in a social way,
the members of Course III of the second,
third, and fourth years, and second to
give these men the privilege of hearing
talks b!y men who have advanced meth-
selves in the profession.

The society holds meetings about once
a month. After the business meeting,
the speaker of the evening, often a grad-
ate of the Institute, is introduced. While
the talk is usually on some professional
subject, there are often interesting ac-
counts of travels in foreign lands, made
doubly interesting by lantern slides.
The advantage of hearing professional
and non-professional talks of this nature
is often under-estimated. After the
speech of the evening, the society ad-
journs for a social time, and incidentally,
refreshments.

Until recently, the society was purely
an Institute organization, but it has
recently become affiliated with the Amer-
ican Institute of Mining Engineers. The
A. I. M. E. has kindly extended many
privileges to the members of the society.

ATLAS PORTLAND CEMENT

STANDARD AKRON SEWER PIPE

FLUE LININGS

CHIMNEY PIPE

LAND TILE FOR DRAINING

FIRE BRICK AND FIRE CLAY SHAPES FOR ALL PURPOSES

WALDO BROTHERS

102 Milk Street, Boston

CHARLES. S. WALDO, Sole Poartnerl

COMMON BRICK, FACE BRICK AND ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA, FLOOR - AND WALL TILE OF EVERY SORT,

BEAVER BOARD, HOLLOW TERRA COTTA BLOCKS
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HISTORY OF THE INSTITUTE
Continued from Page 3

students increased from 300 to 1,500,
the number of professors from 39 to 153.
Three large buildings were built-Walker,
Engineering A, and Engineering B. Four
new courses were established; Electrical
Engineering, Chemical Engineering, San-
itary Engineering, and NavalArchitecture.
The first number of the Technology
Quarterly was issued in 1887 and the
Technology Club wasjfounded in 1896.

and astronomy in Washington Univer-
sity, St. Louis, and as head of the U. S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey. It was
his record in this latter administrative
position that led the Corporation to
elect him to the Presidency of the Insti-
tute.- He resigned in 1907 to become
president of the Carnegie Foundation.
Like General Walker, Dr. Pritchett inter-
ested himself in public affairs and during

" Beside-carrying the many burdens of
the presidency General Walker was a
member of a multitude of boards, com-
missions, and clubs. He wrote many
books and magazine articles and made
numberless public lectures and addresses.
His influence on the community was very
great but he had given too much and at
the apparent height of his career he died

.suddenly on January 5, 1897.
After a short interregnum James

Mason'Crafts, head of the Department
of Chemistry, was elected President.
Professor Crafts, born in Boston in 1839
and educated at the Lawrence Scientific
School, spent much of his time abroad
in the laboritories of Bunson and Wurtz,
and was for several years Dean of the
Chemistry Faculty of Cornell University.
From 1870 to- 1880 and from 1891 until

his seven years in Bostonlhe7was a mem-
ber and offices in many organizations.

During this period the AlumnifAsso-
ciation, now "the most effective alumni
organization in the world" first developed.
The discussion in 1904-5 over the Harvard-
Tech alliance was the big factor in bring-
ing about the reunion of the alumni in
1904. The enthusiasm and loyalty awak-
ened at that time has grown in power
ever since. Out of it came the Walker
Memorial Fund amounting now to over
$125,000, and the Alumni Fund amount-
ing to over $200,000.

It was Dr. Pritchett who, recognizing
the need for student activities and social
life, started the old Technology Union
in the two small rooms in the Mechanical
Laboratories on Garrison Street. The
new gym was built and the old one on
Exeter Street given up.

GROUND
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We give demonstration and instruc-
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-. 32 WEST ST., BOSTON MASS.

PROF. ARTHUR A. NOYES

his election to the presidency he was a
member of'the Faculty and, for the latter
period, a member also of the Corporation
of the -Institute.

During this period the Institute was
better off financially than ever before.
There were many large bequests. Large
amounts from the estate of Henry L.
Pierce made possible the building that
bears his name. The Augustus'Lowell
laboratories were built. The Technol-
ogy Review was started. But Dr. Crafts
soon found the work of chemical research
more attractive than that of administra-
tion so early in 1900 he resigned.

Dr. Henry Smith Pritchett, inaugurated
in October 1900, was chosen to succeed
him. A Missourian by birth, the son
of an astronomer, Dr. Pritchett was train-
ed an astronomer under Proffessor Asaph
Hall at the Naval Observatory at Wash-
ington and by study at the University
of Munich, where he obtained his doc-
tor's degree. He then served successively
as assistant professor of mathematics
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SOME OF OUR WORK

I

ELLSWOR'TH DAM (Ellsworth, Me.) Spillway 65 ft. high. Length over all, 500 ft. Entire work completed in 10 mos.

MISSISSOUOI (Sheldon Springs, Vt.) 50 ft. highx300 ft.

PATAPSCO DAM (Ilchester, Md.) Power House under dam

CEDAR FALLS DAM (Cedar Falls, Wis.) during construction, 50 ft. high, 524 ft. long, Power House contains four 2500 K. V. A. Units

AMBURSEN HYDRAULIC CONSTRUCTION CO.
ENGINEERS - CONSTRUCTORS

88 Pearl Street, Boston

I

H. L. Coburn, '98
S. E. Rockwell, '07
R. C. Latimer, '09
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HUNTINGTON AVENUECOPLEY SQUARE HOTEL EXETER AND LAGDEN STREETS

Headquarters for College anJ School Athletic
Teams when in Boston

, 4 '

...350 ROOMS... ...200 PRIVATE BATHS...

Amos A.Whipple, Proprietor

ATHLETIC POLICY OF THE. INSTITUTE
Only during the past few years have Iwas abolished in 1902, and base ball also In former vears the Advisory Council !ing all the big problems that arise and

athletics at the Institute been carried went the same way for it was clearly wsas the only director of our athletics; [brought the Athletics of the Institute
on either as an important or successful evident that they were taking the time !this, of course, necessitated a mass meet- ~to a very high plane. Although we are
feature of undergraduate life, although of the men that was needed in theiring of the students -whenever any im- nmemibers of the I. C. A. A. A. A. and the
here, as at every school where there are studies, and also they -wcre bringing in portant athletic iatter wvas to be settled. N. E. I. A. A. in perfectly good standing,
a great namber of young men, the love the demoralizing effect that is found -A few years ago, however, the student we (lo not enter into the meetings and
of athletic sports exists, and in the past everywhere during championship con- :body had become so large that this~was races as deeply as do many of the otherit has found outlet in numerous inter-'tests of this nature. In place of these impractical and the idea of the Athletic ;colleges, and wve still emphasize strongly
collegiate contests with results of varying 'inter-collegiate sports, there were sub- i 'ssociation -was evohled. This system, ;our inteiclass or inter-course events.
success. For a long time after the- had stituted inter-class games and contests ;which calls for a body intermediate be- It is this part of our Athletic system that
begun o lay an important part among the between individuals, such as are being-txeen the students and the Council, has is attracting the attention of many
student activities, they seemed to hae alvocate-d by all the leading educators. proven very popular and is a decided schools which are finding it necessary to
no guide, no means of control, either by \taniy large colleges are, today, substi- success. The Association consists wholly reorganize and restirain their athletes.
the Faculty or any one else. The- tuting their big athletic gaines by con- of under-graduates, five elected from Physical exercise is an absolute neces.ityLH~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~e -Paiti Jil the yon men i. our scoos"were.. always .........n:: ..:ith and~ _comp...t tests letween the men or the classes each class, together with the captain and to the young men in ouriner alwayscnlinstter~l' ls ok-~'h withi ah'ndtitmtloning against the regular class work of the w the'istitution, much along the ]managers of each of the Institute Teams. colleges,' and it seems that the athletic
Institute, and it became necessary to ,lines that Institute Athletics have been :This much smaller body has frequent policy, the form of restraint tinder whichdevise a...; goenet to..cont;,ro+ the' ,th conduicred for so many years. This {meetings and handles at once matters athletics are put here at the Institute isdetitsean a governmy {vhchto idcondutrold them oshwtatletics and a policy by "Wvhich to conduct x" otmld seem to show that their policy which come up, refering the niore imnpor-iiiore logical and better fitted to cope with
that government. The policy which was was S)Und ant well worked out. tant ones to the Council for ratification. the situation than any other. There is
established at this timfi'is still in use and After the discontinuance of the two, The financial end of the policy has ever no doubt that our policy, of physical
it is so beneficial that it jhas attracted ;o-called major, branche of inter-colleg- ;been that of getting together money, competition for the development of the
the attention of many other insti tutions ate sports, class rivalcy in these same ienough to pay the necessary bills, in the individual, has been a success throughout
throughout the country. It is a policy .two eets became even stronger than best possible way. Many plans have this, the first period of its history.
that tends to give tO individuanls the 1ecC- it had been in the previ')us years, and lbeen tried and others suggested but the "Not the Quarry, but the Chase,
essary amount of eiercise 'for the best they became contests of great impor- right one is yet to come. The original. Not the Laurel but the Race
physical and mental development,. 'tha/t fance each year betwecen the Freshman of The Tech Show, which was merely a I Not the Hazard, but the Play,
tends to develop athletic students in- andf Sophomore classes, in particular. In minstrel performance, was given for the ' Make'Cme,' Lord, Enjoy Alway."
stead of the student athletes who pre- 1901 the cane rush was proven very benefit of the Track Team and The Show
vail at so many of our larger colleges dangerous and a relay race was substs- is a large, though most uncertain, con-
today. tuted for it on the schedule of lower clasi tributer to the treasury of the A. A. I

Theold system, or rather lack oft, ...competitions, and during the same year The Corporation gives a certain amount
l ytm a- . ris the program of events, now known as each year and there are as a rule some l

brought student athletics to a crsi Field Day, was tried out for the first proceeds from Field Day which find 'THE CIVIL
during President Walker's term of office, time and it grew to be a decided success. immediate use. Recenty,' the plan of

....... ___ __ _ ENGINEERING

SOCIETY
By Isaac Hansman ·

WVhen this society was formed in 1889
the founders stated that the purposes of
the society were twofold. The first
:was to bring before the men the prac-
:tical side of the work which they are study-
ing, and the second was to bring them in
closer touch with each other and with their
instructors. The first part is accomplished
by securing speakers, who are at the top
of their profession, and who usbally
speak on the practical side of engineer-
ing work; and by means of visits and
trips, of inspection to points of engineer-
ing interest. The second necessarily fol-
lows from the first but is assisted by
having some of the meetings take the

-' ~ tv!-~~~ f~'~ ..... form of dinners. .

Meetings are held at frequent intervals
and interest in the society is not allowed

ito lag. This year has been an especially
fortunate one in regard. to speakers, as is
shown by the large attendance 'at the
various meetings, which has-broken all
,records. This may be, partly due' to the
fact that the membership also-has broken
all records; there now being 'about:,225
members, which makes it by far the
largest professional society in the Insti.
tute.

The affairs which have been featured
TECHNOLOGY FIELD during the past six months are as follows:

The first dinner of the year was held at
and it was he who first realized the ir- Field Day, a half holiday given by the iselling season tickets to all interested the Union, with Mr. L. K. Rourke, former-
portance, the absolute necessity of regu- Faculty in the early part of November, 'was brought forth in the hope that it ly division engineer of the Panama Canal
lar exercise for Tech men such as they is the big day of the year for the members would interest and arouse some of the as speaker of the evening, and he told in
can best obtain from properly conducted iof the two lower classes. At that time dead Alumni so that the financial ques- detail of how the "Big Ditch" is being
athletic contests. He was met on every they meet in the competitive athletic ition might be solved in that way. But constructed. Next came the combined
side by Faculty opposition, but in 1897 contests of foot ball, relay racing, and the {it was soon found that only a few of the meeting of all the Professional Societies,
he gained a little victory, the first step old sport known as tug-of-war, to settle istudents would purchase them and that under the auspices of the C. E. Societytowards our present system, in the for- !the question of the superiority of one or ,Alumni, whom it was expected the plan at which Prof. Spofford and Prof. Jaggar
mation of a committee of Alumni and ithe other of the classes. Settlement in would interest most, were not at all talked on the Costa Rica Earthquake and
Faculty members from which came the !this way obviates hazing and everything }ready to pay out good money for the its effect on buildings.' A moving picture
Advisory Council. It was not until the of its nature. A class which can win support of the fair name of their Alma show, with films on engineering subjects;time of Pres. Pritchett that this really neither its Freshman nor its Sophomore Mater in the Athletic World. A few of an inspection trip to the Lynn grade cross-
became powerful and took definite shape Field Day Is penalized by not being themrdosubscribe,however,and this money ing abolition work, and a "Faculty Story
in its present form of three under-grad-'allowed to smoke class pipes until the together with what little comes from Telling Contest" followed in succession.
uate and four graduate members. At third year, and they lose the right of the under-graduates in the same way, is For the remainder of the year, on April
the start the Council was strenuously having their numerals put on the beautiful very gratefully received by the Associa- 15, a special boat will be chartered and
opposed by the student:- for they had Field Day Cup given by Samuel Cabot. tion. a trip to the Cape Cod Canal made, tolong been satisfied with thtir independent Every autumn nearly two hundred men For more than ten years the present inspect the work now being done there;
managements, but they soon came to see are brought into spirited competition for policy has been governing Institute and on May 5, the annual banquetwill bethat the only possible solution was before places on these teams, while the remainder Athletics, and today it has gone far be- held at the Copley Square Hotel. At this
them to accept. of the entering class are getting training youd the limits of an experiment. In- time some of the leading engineers of the

Foot ball, as an intercollgiate sport, {in the Gym. deed, it has shown itself capable of hand- country will speak before the society.
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THE' TEOH

"THE TECH" MP;ANAGING BOARD

The first issue of this paper, the officia' j charge of the various departments, headed

student organ, was in November of 1881. by the Editor-in-Chief. Each member
Then, it was issucd eiwes io wcekF, I of this Board is responsible for a certain

part of every issue, and has a staff to
and was, in fact, a small magazine. Its w'om he assigns work. The Business

Editors did not confine the function of Board is under the direct supervision of

the periodical to purely Institute and the Business Manager and consists of his

student activities, but ran scientific Assistants i0 both the Advertising andstudent activities, but ran scientiic Circulation Departments. The functions
articles, a joke column, and other de- of the two latter departments, as well as

partments which would be rather im- of the News Board, are evident from their
practicable in a daily. In 1892, The designations.
Tech more nearly assumed the appear- The Business Department offers an'
ance of a newspaper, and was published advantageous opportunity to "rub shoul-
weekly. Thirteen years later, a tri- ders" with some of the leading and
weekly was attempted, and this proved "worth-while" men of the city, and tends
to be much more efficient in achieving its to develop in a man, the confidence that
object,-that of reaching the student will be found to be indispensible when he
body. Indeed, so well did this arrange- leaves the Institute, and attempts to
ment work that in 1909, plans were convince the Business Man, the Engineer
formed for the final change into a daily or Archit.et of the Value of his Proposi-
newspaper,-its present form. tion.

The management oi The Tech as it Taking everything into consideration,
is now, is composed of a board of upper The Tech is, without the slightest doubt,
class men who have entire charge of the most instructive and valuable of the
both the news and business departments. i many undergraduate activities at the
The News Board consists uit the mTnL i! Institute.
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SPARKLING WATER
GHEST AWARDS. BEST ON TEST.

ASK FOR IT WHEN DRINKING OR DIINIG.

Packed Cases of 48 full quarts - S8.00 Packed Cases of 100 full pints
Packed Cases of 100 half pints (splits) 9.00

Rebate on Case Empty Quarts, S1.44; Pints, $2.00; Splits, $1.50

Open Cases of 12 full quarts - - $ 2.25 Open Cases of 24 full pints - -
Rebate on Empty Case and Bottles, $1.00
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In WASHIINGTON. D. C., order of F. I-I. Finley & Son.
In ALBANY, N. Y., Arondack Water Agency.
In ROCHESTER, N. Y., cMeGreal Bros. Co.
In TROY, N. Y., Arondack Water Agency.
In BALTIMORE, Md., Hopper, \;IcGaw & Co.
In SCRANTON. Pit., Spitzer & Co.
In BITFFAI.O, N. Y., \\inter Bros.
In RICHMOND, Va., Powers-Taylor Drug Co.
In SAVANNAH Ga., J. M. Dixon Co.
In PI-IIhADELPHIA, Pa., Arondack NWater Agency
In NEW YORK, Park & Tilford; Acker, Merrall & Condit Co.; Charles & Co.;

Ltyties Bros.
Or of First-Class Stores ANYWHERE or Arondack Water Agency in any city.

Main Office

ARONDACK SPRING COMPANY.
SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. Y'

THE DEPARTMENT OF! MINING
AND METALLURGY AND THE

'DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY
By Carle R. Hayward

The subjects 'of mining, metallurgy
and geology are allied in many ways and
although each is capable of high special-
ization, the policy at the Institute is to

give the undergraduate student a knowl-
edge of the fundamentals of all three and
leave specialization to the graduate
courses which are offered. The work in

these subjects is conducted by the Depart-
ment of Mining and Metallurgy (Course
I II) and the Department of Geology
(Course XII); but nearly all the students

are registered in the former which, in its
three options, gives an opportunity to
specialize slightly along the lines of
mining, metallurgy and geology respec-
tively. This specialization, however, is

not carried to such a degree as to prevent
a student in any one option from obtain-
ing a good working knowledge of all

three subjects.
One way in which the course in mining

and metallurgy at the Institute differs
from similar courses in many other in-
stitutions is the principle on which its
laboratory work is conducted. It is
impracticable in many cases to use full
size machines, but without going to the
opposite extreme of illustrating the prin.
ciples with minature apparatus, half or

Vrquarter size machines are used wl ere
possible, which allow a student to actu-

ally carry through an operation, take a
complete account of stock and learn
where to look for economy. At the same

time different processes can be accurately
compared and the best methods of treat-
. c i uBA R S IIIIIa n y .

PROF. R. H. RICHARDS

_SANITARY ENGINEERING'

By Prof. Dwight Porter

Modern life has demanded that a
group of scientists and engineers spec-
ialize along lines which have to do with
the proper maintainance of the public
health, and these men are known as
Sanitary Engineers. They must be able
to design works of the proper size and
strength, with a view to accomplishing
definite sanitary results. Therefore the
Course in Sanitary Engineering was
established at the Institute to train men
to consider public service affairs, water
supply and its purification, the disposal
of sewages and water, questions of dis-
infection and of the effect of large indus-
tries on the public welfare. Naturally
the course has much in common with the
one in Civil Engineering, and to this
curriculum is added a substantial amount
of chemistry and biology so that the
student may be well founded in the
principles of sanitation, while on the
other hand thece is a corresponding re-
duction in b. iige, railroad and some
other features of the ci il engineering
course.

PiRLOF. DWIGHT PORTER

In most cases, though not always, the
graduates of this course have gone into
sanitary engineering practice, and a good
ilea of the field open to such men is
afforded by a view backward over the
successive classes and the various posi-
tions now held by their representatives.
these contain positions with many prom-

i lent firms in private practice; many with
sundry state boards of health; positions
as engineer, chemist or bacteriologist
with sewage or water purification works;
engineering positions in municipal works;
professors of civil or sanitary engineering;
rity enginee ing; city health officers;
sanitary engineers in private practice;
sanitary inspectors; etc.

There is no more fundamental branch
of engineering than that classed as san-
itary, and there is no division of science
more useful than this whose workers
have for their slogan the people's right
to health.

In the geological department, lecture
and laboratory work is accompanied by
a thorough course in field geology where
principles previously learned are applied SOME FACTS ABOUT M. I. T.
to actual problems.

A factor which has contributed greatly (Continued)
to the success of the Institute is the pres-
ence on the instructing staff of recog- (6) Not only has it advanced science
nized experts in various branches of in industry, but it has been a most power-
science and engineering, who are con- ful factor in the educational development
stantly in demand for the solution of of the country. It has broken down old
practical industrial problems. In the of the country.
departments of Mining and Metallurgy, traditions and introduced new methods
together with that of Geology, are several into education. It has given strength
such men of international reputation I and dignity to the "practical" and "labor-
with whom the students come in closeatory" method and proved conclusivel
contact in laboratory and class room. and procve conclusively
Gradlates are continually testifying to its value in dealing effectively with large
the vldue of this association and its in- bodies of men. It was "the first school
fluence upon their later careers. to equip a mining and metallurgical

Many graduates of Course III are now
holding important positions in the public laboratory for the instruction of students

service and others are connected with j by actual treatment of ores in large quan-
great industrial and engineering opera- i tities; the first to establish a laboratory
tions. Exrerience has shown that these* for teaching the nature and use of steam,
men are often unexpectedly called upon
to solve difficult problems which involveC and a laboratory for testing the strength

a knowledge of mechanical, civil, elec- of the materials of construction in com-
trical and chemical engineering, and the I mercial sizes; and the first in America to
fact that they usually solve these pro- establish a d -artment of Architecture.
blems successfully speaks well for the It was also the first in this country to
broadness of their training, which in set up distinct and separate courses of
addition to strictly professional subjects study in electrical engineering, in sani-
includes courses in all the above depart- tary engineering, in chemical engineering,
meats. and in naval architecture."
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BOSTON, MASS.,

CIVIL ENGINEERING COURSE

By Prof. Charles M. Spofford

Following the general policy adopted
at the Institute, the instruction given to
students in the Civil Engineering course
is planned along three distinct lines
which may be briefly described by the
words general, scientific, and profes-
sional.

Under the first heading come such sub-
jects as English, history, modern lan-
guages, and economics. In the second
class may be placed mathematics, phys-
ics, chemistry, mechanics, geology, and
mechanical and free-hand drawing. In
the third division are the purely pro-
fessional subjects.

PROFESSOR C. M. SPOFFORD

It is thoroughly recognized by those in
charge of the course that the engineer
is each day becoming a .morei important
factor in the conduct of the world's
affairs, and that to. be. properly prepared
to perform his duties successfully and
intelligently he must acquire a broad
outlook upon the field of human activi-
ties- and be able. to express himself in'
accurate and intelligent language. It
is the purpose of the general subjects to
give him this broad outlook, and to train
him to express himself in clear and con-
cise language.

Civil Engineering may be described as
an art founded upon scientific principles.
A thorough understanding of the funda-
mental sciences included in the second
group of studies is recognized by all' as
essential to a sound understanding of
the profession, hence a very considerable
part of the time allotted to the course:
is given utip to a thorough drill in these
subjects.

The purely professional Civil Engineer-
ing subjects may be grouped under four
main heads,-topographical engineering,
including plane surveying and geodesy;
transportation engineering, comprising
the-; problems of railway and highway
lo6ation and construction; hydraulic en-
gineering, including the development of
water power and public water supplies,
the. construction of. sewerage systems, the
development of harbors -and rivers, and
the solving of irrigation problems; struc-
tural engineering, including the design
of stationary structures, such as bridges,
dams, retaining walls, and steel-frame
buildings.

All students in the Civil Engineering
course are required to take not only the
fundamental subjects underlying these
four branches of the profession, but con-
siderable time is also allotted to the study
of the allied subjects of heat engineering
and electrical engineering, in order that
the student may :be prepared to deal
intelligently with the machinery which is
required in the execution and operation
of the projects which he designs and
directs. This wide range of subjects
renders impossible the attempt to treat
them all in detail in a course of four years,
hence in his professional work, the stu-
dent's attention is concentrated upon the
comparatively few principles underlying
all branches of the profession, and every
effort is made to give him mastery over
these by continuous drill in the class-
room and by actual practice in the field,
the drafting room and the laboratory.
The details and cost of construction are
sufficiently developed to impiess upon
him their importance and to enable him
to solve problems in design with due
regard both to theory and to economy.
Accuracy and neatness in computations
and drawings are insisted upon, and the
student is taught that knowledge un-
accompanied by the ability to use it,
is of little value.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY

By W. D. Foster

The Architectural Society of the Insti-
tute, with a membership of about ninety
men, has been quite active this year.

There have been four smokers at which
the Society has been addressed by men
prominent in the various branches of the
profession. At the first smoker Mr.
Ernest Flagg, of New York City,spoke on
the subject, "Styles of Architecture."
Mr. Flagg is one of the most prominent
architects in this country, having de-
signed such buildings as the Singer Tower
and the Naval Academy buildings at
Annapolis. His talk was very instruc-
tive especially as it dealt largely with the
French style for which Mr. Flagg stands
quite firmly. The second smoker talk
was given by Mr. J. Randolph Coolidge,
Jr., '92, of the Boston firm of Coolidge &
Carlson. Mr. Coolidge's subject was
"The Difference Between the Study and
the Practice of Architecture," and the
advice it contained was very well re-
ceived and appreciated. Mr. Hugh Cairns,
of Boston, next gave a very interesting
talk and demonstration showing his skill
in architectural iiiodeling. Mr. Cairns
was the sculptor of the figures on the
T'ribiity Church porch. Mr. Guy Lowell,
also of: Boston, and the designer of the
new-Art Museum, 'was the speaker at the
last smoker. He outlined a three months
trip in Europe, a trip arranged as the
first trip of a young architect whose fin-
ances are limited. This outline which
inrcluded books fo read- in preparation,
places to see, railroad fares, etc., was ex-
tremely valuable to members of the So-
ciety. The next prominent speaker will
be at the annual banquet in the early part
of May.

This year we have tried out the scheme
of having talks by members of the Society
at the business meetings.. These talks
have included one bv F. A. Burton, '09,
describing the European trip which he
and 1. 11. Scarff, '10, took last summer;
one by C. C. Clark, '10, on the "Use of
Precedent in Modern American Archi-
tecture," and a most interesting paper by

Timothy W. Sprague, '87
Frederic H. Keyes, '93

Henry D. Jackson, '97
AND ASSOCIATES,

General Consulting Engineers
... 88 Broad Street...
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R. HI. Doane, '11, dlescribing the system
and work of the office of McKlim, Mead
and White. It has been generally decided
that this new scheme is a' great success.

April the nineteenth there will be the
annual Junio \'Veek reception. The
present plans will make this a most suc-
cessful affair. The walls of the dlepart-
ment will be covered with an exhibition
of student work and also cartoons of
many members of the Society. A short
play with many local hits has been written
and will be given as a side attraction by
several of the students. About 400 in-
vitations have been sent out so that many
of the friends will have a fine opportunity
to see the department and its work.

Another of the Societv's activities is
the Technology Architectural Record.
In this Record is published the work of
undergraduates and alumni. After four
years of of publication the Record has
fully proved its helpfulness to the students
and its value as legitimate advertising for
the Institute.

Some years ago the proceeds from the
Architectural Annual, which was the
forerunner of the Record, were put in
trust as the nucleus for a scholarship
fund, the interest of which would become
available when the fund amounted to
$1,000. This amount will be reached this
year.
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IN THE LIMELIGHT

Don't forget to be at THE TECH-
TECHNIQUE Ball Game the morning of
the nineteenth. You will never forgive
yourself if you do.

Technique comes out a week from to-
morrow at noon. Everybody be at the
Oval in Football togs or any other form
of wearabouts that seems appropriate
and get into the RUSH with all your will.

The TECH will appear as usual to-
morrow with a full account of the Field
Day Stunts, Technology Congress Open-
ing, Alumni Smoker, Final plans for the
Technique Rush, and Junior Prom.
Get one.

Get to the Show on time and don't
disturb the rest of the audience by coming
in late. Think how you would like it
yourself.

The nine West .Point cadets dismissed
for hazing in 1908 by President Roosevelt
have been reinstated.

SCHEDULE OF PAPERS
TECHNOLOGY CONGRESS

SECTION A.

Scientific Investigation and Control
of Industrial Processes.

Room 22. Walker Building.

Chairman-Prof. W. H. Walker

11.00 A. M. The Conservation of Our
Metal Resources.-Albert E. Greene,
'07, Electro Metallurgical Engineer,
American Electric Smelting & Engineer-
ing Co., Chicago, I11.

11.20 Some Causes of Failures in Metals.
-Henry Fay, Professor of Analytical
Chemistry, Mass. Inst. Tech., Boston.

11.40 Metallography and Its Industrial
Importance.-Albert Sauveur, '89,
Professor of Metallurgy, Harvaid Uni-
versity, Cambridge, Mass.

Thirty Years' Work in Boiler Testing.-
George H. Barrus, '74, Expert and
Consulting Steam Engineer, Boston.

12.00 Coal Combustion Recorders.-
A. H. Gill, '84, Professor of Technical
Analysis, Mass. Inst. Tech., Boston.

12.15 P. M. An Electric Furnace for
Zinc Smelting.-Francis A. J. Fitz-
Gerald, '95, Consulting Chemical Engin-
eer, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

12.25 Improvements in Cotton Bleach-
ing.-Walter S. Williams, '95, Textile
Expert, Arthur D. Little, Inc., Boston.

12.45 Frederick R. Royce.
2.30 The Chemist in the Service of the

Railroad.-H. E. Smith, '87, Chemist
and Engineer of Tests, The Lake Shore
& Michigan Southern Ry. Co., Collin-
wood, Ohio.

2.50 The Debt of the Manufacturer to
the Chemist.-Hervey J. Skinner, '99,
Vice-President, Arthur D. Little, Inc.,
Boston.

3.10 Prevention and Control of Fires
Through Scientific Methods.-Edward
V. French, '89, Vice-President and
Engineer, Arkwright Mutual Fire In-
surance Co., Boston.

3.30 Research as a Financial Asset.-
Willis R. Whitney, '90, Director, Re-
search Laboratory, General Electric
Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

3.50 Edward M. Hager. Edward C.
Holton.

4.10 Reclamation of the Arid West.-
Frederick H. Newell, '85, Director
U. S. Reclamation Service, Washington,
D. C.

4.20 John A. Freeman.

SECTION B
Technological Education in its

Relations to Industrial Development

Room 23 Walker Building, April 11

Chairman, Dr. Arthur A. Noyes

11.15 A. M. The Techincal School
Graduate; His Strength and His Weak-
ness.-H. P. Talbot, '85, Professor of
Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry,
Mass. Inst. Tech., Boston.

11.35 Development of Mining Schools.-
Robert H. Richards., '68, Professor
of Mining Engineering and Metallurgy,
Mass. Inst. Tech., Boston.

11.45 The New Profession of Economic
Engineering.-Roger W. Babson, '98,
President , Babson's Statistical Organ-
ization, Wellesley Hills, Mass.

1 .05 Instruction in Finance, Account-
ing and Business Administration in
Schools of Technology.-Harvev S.

Chase, '83, Certified Public Accountant,
Boston.

12. 5 Technical Education and the Con-
tracting Engineer.-Sumner B. Ely, '92,
Vice-President, Chester B. Albree Iron
Works -Co., Allegheny, Pa.

2.30 The General Educational Value of
the Study of Applied Science.-Alan
A. Claflin, '94, Pres., Avery Chemical
Co., Boston.

(Continued on page 17)
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O-LD CORNER BOOKSTORE

IS

HEADQUARTERS FOR

TEXT and REFERENCE BOOKS

Old Corner Bookstore

2 7 and 29 Bromfield St.

THE GLEE, BANJO, AND MANDOLIN CLUBS

The Glee, Banjo and Mandolin Clubs
were among the first activities that were
organized with the founding of the In-
stitute, and have, from the beginning, held
a place of prominence in Institute life.
The object of the combined organization
has been, not only to promote social
conditions among the undergraduates, but
primarily to bring Technology into the
public eye by furnishing evenings of good
music and diversion. There has always
been very good musical talent in the
student-body, and with hard work and the
aid of efficient coaches-an innovation of
late-the Clubs are now on a footing where
they will compare well with any similar
college organizations. They have always
had the heartiest support of the under-

twenty-two and contains excellent mater-
ial, which has been developed very
creditably. The Banjo Club, W. D.
Richardson, '11, Leader, has been less
fortunate this year on account of the
fact that last spring a great many good
men were lost by graduation, and it was
thought better by the management to
support a good quintette rather than a
moderately good club of larger size.
The quintette has been a great success
at every concert, in great measure on
account of Richardson's excellent playing
and winning smile. All the clubs are
in fact doing well and deserve credit for
their efforts..

The demand for concerts in and about
Boston has been steadily increasing with

York City. They were enthusiastically
received by the- alumni in all of those
cities, and the trip proved successful from
every point of view. The Faculty deemed
it wise this year to cut down on the mid-
year vacation, so the trip had to be
abandoned; but plans are at present be-
ing advanced for a big trip next Christmas
vacation. The proposed trip will pro-
bably include the cities of Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Detroit, Chicago,
Cleveland, Buffalo, and Syracuse. It
is hoped that all of the alumni in these
cities will give their heartiest support
and make the trip a big success.

TECHNOLOGY MUSICAL CLUBS

graduate body, not only in the providing
of good material when the call is made for
it, but also in enthusiastic attendance at all
the concerts given in Boston for those
connected with the Institute.

The combined Clubs number about
fifty men divided among the Glee, Banjo
and Mandolin Clubs. The call for candi-
dates last fall brought out about one
hundred men, sixty of whom "tried out"
for the Glee Club. Coach Hunt, of that
club, chose twenty-five of the candidates
for the various parts, and after a few
week's co-operation with leader R. N.
Doble, '11, the Club did praiseworthy
work at the Winter Concert. At pre-
sent the Club is under the leadership of
P. L. Caldwell, '11, who was elected to
the position in January, and is maintain-
ing the high standard set last fall. The
Mandolin Club under the leadership of
J. A. Applequest, '12, has been doing
exceptionally good work, and made a
decided hit with the Wellesley and the
Smith College girls. The club numbers

the standard of the clubs, and every year
numerous proposals for concerts are
rejected by the management, either be-
cause of the high price demanded by the
clubs or because of lack of room in the
schedule for those desiring concerts.
The territory 'for giving concerts is not
now limited to the near vicinity of Boston,
but has reached out to include such places
as Portsmouth, New Bedford, North-
ampton, and Providence. Concerts this
year have been given in Northampton,
Providence, Auburndale, Lynn, Welles-
ley, Waverley, Randolph, Dorchester,
Chelsea; and three have been given in
Boston. The season closes with the
Spring Concert and Dance in Copley Hall
on April 19.

Last year under the management of
W. W. Warner, '11, the clubs went on
their first Western trip. They gave
successful concerts in Chicago, Detroit,
Rochester, Buffalo, Syracuse, and New

CHEMISTRY AND CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING

By Prof. H. P. Talbot

Of the six professional courses described
in the first Catalogue of the Institute
for 1865-66 one is a "Course in Practical
Chemistry." The fundamental sub-
jects of that course were much like those
to be found in the Chemical Course to-
day, or, indeed, in nearly all of the pro-
fessional courses, but the unparalleled
growth of chemical science soon made it
necessary to include somewhat special-
ized instruction in some of its branches,
and this, together with the increasing
necessity on the part of the well-equipped
chemist for a knowledge of physics and
mathematics, has gradually excluded
from the course such valuable subjects
as Mental and Moral Philosophy, Navi-
gation and Nautical Astronomy, Geology,

Zoology, Physiology, and Botany, which
are to be found in the original course
schedule.

In 1865 the Department was numeri-
ically small but potentially important.
It comprised Charles W. Eliot, who was
Professor of General and Industrial
Chemistry, and Frank H. Storer, Pro-
fessor of Analytical Chemistry and Met-
allurgy, the first now so widely known
for his educational work in the presidency
of Harvard, to which he went from the
Institute in 1869, and the second recog-
nized as an authoritative writer on agri-
cultural chemistry. The methods pur-
sued by these men were also significant,
for the Institute was among the first to
insist upon the importance of laboratory
methods of instruction, which, in the
terms of the original catalogue, "trains
the senses to observe with accuracy, and
the judgment to rely with confidence on
the proof of actual experiment." The
Department occupied five rooms in the
basement of the Rogers Building for a
number of years, to which other rooms
were gradually added until in 1883 the
Department was transferred to the pres-
ent Walker Building. These quarters
have, in turn, been outgrown until the
Department occupies about forty-five
rooms, located in four different buildings
and accommodating nearly or quite a
thousand students.

The development of the Department
may be most concisely stated by noting
the men who have mainly contributed to
its growth. In 1870 we
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131 State Street,
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TECHNOLOGY ORCHESTRA
There have been attempts made in

previous yeats to organize an orchestra
at Tech, but this year's effort has finally
developed a successful one. The first
meeting of prospective members was
held in October and was attended by
only twenty men. These however im-
mediately proceeded to business and
elected R. Eksergian conductor, A. M.
Eisenberg concert master, N. E. Brooks
manager, and W. D. Stevens sedretary.

Although there were very few men to
begin with those that there were started
in practice and rehearsals at once. The
first formal appearance among the stu-
dent body of the new organization was
at th'Clvil Engineering banquet where
they played selections. from the "Red
Mill," the "Bohemian Girl" and the
"Chocolate Soldier." This first concert
showed some raggedness and from that
time more pains were taken in perfecting
unity.

The next appearance of the orchestra
in public was with the combined Musical
Clubs in Copley Hall at the Winter
Concert. Among the pieces they played
at this concert was the "Raymond Over-
ture," which was well rendered, consider-
ing especially that the orchestra has had
at no time any outside assistance.

The orchestra was- firmly established
after the Winter Concert. Until after
mid-years, however, active rehearsals
ceased, but the members took up work
again immediately after the opening of
the second term. The number of men
began to increase until there were finally
thirty-four numbers enrolled:

The orchestra gave a concert at the
Somerville Y. M. C. A. on February
twenty-second, being assisted by a reader.
This concert might be considered as
successful from two points of view.
First, they rendered the selections men-
tioned above, receiving commendation
for the manner in which they were given.
Besides this the orchestra made enough
on the concert to wipe out the deficit
already incurred for music.

They had an engagement to play in
Newton, which, however, they cancelled
in order to devote more time to preparing
for the Congress of Technology concert
at Symphony Hall on April tenth. They
also will again cooperate with the Musical
Clubs in the Spring Concert, April nine-
teenth.

The repertoire has been considerably
extended, there being in addition to the
above mentioned, selections from "La
Traviata," "La Dance Blanche," the
"Egyptian Ballet," and "Naughty Mar-
rietta."

On the whole the year has been a suc-
cessful one for the orchestra. Concert
playing WIthout much practice is at least
difficult, yet they have well rendered some
rather hard pieces. The members ser-
iously desire that it continue as a perma-
nent organization, and with this spirit
it is probable that next year will see a
larger and more complete orchestra,
which with the reputation of this year
behind it should have a successful season.

THE NEW TECHNOLOGY

(Continued fram page 1)

campus, the smaller, approximately of
fifteen acres, will be used wholly for the
student quarters, here will be found the
athletic field with the Walker Memorial
and the dormitories.

On the plan at the extreme left we
find the Naval Architectural Building;
and following along in order toward the
center are the Electrical Engineering,
Physics and Chemistry Buildings. In
the center is the Administration Building
which will contain the general offices of
the Institute, the general library, etc.
Next on the right is the Mechanical
Engineering Department and the Power
House which is shown, by proxy, through
its chimney over the M. E. Building.
Then comes the Biological Department
with the Civil Building on the extreme
right.

Directly in the center of the back-
ground on the smaller part of the property
is the Walker Memorial which will -be
the social center for the students, con-
taining reading rooms, dining rooms and
offices for student activities, a gymnasium,
swimming pool and many other .ponven-
iences for the use of the students. This
building has laready been provided for
by a fund of over $100,000 which:has
been raised by- the Alumni. Directly
in the rear of this will be the Athletic
Field with a quarter mile cinder track
and a concrete stadium to hold at least
ten thousand people. Located at con-
venient places around the Field and Gym
will be the dormitories and some of the
fraternity houses.

The following fraternities have already
communicatedi to President Maclaurin
their intentions of taking ground on the
new site on which to erect their houses:
AlphaTau Omega, Delta Kappa Epsilon,
Delta Tau Delta, Kappa Theta, Lambda
Phi, Phi Gamma Delta, Phi Kappa Sigma,
Theta Delta Chi, Theta Xi and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon. Delta Psi and Delta
Upsilon are as yet undecided on the
change and they have not given the Pres.
ident any definite information as to their
movements.

It has been estimated that it will take
at least two years to erect any one of the
buirdings for the new Technology, so
that considerable time would necessarily
elapse before the Institute could really
move, even though the site should be
elsected in the very near future.

TRAVELS IN EUROPE

Professor H. W. Shimer, of the geologi-
cal department, is preparing to deliver
a course of lectures next year on the geo-
logy of Europe. During the Summer he
will traverse the continent from Naples
to Norway, with a run into France and
across to Great Britain to complete the
material for this course.

Sheafe's Hall,
30 Huntington Avenue
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Leonard Construction Co.
McCORMICK BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL
HENRY BLDG., PORTLAND, ORE.

Canadian Leonard Construction Co.
L't'd., Toronto, Can.

C. A. L. LANGTON
Prescription Optician

419 Boylston, Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

Kilham & Hopkins
ARCHITECTS

Walter H. Kilham

9 PAIFI

James C. Hopkins

STREET, BOSTON

F. B. CUTTER COMPANY
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Steam, Gas and Electrical Machinery
... ......- Cars, Railway Motors and Controllers

HUDSON TERMINAL BUILDING

56 CHURCH' ST. NEW YORK

- GARDINER, BEARDSELL & CO.
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50 and 52 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass

John D.. Gardiner George R. Beardsell

C. J. H. WOODBURY, SC. D.

Consulting Engineer

45 MILK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
.~~~~~~~~ .

F. W. LORD '93
Boston

LORD ELECTRIC

New York

CO., Electric Contracting
LORD CONSTRUCTION CO., Contracting-Engineering
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CONGRESS SPEAKERS
SECTINN B

Continued From page 14

2.50 The Influence of the Institute upon
the Developmnent of Modern Educa-
tion.-James P. Munroe, '8 , President,
National Society for the Promotion of
Industrial Education, Boston.

3.05 The Training of Industrial Foremen.
-Charles F. Park, '92, Assoc. Professor
of Mechanical Engineering, Mass. Inst.
Tech.; Director of Lowell Institute

3.25 The Responsibility of Manufac-
tuerers for the Training of Skilled Mc-
chanics and Shop-Foremen.-Arthur
L. Williston, '89, Principal, Wentworth
Institute, Boston.

3.45 The Function of Technical School
Laboratories.-H. W. Hayward, '96,
Asst. Prof. App. Mech., Mass. Inst.
Tech., Boston.

3.55 Technical Education-Its Function
in Training for the Textile Industry.-
Chearles H. Eames, '97, Principal,
Lowell Textile School, Lowell, Mass.

4.10 R. R. Taylor.

SECTION C.

Administration and Management.

Room 11. Engineering Building B.

Chairman, Dr. Davis R. Dewey.

2.30 P. M. An Object Lesson in Effi-
ciency,-Wilf/ed Lewis, '75, Presi'dent,
The Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Trend of Commercial Development
Viewed from the Financial Standpoint-
Charles Hayden, '90, Banker, Boston.

Profitable Ethics.-David Van Alstyne
'86, Vice-President, Allis-Chalmers Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

3.00 P. M. The Scientific Thought as
Applied to Railroad Problems.-Ben-
jamin S. Hinckley, '99, Engineer of
Tests, N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R. Co.,
Boston.

3.20 P. M. Reliability of Materials.-
Walter C. Fish, '87, Manager, Lynn
Works, General Electric Co., Lynn,
Mass.

3.40 P. M. Henry G. Bradlee.
4.00 P. M. Scientific Industrial Opera-

tion.-Tracy Lyon, '85, Asst. to First
Vice-Presi~Ient, Westinghouse Electric
& Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pal

The Natural Increase in the Ratio of
Burden to Labor in Modern Manu-

I facturing Processes.-James B. Stan-
wood, '75, Vice-President and Engineer,
The Houston, Stanwood & Gamble
Co., Cinaindlati, Ohio.

Scientific Management of American Rail-
ways.-Samuel M. Felton, '73, Pres.,
Chicago Great Western R. R., Chicago,
Ill.

SECTION D

Recent Industrial Development

Chairman, D. C. Jackson

Room 6-Lowell Building, Clarendon
Street

11.00 The Elimination of Some sources
of Loss in a Large Pro6fducer-Gas Engine
Plant.-John G. Callan, '96, Electrica
Engineer, Arthur D. Little, Inc.
Boston.

i11.15 The Development of a Systen
of Underground Pneumatic Tubes for
the Transportation of United States
Mail.-B. C. Batcheller, '86, Chie
Engineer, American Pneumatic Servic
Co., N'ew York City.

11.20 Mr. Cadman.
11.30 C. E. Riley.
11.45 Mr. Hobart.
11.55 Mechanical Handling of Materials

Richard Devens, '88, Mgr. Eastern
Office, Brown Hoisting Machinery Co.
New York City.

12.10 The general solution for alternat
ing currents. Goerge A. Campbell, '91

12.25 Mr. Goodwin.
t2.45 Mail Handling Machinery at the

Pennsylvania Railroad Terminal ant
United States Post Office at New Yorl
City.-Julian E. Woodwell, '96, Con
suiting Engineer, New York.

2.00 The Improvements in Efficiency
of Electric Lighting Properties and Wha
the Public Gains Through These Im
provements.-William H. Blood, '84

2.15 The Continuous Cooling of Cir
culating Wafer Used for Condensinj
Sieam.-Edward F. Miller, Prof. Steam
Engineering, Mass. Inst. Tech., Boston

2.25 The Development of Economica
Ore Dressing Systems.-Frank E. Shel
ard, '87, President, Denver Engineer
ing Works, Denver, Colorado.

2.40 Mr. Ferguson.
g 3.00 The Technics of Iron and Steel.-

Theodore W. Robinson, '84, Vice
President, Illinois Steel Co., Chicago
Ill.

, 3.20 Mr. McKibben.
3,40 Asbestos.-Prof. C. L. Norton.

COMBINED SOCIETiES
COMBINED SOCIETIES

'DINNER
By 0. B. Denison

Not to be outdone by the alumni in
celebrating that memorable year when
Governor Andrews granted the charter
that brought into existence the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, the
electrical engineering society have ar-
ranged for a monster student celebration
in the form of a joint professional societies
dinner to be held in Technology Union,
Widnesday evening April 12.

The plan met instantaneous favor with
the execitive heads of the other profes-
sional societies at the Institute, and ac-
cordingly the program committee of the
electrical engineering in cooperation with
the presidents of the other societies has
completed arrangements for the dinner.
The program committee of the electrical
engineering society embraces in its mem-
bership, in addition to President L. P.
Ferris '11, who is a member ex-officio,
O. B. Denison, '11, chairman, D. P.
Gaillard '11, and L. T. Hemmenway '11.

As guests of the evening the committee
has secured Mr. Frank J. Sprague of
NewYork city; President Richard Cock-
burn Maclaurin of the Institute; Dean
Alfred E. Burton and Bursar Frank H.
Rand. Mr. Sprague comes at the special
recommendation of Professor Dugald C.
Jackson, head of the department of
electrical engineering.

Mr. Sprague is one of the foremost
consulting engineers of the country.
He has been intimately connected with a
number of gigantic engineering problems,
and is eminently well fitted to speak at
length on practically any of the many
aspects of the subject of engineering.

In order to make the affair a truly
student affair, President Maclaurin, the
Dean and the Bursar will be on hand to
speak. On such an occasion as this it
is partic'uarly fitting that these three
men should speak, as each is so intimately
connected with the relations between
students and their Alma Mater.

A large advance sale of tickets indi-
cates that the hall will be taxed to its
utmost, but there are still a number of
tickets which may be obtained for the
event. The affair will start promptly
at 6.30 and it is urged by the committee
in charge that all are prompt in turning
out for the affair.

SECTION E.

Public Health and Sanitation

Chairman, W. T. Sedgwick
Room 11, Eng. B. 24 Trinity Place,

April 11
11.00 A. M. Profitable and Fruitless

Lines of Endeavor in Public Health
Work.-Edwin O. Jorlan, '88, Profes-
sor of Bacteriology, University of
Chicago, C'hicago, Ill.

11.15 The Technical School Man in
Public Hcalth Work.-Harrv W. Clark,
'85-'87., Chief Chemist, State Board
of Health, Boston.

11.30 Present Status of Water Purifi-
cation in the United States and the
Part that the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology Has Played.-George
C. Whipple, '89, Consulting Engineer,
New York City.

(Continued on page 18)
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HEWINS & HOLLIS
MEN'S FURNISHING GOODS

4 Hamilton Place
Boston

THE BENJAMIN CHASE COMPANY
Manufacturers of

WOOD LABELS AND PLANT STAKES
Derry, N. H.

JOHN C. CHASE, '74, Treas. and General Manager.

WILLIAM S. JOHNSON, '89
Sanitary and Hydraulic Engineer

101 Tremont Street
Boston

With Compliments of
ROBERT SPURR WESTON

Consulting Engineer
For Water Purification

and Sewerage Disposal
Hygienic Analysis

WILLIAM B. LIBBY
THE GARDEN PRESS

Fine Mercantile, Book and Job Printing
227 Tremont St., Boston

Telephone 2668-1 Oxford
Monotype Book Composition

STEPHEN CHILD
... Landscape Architect ...
... Consulting Engineer...

Member American Societies of Landscape Architects and Civil Engineers
S. B. Massachusetts Institute of Technoligy, '88

Main Office
BEACON BLDG., 6 BEACON ST., BOSTON, MASS.

Rooms 217-218

Winter Office--THE HARMER STUDIOS
Plaza De LaGuerra, Santa Barbara, CALIFORNIA

ROBERT A. BOlT & CO.

Insurance

40 Kilby Street, BOSTON. .. . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
By Prof. D. C. Jackson

The electrical engifiedring 'course is
planned for the purpose of giving that
professional engineering training which
s needed by men who have to do with
he generation of electric power and its
utilization for any of those purposes to
which electric power is now put. The
use of electric currents for providing
motive power, for- setting up electro-
:hemical operations, for heating, and for
other purposes has become so universal
n the industries of this nation that elec-
trical engineers must possess an unusu-
ally wide understanding of the industrial
iciences, including those relating to trans-
portation and inter-communcation. A
particularly wide understanding is re-
quired of those sciences affecting the gener-
ation and industrial use of power, and the
industrial use of heat and chemical re-
actions. The subjects of chemistry, phys-
ics, mathematics and applied mechanics,
therefore, compose the backbone of the
electrical engineering, curriculum. Arti-
culated with these basic subjects are the
more directly professional studies which
relate to the generation of mechanical
power and its transformation into elec-
gtrical power, the transmission of power,
and the utilization of electrical power for
purposes of transportation and inter-
communication and those numerous other
purposes for which the modern industrial
and social developments have made it
almost a necessary agent. These more
directly professional subjects which are
articulated with the basic subjects of
chemistry, physics, mathematics and ap-
plied mechanics consist of: the prin-
ciples of electric and magnetic phenomena
and particularly of electric and magnetic
circuits, alternating currents, electrical
measurements, alternating current ma-
chinery, thermodynamics and steam en-
gineering, hydraulics and water power,
and associated studies. Following these
subject*in the curriculum of Course VI
come a series of studies in which attention
is more particularly directed to the prin-
cipal engineering installations in which
electrical power is generated and utilized,
such as central electric power stations
(whether steam or water power drives
the prime movers,), electric illumina-
tion, electric transmissions of power,
electric railroads and telephony. With
these subjects are also associated brief
study of surveying, machinery and sta-

ctures.

PROF. DUGALD C. JACKSON

Sincere study of the foregoing subjects
when associated in logical order as laid
down in our curriculum gives that kind
of training which is distinctly the scien-
tific baisis of electrical engineering prac-
tice; but a professional engineering course
must comprise moee than the sientific
studies alone. Studies of the character
of economics are a distinct part of the
engineer's professional training, and our
students are required to pursue a reason-
able amount of economics and a.so of-
English, foreign languages and history.
These studies are associated in the course
so that they make a part of the work of
each of the four years of the course. By
this arrangement of the subjects the stu-
dents are afforded a fortunate contrast of
the reasoning processes pertaining to the
exact logic of mathemffitics and those
pertaining to the less definite but equally
necessary methods obtained by following
the balance or preponderance of evidence
as used in economics and in historical
studies. Both of these processes of
reaxsoning are of constant value to any
man who, like an engineer, applies the
principles of physics and chemistry to
human affairs, and no engineer can come
to commanding influence unless he has
facility in each of these processes.

Course VI does not end with four years
of study following the perparatory scho6l
course, or two or three years following
the Arts college course, but, offer those

who are able to spend additional time pro-
fitably, it extends into one or two addi-
tionalyears of advanced study and re-
search leading to higher and better
accomplishments. for..the students and
representing better preeparation for an
influential engineering career. Such ad-
vanced study successfully prosecuted
is signalized by higher degrees conferred-
by the Institute. 

CONGRESS SPEAKERS :
SECTION E

Continued from 17

11.45 The Pollution of Streams by
Manufacturing Wastes.-William S.
Johnson, '89, Sanitary and Hydraulic
Engineer, Boston.

12.00 Sewage Disposal with Respect
to Offensive Odors.-George W. Fuller,
'90, Consulting Hydraulic Engineer
and Sanitary Expert, New York City.

12.30 The Life Saving Corps of the
Technical School.-Severance Burrage,
'92, Prof. Sanitary Science, Purdue
Univ. Lafayete, Ind.

12.45 Factory Sanitation and Efficiency.
C.-E. A. Winslow, '99, Assoc. Prof.

of Biology, College of City of New York,
New York City.

1.00 Prof. E. B. Phelps

SECTION F.

Architecture.

Chairman-Prof. F. W. Chandler.

11.00 A. M.-1.00 P. M.
Landscape Architecture, A Definition

and A Brief Resume of Its Past and
Present.-Stephen Child, '88, 'Land-
scape Architect and Consulting Engineer
Boston and Santa Barbara.

Some Phases of Modern Architectural
Practice.-Walter H. Kilham, '89,
Architect, Boston.

The Engineer and Architect Unite.-
Luzerne S. Cowles, '97, Assistant
Designing Engineer, Boston Elevated
Railway Co., Boston.

COLLEGE NEWS
Last Saturday morning access to the

chapel at Tufts College was rendered
dangerous by the hail of snowballs and
lumps of snow that bombarded the door
from all sides. Only about two-thirds
of 'the men braved the flying missiles
and fought their way into the chapel
where the organist was playing "Holy
Night, Peaceful Night," etc.

THE

ALUMNI
ARE CORDIALLY
INVITED TO VISIT
THE ...........

Tech Union
Dining Room

AND SEE HOW THE

PROBLEM OF......

Feeding the Students
IS BEING WORKED OUT
AT TECHNOLOGY ......

---

Breakfast, 7.30 to 9.00
Combinations, 12c to 25c

Luncheon, 12.00 to 2.00
Table d'Hote, 20c and 25c

Dinner, 6.00 to 7.00
Table d'Hote, 25c

A la carte served at counter
7.30 a.m. to 7.00 p.m
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THE BERRY SYSTEM OF DRYING

A. HUN BERRY
Manufacturer of

... VENTILATING WHEELS...
Boston, Mass.

MORGAN BARNEY
NAVAL ARCHITECT

29 Broadway, New York
Class of 1900 Course X

GEO. H. KIMBALL
.... Consulting Engineer ....

1332 Penobscot Bldg.
Class of '73, M. I. T.

H. G. FAIRFIELD,
-of-

RUSSELL & FAIRFIELD

.. Insurance..

20 Kilby Street,

Factory Insurance Dept.
A. ELLIS, Jr., '08

Engineer

DETROIT, MICH.
Member American Society

of Civil Engineers

'92

Boston, Mass.

Reduction of the Insurance
Cost b)y the Scientific

Method
l I II- 

11 ... S. P. BROWN ... 1900

CIVIL ENGINEER

Memb. A. S. C. E., Memb. A. S. M. E., Memb. E. A. S.

Chief Engineer
TIDE-WATER BUILDING CO. & THOS. B. BRYSON

Building Section II-A-3
Fourth Avenue Rapid Transit Subway, Brooklyn, N.Y.

I9

HISTORY OF THE INSTITUTE along every line. MWith the questions of
a new site and increased state aid settled

(Continued from page 9) the work of building a New Tech of
greater efficiency is about to begin.
Throughout her short history of fifty years
Technology has never lacked for splendid

Dr. Arthur Am6s Noyes, elected acting self-sacrificing, loyal men of large cali-
president in 1907, was born in Newbury- bre andl high intellectual powers, cour-
port, Massachusetts in 1866. A gradualec ageous in reading the future and bold
of the Institute and of Leipzig, he has in their plans to meet it. Technology
spent his entire life teaching chcmistry still has those men today. They are in
and particularly physical cheumistry at a stlrong alumni association that is
the Institute. He established during boulld together by the Review, radiat-

ENG. BUILDINGS, PIERCE AND THE UNION

the two years of his presidency the Dep-
artment of Electrochemistry, and the
Research Laboratory of Applied Chem-
istry. The Union was transferred from
its old and meager quarters lo the new
building on Trinity Place. But l)r.
Noyes like Dr. Crafts before him pre-
ferred his chemistry research Awork to
the administrative problems and in 19()09
he gave way to Richard Cockburn MAac-
laurin.

Under Dr. Maclaurin the Institute
is entering upon a period of expanlsiou

ing enthusiasm and energy from every
lpage. They are in the Faculty, a body
of men of unswerving devotion. They
are in the administration offices just as
theyv have always been. Even the under-
gradluates are striving to add their
mites by seeking to leave the Institute
a little better than they found it. The
work of the early presidents and their
associates, an inspiration to us to-day,
is I)caring fruit. The old dream of Wil-
lia;m Bartoff Rogers is come tru X

641 Fourth Ave., Brooklyi-.

G. H. CAPEN, Proprieto

Crow Blacking Company
-Manufacturers of-

..... LEATHER BLACKINGS AND DRESSINGS .....

CONTRACT PATENT LEATHER MANUFACTURERS

Canton Junction, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
d 1 14 -- 11-- I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FREDERICK G. CLAPP, M. I. T., 1901

Consulting Geological Engineer

331 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.

ItENRY' S. PRITClIETT

IN TlE, LINMELIG(IITl

Managing Editor anti Athletic Edilor
at The Montaguc at seven-thirty:-

"Can we (line here this evening, pretty
maid?"

Waitress, looking her watch;--" No,
we don't eat here at night."

Seven and a half times the distance
between Natick and Welleslcy Centre,
leaves the Editor-in-Charge at College Hall.

I)id you klnow we could play ball?
I Well, we: \Nill show you on the nineteenth.
We are tired now but not then.

I heard Jimmie White lost a sock (her)
;footballl, and is trying to find it for Field
I D)ay.

i That boy, Zeke Williams, will be a
Iwar correspondent some day, judging
I from his dope on the Field Day stunts.

Have you taken your rooms at -
(Oh! I beg your pardon, the new site is
unmentionable.)

0
The Berry Wheel] h3 WeSI l r SL oLree1

59 E 52 St., New York

Telephone, Canton 18
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-3mixer with a thoroughly efficient kneader. There are over 15,000 machines

maceutical products, colors, paints, varnishes, oils, white: lead, carbon,
carbide, explosives, paper pulp, cellulose, foundry sand and loams, rubber

·8 materials, etc. We have succeeded where all previous attempts failed.43-a .3-,
-'.3. ft,.WRITER FoR cA oL PRTcuLARs :'..T' |L

Werner & Pfleiderer, Saginaw, Mich.
4 83Head Office Branch ffices, -..
3and Factory, Saginaw, W. S., Philadelphia, Pa., Drexel Bldg. 4.3- -U-Our machines are the only apparatuswhch ombine Bldg.perfect --- Sa mixer with a thoroughly ef.ficient kneader. ·There are over15,009 machines .3-

4.3-Werner & Pfleiderer, SaginawL Mrich.L
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PHYSICS DEPARTMENT
· CAPE COD CANAL TRIP
.. : , . .. ., 

By Prof. Charles R. Cross
By H. P. Ireland

B From the first conception of the plan
The Civil Engineering Society hasj of the School of Industrial Science of the f 1 A E A I U 

made arrangements for an excursion to Institute in the mind of its founder, Pro- P - LR 0 l
the Cape Cod Canal. This is one of the fessor Rogers, the importance of the study
largest cngincerilg jobs in this part of of physics, both pure and applied, was
the country and there arc many features clearly recognized. And from the open- FOR FOR THE
which should make the trip one of great ing of the institution to stu(lenlts down to
villue and interest to the members of the present day the subject of physics, 
the Society. together with mathematics and chemis- I

This canal is "the first linlc in the chain try, has been assumed I)y the faculty - -v r r 
of proposed protected waterways from to constitute the basis upon which the i 1 N _l1 _ 
Boston to Florida." The work is hbing professional instruction must necessarily 
done by the Cape Cod Construction Corn- rcs-t.
pany under a charter granted bv the The conception of a p)hysical lalboratory
Massachusetts Legislature in 1899. Fromn designerl for the regular systematic teachl- 
Sagamore on the northern side of the ing of students in classes, was anll entirelh
Cape the canal is to be dug a distance of newv one in every respect.
about eight miles to Buzzards Bay, but There was no experience elsewhere
owing to the shoalness of the water there which could serve as a guide; the methods One of the most important factors in the success of a student at the
is about thirteen miles of actual dredging. which had sufficed in the chemical labor- Institute is a thorough preparation. Chauncy Hall School prepares exclu-
The nmaxilmum cut to mean high wvater is atory were not apl)lical)e, a series of sively for the Institute; and the purpose is not merely to train its candidates
twenty-nine feet and the canal is to be exp)erimnts had to be devised w-hich were, 
twenty-five feet deep with a minimum jWithin the grasp of undergraduate stit to pass the entrance examinations, but to give them intelligence in obser-
twenty-five feet deep with a minimiumn I thin thle grasp of Undergra'luate stLI-I
bottom width of one hundred feet and dents, which should be capable of comple- vation, accuracy in reasoning, and facility in expression. The teachers
side slopes of three to one. The soil is tion within one or two hours, together with are men who are specialists in their several departments, and the labora-
all sand or gravel and the slopes will be apparatus of a simlple character, not too tories and equipmnent are excellent.
unprotected except in weak spots. Al- complex for ready manipulation by -the
though there is considerable difference unskilled student. And many were the
in the tides at the ends of the canal it has other difficulties encountered. These ob- This is the only school devoting all its energies to the preparation
been found unnecessary to build locks stacles were all surmounted, however, of boys for the Institute of Technology
and thus the cost of both counstruction by the knowledge, skill, enthusiasm and
and operation are considerably lessened. indefatigable perseverance of Professor

At the Sagamore end there is to be a Edward C. Pickering, then Thayer Pro-
breakwater about three thousand feet fessor of Physics at the Institute.
long which will protect the mouth of the In October, 1869, the Physical Labor-
canal and serve as a sort of harbor. The atory of the Institute was opened to
work also involves the construction of students, and systematic laboratory in-
three or more bridges and the relocation struction to classes in physics was then
of about five miles of railroad track. given for the first time in the worlcl. Dur-CA UN L

Mr. H. W. Durham is the resident en- ing the summer of 1872 the laboratory was n H A L S.wUL1
gineer in charge of the job and the work opened for the benefit of a number of
is divided into two divisions, each in college professors who were desirous of
charge of an assistant engineer. Both studying there.Eslise 1828
these assistants and also the chief draughts
man, Mr. Moody, are Tech men. Mr.
A. S. Ackerman in charge of the Sagamore Sre
end was in the class of '03 Course III., 5 B t
and he has had two years experience on
the Panama Canal. These men very
cordially received the committee in chager BOSTON
of the trip and promised to do what they
could to make the excursion a success. Hagar & Kurt, Principals

Arrangements have been made to charter 
the steamship King Philip for Saturday,
April 15. It will be an all-day trip and-
an early s'art will have to be made.
The boat will have to enter the Sagamore
end of the canal and there will be a prob-
able chance to see work going on in con-
nedtion with the breakwater. The men
will be landed just inside the entrance
and after investigating the planIt and field 
offices at this point they will walk up the 
shore of the canal toward Sagamore. 
At this end, the famous suction dredge, 
General MacKenzie, is at work as well I
as several bucket dredges and land diggers.
At Sagamore arc located the Keith Car 
Works, one of the largest car manufac- 
turing plants in the world, and arrange-
ments are being made inspect this plant.
Meanwhile those who prefer can go to
Buzzards Bay at the other end of the
Canal where there are two very interest-'
ing bridges of the bascule lift bri lge '
type, one of which is still in the process of PROF. C. R. CROSS
construction.

One hundred and fifty men have signed:
up for the trip and many members of the In 1873 the Corporation of the Institute,
faculty and instructing staff of the de- I acting upon the recommendation of Pro-
partment have signified their intention fessor Pickering, decided to establish a
of going. Tickets are now on sale for course leading to a degree which became
$2.00 and the number will be limited to Course VIII. l n I te
prevent any discomfort due to over-crowd- In January, 1877, Professor Pickeringt
ing. Hot coffee will be provided and resigned his professorship at the Institute,

ossibly a chowder, but the fellows will after ten years of devoted and fruitful
have to bring lunches, as there are no service.
facilities for feeding such a large number. Shortly thereafter the Physical De- ito ...
The Society almost unanimously prefers partment at the Institute was placed in
to go by the water route because the possi- charge of the writer of this article, who
bilities of a grand good time are so at- had become one of its staff of instruction Paddock Building, TE NT TR T
tractive and there seems to be no reason upon his graduation in 1870. a oc ulng, -1 T E N 
why the trip should not be a success both The next especially noteworthy advance,
socially and professionally. however, was the establishment, in 1882,

of a Course in Electrical Engineering as BOSTON MASS
SOME FACTS ABOUT M. . T. an alternative to the Course in Pure Phys-SOME FACTS ABOUT M. I. T.' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ics.

(continued) InII 1870, Professor Pickering purchased
(7) Not only has it advanced science in London a \Vheatstone's liri!ge, slide

andl industry and helped to develop sound wire bridge, 'rhominson (;Ailxvanomneter,
methods of education, but it may be ex- standard condenser and other electric
plected to be a power for promoting peace measuring instrLuments, alnd these were
and goodwill among the nations. Its shortly afterwards l)it into use by the
influence in this direction corimes not students in the physical laboratory.
only from the fact tha . ' ,'narily a In 1884 there was opened as a part of
scientific institution and tha7`ti, spirit the Rogers Laboratory a lal)aboratory of:
of science is always onil the side of reab 5H-leat Measurements, Which was alto-
but especially because for its size it ": ather unlique.
one of the most cosmopolitan institutions In 1897 the Optical Laboratory w asco
of higher learning in the world. It has oper ' in charge of DLr. \Vendell.
representatives of every state an terr In 194 the d th In iLaboratory for Physico- |l
tory in the Union and more than one j Chemical and Electrochemical Measure-
hundred foreigners from thirty-six differ ments, suggested and planned by Pro- 
ent countries. The fifteen hundred men fessor Goodwin, was opened, and in 1901
who now come to it every year from so a Course in Electrochemistry (now Course I
many parts of the world are scattered i XIV), under his charge, was established.
still more broadcast after graduation, The Institute again was the pioneer in
so that there are few portions of the thus laying out a system of instruction _-
world where their influence is not felt. in this branch"of applied science.

I
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NAVAL ARCHITECTURE AND

MARINE ENGINEERING

By Prof. Cecil H. Peabody

The course in-Naval Architecture lead-
iig to the degree of bachelor of science
was offered in 1893 and the first class was
graduated in 1895, being the first class
from such a course in America. In 1899
the Department was assigned quarters
in Time Building and in 1904 it was
transferred to Engineering C. In 1901,
at the request of the Navy Department,
the Institute established a graduate
course in Naval Architecture leading to
the degree of Master of Science for
officers designated for the Corps of Naval
Construction and in 1904 the first class
was graduatedl.

The course offers instruction to those
who expect to be ship-designers, ship-
builders an4l designers or builders of
marine engines, including marine steam
turbines.

To those who intend(l to enter the course
it may b)e said that the best preparation
is a goodl all roundl training as offered by
our first andl sec''n years. In or(ler to
succeed(l, one lmust le able to (lo his
mathematics a(d (Irawilng with reasonable
facility; but that is true for any engineer-
ing COurse. ()f the later w\ork, the alp-
plied Illechanics and St'lai cngineering
are as nmlUch pr, fessioial as is iaval archi-
tecture ilself.

of the Institute it has been possible to
provide books and instruments freely
and to maintain instruction in cutting
models and mould loft-work. Also lec-
turers have been obtained by prominent
men of the profession both in this coun-
try and abroad. Monsieur E. Bertin,
Chief Constructor (retired) of the French
Navy and Mr. S. W. Barnaby, a well-
known English naval architect, were in-
duced to make the voyage to this coun-
try to deliver lectures.

At present the Deartment'ais making
investigation of problems of ship pro-
pulsion by aid of a navigable mQdelforty
feet long, and students haveithe oppor-
tunity of participating in such work.

SOME FACTS]1 ABOUT M. I. T.
(Continued)

(4) It has not concerned itself merely
with technical education. It has done
much to advance science in the broader
sense. In its research laboratories work
of the first importance is being accom-
plished, partly through the assistance
of help from outside, such as that received
from thelCarnegie Institution at Wash-
ington. Among its graduates are men
of world-wide fame in various branches of
pure science, such as Professor George
E. Hale in Astrophysics, Professor Noves
in Chemistry, Professor Jordan in Bac-
teriology, and Professor Pickering in As-
tronomy.

THE' COSMOPOLITAN CLUB

By Isaac IHauLsman 

In order to promote that breadth of
view, open mindedness, and symnpathy;
Iwhich are characteristic of the Citizen 
of the World, Technology men of all
nationalities have united for their mutual
social and intellectual benefit, and formed
a Cosmopolitan Club. All stuldents and
instructors are eligible for membership,
but the Constitution provides that natives
of the United States shall not constitute
more than one third of the student mem-
bership.

There are at present about one hundred
members, representing thirty different

|~. 1! countries from all parts of the globe.
Therefore it is very readily seen that the
Club has to offer many advantages, and
a sort of an education that can not be ob-
tained elsewhere. That Tech men realize
this, is shown from the fact, that all yeari- ~ - there has been an "American waiting list"
of men who desired to join, but could not,
because there avere all ready the allowv-
able number of Americans enrolled.

The meetings take the form of "Nation-
al Nights," and each nationality which has
enough members is allotted one night
during the year to entertain the other
members in any manner which they see

PROF. C. H. PEABODY fit. At these meetings the customs andPROF. C. H. PEABODY
.habits of the people of the various coun-
tries are described by some of the men

The lectures on naval architecture deal from that particular country; others give
with displacement and stability, with examples of their native music; and often
the determination and application of i times stereopticon views of the country are
power for propulsion, and with the theory shown. Following this, refreshments, us-
of waves, and their influences on the tially typical of the various nations, are i
steadiness and safety of a ship at sea. sere. ere the members are given an

The lectrs marine egineerin opportunity to mingle with the others andThe lectures oil marine engineering.
deal vit the evelo et of pover exchange ideas and opinions, and to getdeal with tile develop~ment of power by

reciprocating engines and steanm turbines better acquainted.
Ionic of the examnples of these enter-and with the size and proportion requisitc o of the examples of these ter-

for strength and stiffness of their membersi taillients are the Latin Amercan 
as well as with the vibrating prodtuced b)\ Night, the features of which were the ~~~~~~~~~. abnas wela oft the wioratld faor odute(!vengines antl methods of reducing it. anae of the orl famous Sout

In the drawing room students work iAmerican music; the great number of
out the design of a shipl, drawing lines, ladies of the faculty present; and the
selecting scantling, arranging plating, general educational value 'of the entires~t~tllt- C;tltil;tl~ll5rilerl~sltll~rgeneral educational v'alue of the entireand mal ins mputation f dil evening. After this came the Britishand( making computation of displlace-~

ments, sti stcntli an powErm. Epire Night at which various partsmeats, stability, strength and p~ow-r. A:\ l ou atof the Empire were described and illus-series of lectures onl ship construction ex- e pire er described and ills-
plai and li, this work. n the ! trated by slides. The prominent feat-plaiu aid[ amplify this wNork. l h

same wax a dein igs nmade of the engine , ures wvere the dcscription of the New Zea-
adapted tot piopliii the ship tindeer land method of kissing, and the yellingadapted for propelling the ship under othod"M riWrCy"xclyadesign, drawinog the probable indication, e od "aori ar Cry," actl as

diagram, determining forces acti it is given b the natives.the~~~~ fotb rc flc engne act raing olthe members oh Ihe engiine, and dravwingr CChinese Night, the next one will be
lthe details and general arrangem t. ong remembered by those who attended.

In like manner (details and'general ar- All the Chinese members wore their
rangements for marine turbines are com1- native costumes, a Chinese flute was~puted and c~raw~n, played; queues, opium, marriage customs,puted anti draw,%n.Y

Students of the corps of naval con- Chinese humor (illustrated) were all
structors have an extensive course in explained and discussed. The climax
warship design consisting of lectures on came when one of the men gave an exhibi-
the theory of design and the application tion of Chinese magic. The Chinese tea,
to some important type of warship, the candy, and nuts, were extremely novel,
type being varied from time to time so as refreshments.
as to include all types in service. The The other nights will be American
design is carried to the stage customary Night, French Night, and Japanese
in the Navy Department for inviting pro- Night, There is every indication thatNgt, hese wil coevuoter stndiardiof thatposals from contractors, and includes the these ill come up to the standard of the
reparation of lines, distribution of previous entertainments. which will in-
epights, powering of the ship, disposi- deed, make the record for the year a
tion of armament and armor, storage o good one. Although the Club is only on
ammunition, provisions and fuel ar- Iits second year of existence, it will proba-
rangement of machinery space, fiving bly have a long life; as it has undoubtedly
quarters, anchor-gear, boats, steering- shown its value in many ways; and when
earetc. Tech moves to a new site, the Cosmopoli-

The department has been fortunate in tans will have a club house and the op-
that from the liberal policy of the Cor- portunities and benefits of membership
poration and by the generosity of friends will thus be greatly increased.

. ARCHITECTURAL -COURSE·. .. . · , , o ..:'~ 

By Prof. F. W. Chandler

The Institute wvas the first school in
this country to introduce a regular course
in architecture, and it was among the
branches first to be provided for. The
Department was established and the
chair filld on the opening of the school
in 1865, but it was not actuallyopened
to students until the beginning of the
school year in October, 1868. No pre-
cedent for the association of architecture
with a school of science at that time existed
and the intermediate months were fully
occupied in preparing the equipment and
curriculum with which to make a begin-
ning. The preparation had consisted
chiefly in' such examination as Professor
Ware had been able to give to foreign
schools of architecture, with some per-
sonal consultation with architects in this
country and abroad, and in the collection
of casks, photographs, drawings, and
other materials.

PROF. F. W. CHANDLER

From its very beginning the Depart-
ment of Architecture based its methods
of instruction upon those of the French.
Professor Ware says in the "Columbia
University Quarterly," June, 1900, "But
the little class which Mr. Richard Hunt
started in the Studio Building in Tenth
Street when he returned from Paris in
1857, eager to hand to on others the lamps
he had there lighted, he of course con-
ducted after the manner of a Paris atelier.

This class was the immediate parent of
:th'e sChool at the Institute, founded in

1865."
The principles of our architectural

education were based on those of the
French school because that nation more
than any other of modern times has pre-
served and developed them in its national
school at Paris. These principles de-
mand the necessary artistic training
through the atelier, which implies the.
closest association between professor and
pupil. "All the courses might disappear,
and the Ecole des Beaux Arts would still
be the Ecole des Beaux Arts, while with-
out ateliers, one cannot judge imagine the
Ecole." Then the study of architecture
at the French school is at first and above
all artistic. It teaches the broad prin-
ciples of composition and design, which
are universally true and applicable, ir-
respective of style, country, or methods
of building operations. The instruction
is general, not specialized. It seeks to
implant in the mind of the student the
great truths that underlie architectural
composition, to teach him to apply these
truths by training his taste, developing
his individuality and imagination. The
system neglects neither science nor tech-
nique. 'I'he study of the laws and meth-
ods of construction holds a most import-
ant place. In a word, it endeavors to
produce artists made tuseful through
sound preparation in all the difficulties
of the profession, giving them adaptibility
that wvill enable them to round out easily
their stock in trade when later choice or
circumtstances will decide the direction
in which their work shall lie.

We have added the Option in Archi-
tectural Engineering, as we believe that
no man can be a thoroughly trained
practising architect without some know-
ledge of engineering. We further be-
lieve that the most artistic students
should have no excessive difficulty in ab-
sorbing the mathematics necessary to
tunderstand those structural necessities
which are the basis of any worthy archi-
tectural design. The pupil is taught that
unless the constructive principles of his
building influence his design he is a decor-
ator and not an architect.

SOME FACTS ABOUT M. I. T.
(Continued) .

(3) Its influence has not been con-
fined to the higher branches of technical
education. It is the heart of our system
of industrial education, a system that
must be vitally affected by the standards.
and ideals that the Institute maintains.
It has already given directors to such
institutions as the Textile Schools, the
Franklin Union, and the Lowell School
for Industrial Foremen. It must con-
tinue to supply men competent to direct
the growth of industrial education, a
growth that is expected to be unusually
rapid within the next generation.
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CIVIL ENGINEERING SUMMER SCHOOL

:4.,

)IC

appointed to. push the matter through
rapidly. Last summer Professors Spof-
ford and Robbins were given authority
by this committee to look up all possible
locations for the summer school. A large
number of places in Maine and New
Hampshire were visited and after long
consideration the choice narrowed down
to two possible sites, East Machias, Me.,
and another point about five miles to the
east of this-on the east shore of Gardner's
Lake.

Within the past two weeks this latter
site has been bought by a prominent
graduate of the Institute with the idea
of turning it over to the Institute. He
has made no formal offer to the corpora-
tion but it is expected that he- will do so
in the near future and that the matter
will be considered at the next meeting of
the corporation. If they do: decide to
accept the proposition the Instutute will
come into the possession of somewhat
over 700 acres of land admirably fitted
for the needs, and the final arrangements
for the Summer School course can be
pushed forward with great rapidity.

Gardinei Lake is situated in the eastern
part of Maine, ninety miles beyond Ban-
gor and thirty miles this side of Eastport.
It is fourteen hours from Boston by boat.

The plot of land in question is a strip
about a quarter of a mile wide, running
along the east shore of the lake for a dis-
tance of three miles. The lake itself is
six miles long by about one mile wide
and of very irregular outline and is
therefore particularly well adapted to
hydrographic and plane table surveying.
It is within three miles of tidewater, and
within six miles of Machias Bay a branch
of the ocean at which point a tide gauge
could very easily be erected.

There are very excellent opportunities
for stream gauging in the near vicinity,
the Machias River at a distance of six
miles, the East Machias, two miles, and
the outlet of the lake directly across from
the camp.

The nearest railroad station is across
the lake from the camp in the town of
East Machias and at a distance of about
two miles. -It is probable that a boat
would be used thus making the camp very
accessible from the town. The town of
Machias is three miles farther west by
rail.

For'aTnumber of years it has been the
feelingToflthose intcharge of the Depatt-
ment of Civil Engineering that it was
imperative to have a summer school
established at the Institute as a part
of the required curriculum for the pur-
pose of teaching surveying and allied
subjects. This need was forcibly brought
out by Professor Swain in 1907 when in
a report he said:-

"The most serious problem confront-
ing these Departments at the present
time relates to the proper conduct of
work in the field. There are two methods
of carrying on such work: first, by making
it a part of the regular work of the school
year; and, second, by concentrating it
in a separate school during the summer.
The Institute has thus far adhered to the
first method. In the early days, when
classes were small and when the Back
Bay was not built up, this instruction
could not be given near at hand without
waste of time; but it soon became neces-
sary to take the classes into the country
in order to carry on the work effectively....

"With the still increasing number of
students and with the increasing pressure
in the curriculum of other subjects to
which more time ought to be devoted
than has been found possible in the past,
the question of the proper method of
conducting field work, and the possibi-
lity of saving some of the time now de-
voted to it during the school year becomes
a very pressing one.

"In some other schools in this country,
the field work is given during the sum-
mer, leaving the school year free for work
of other kinds. Harvard, Columbia, Cor-
nell, and other institutions follow this
plan.

"The advantages of carrying on the
field work during the school year may be
summarized as followd:-

"(1) The arrangment of the curriculum
is somewhat simplified for the class room
work and the field work can be arranged
with close reference to each other and to
the other subjects in the course.

"(2) The summer is left free for stu-
dents and instructors, a fact which enables
them both to devote the time to profes-
sional work. Many of the students de-
pend upon earning enough money during i
the summer to go far toward paying their 
tuition for the following year.

"(3) It avoids the necessity of secur-
ing a site, and the trouble and expense of
carrying on a summer camp.

"Some of the advantages are as follows:
"(1) By concentrating the field work

during the six or eight weeks in the sum-
mer, the school year is left free for the
many other pressing subjects which de-
mand attention.

"(2) The student is not distracted from
his more purely mental work during the
school year by the necessity of giving a
day each week, perhaps in inclement
weather, to work in the field, which may
leave him physically tired out, and inter-
feres with the preparation of lessons for
the following day.

"(3) It simplifies the arrangement of
the tabular view, and releases a large
amount of time during the school year.

"(4) The concentration of the work in
the field should be attended with an in-
crease in efficiencv.

"It may be added that the desirability
of suchactionwill not be obviated by the
removal of the Institute to any other
location in greater Boston. Indeed owing
to the close proximity of our present site
to the railroad stations, a removal would
be very likely to increase the desirability
of the summer school plan."

The relative expense would not be in-
creased by a very greatly increased as
the number of assistants necessary for
the school year would be considerably
reduced. The increased cost of the Har-
vard Summer school is amply covered by
the small fee of twenty dollars per stu-
dent.

In his report of 1909 Professor Swain
says:-

"The Institute should either purchase or
lease a large tract of land .... and should
provide a summer camp, equipped to
accommodate some one hundred and
fifty students. Every student should be
required to spend eight weeks at this camp
four weeks to be devoted to the surveying
field work now given in the second year
and the remainder to railroad surveying
and the other third and fourth year work.

The main considerations in selecting
a site for a summer camp are as follows:-

(1) Cost.
(2) Accessibility.
(3) Adaptability.
Under the third heading it may be said

that the land should consist of a reason-
ably large tract of fairly cleared land and
not too rough to be adapted to a railroad
location. However, part should be varied
enough in character to be suited to
topographic surveying. For Hydro-
graphic work it should be near the ocean
or a large lake and in any case it is de-
sirable to be near enough tide 'water
so that work in tide gauging can be made.
Finally it is necessary that there be a
fairly large river for fourth year Hydraulic
measurements.

For fully six years the Institute has
been considering the question oand two
years ago a committee consisting of Mr.
Leonard I. Metcalf, '92, Mr. Frederick
H. Fay, '93 and Albert F. Bemis, '93 were
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CHEMISTRY AND CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING

(Continued from page 15)
find Professor R. H. Richards temporarily
serving as Assistant Professor of Analy-
tical Chemistry and Professor William
Ripley Nichols, to whom the Department
owes so much for his successful labors
in Sanitary Chemistry, as well as the gift
of his library, entering the Faculty as
Assistant Professor of General Chemistry.
In 1871 Professor James M. Crafts took
Professor Warren's place in Organic
Chemistry coming fresh from the field
of research, and gave an added impetus
to the Department.

In 1873 the differentiation between the
various professional courses began at the
opening of the sceond year and the course
in Chemistry was somewhat remodeled,
and more time was given to chemistry
in the second year. In 1873 Professor
Charles H. WVing became a member of
the staff and did much to place analy-
tical chemistry on a more refined basis.

PROF. H. P. TALBOT

In 1878 the Women's Educational Asso-
ciation of Boston endowed the Women's
Laboratory, which was then located in
a one-story structure occupying the space
now vacant between the Rogers and
Walker Buildings. In this laboratory
Mrs. Ellen H. Richards was instructor
in chemistry and mineralogy and in as-
sociation with Professors Ordway and
Nichols carried on an immense amount
analytical and experimental work along
lines of sanitary and industrial chemistry
which later formed the foundation for
the development of these branches in
our Chemical Department. In the same
year three options, one in mathematics,
one in natural sciences and one in indus-
trial chemistry were offered within the
chemical course.

The transfer of the Chemical Depart-
ment to the Walker Building in 1883
placed it in temporarily commpdious
quarters and made possible a general
development. Professor Lewis M. Norton
then took charge of the Organic Chemis-
try. and later of the Industrial Chemistry,
and to him much credit is due for the
development of these branches, and for
inspiring teaching.

In 1885 Professor Thomas M. Drown
became Professor of Analytical Chemis-
try and was soon placed in charge of the
Department. He, in association with
Mrs. Richards, developed the work in
Sanitary Chemistry and during the
next few years instituted and developed
the elaborate system of examination of
the water supplies of the State which
was unique in its extent and thorough-
ness, and has served as a riodel for all
later work along these lines in this and
other states. Over 20,000 samples of
water were examined and reported upon
in the Institute laboratory, making it
the leader of its sort, and after the work
was removed to the State House, Dr.
Drown remained until his death con-
sulting chemist to the State Board of
Health. Dr. Drown was also instru-
mental in gradually introducing a greater
variety of specialized and optional sub-
jects into the Chemical Course.

In 1888 as a result of a demand for a
course which should combine chemistry
with engineering, and after conferences
of Professors Norton and Drown and
the members of the Department of Mech-
ancial Engineering, a Course of Chemical
Engineering was announced which was
under the charge of Professor Norton.
This course was mainly one of mechanical
engineering with a limited amount of
fundamental chemical instruction. On

the death of Dr. Norton in 1893 the Course
passed to the care of Dr. Drown and was
united with the Department of Chemistry.
For Come time after the resignation of
Dr. Drown to accept the presidency of
Lehigh University, the Department jq
mained without an officially appointed
head. During that time the course in
Chemical Engineering changed but little
and the main change or note in the Chem-
ical Course was the introduction in 1900
of five series of consistently arranged
optional studies, of which three remain
at present, one series involving mechan-
ical engineering subjects having been
abandoned when the Chemical Engineer-
ing Course was modified, and one in
Metallurgy proving to be impracticable.
In 1901 the Department was placed in
charge of Professor H. P. Talbot.

After a careful consideration of the
demands made upon the graduatesenter-
ing the field of applied chemistry, as
chemical engineers, it wvas determined
in 1905 to remodel the Course in Chemical
Engineering and to give it its present
form, that of a course which is mainly one
of chemistry with as much fundamental
engineering as the time permits, the pro-
portion of time devoted to chemistry
being almost twice that devoted to en-
gineering. Since then the course has
undergone only minor changes.

As the foregoing outline indicates,
the develo)pment of the Courses in Chem-
istry and Chemical Engineering has been
gradual and apparently sound. The
latter Course seems to afford a training
which enables its graduates to fulfil the
requirements of responsible positions
in the industrial and engineering field.
It is attracting a large number of students
at the present time.

The Course in Chenmistry meets the
needs of those who would enter the field
of municipal chemistry or enter control
laboratories.

In addition to the growth of the under-
graduate work of this Department there
has been since 1893 a marked develop-
ment of the post graduate work. Six
students have obtained the degree of
doctor of philosophy, and many others
the degree of master of science. This
has been mainly due to the establish-
ment of two laboratories devoted entirely
to research work. The first of these
wsa the Research Laboratory of Phy-
sical Chemistry established in 1893
through the generosity of its Director,
Dr. A. A. Noyes. This independent
laboratory has maintained a corps of
skilled investigators of the highest ability
who have devoted their entire time to
research work and most of the candidates
for the advanced degrees have also been
associated with this laboratory. Dr.
Noyes has for a number of years received
grants from the Carnegie Institution and
these, with the funds from the Institute
and priyate contributions have enabled
him to direct and complete an unusual
number of important and painstaking
researches, as attested by the annual
prospectus of the laboratory. The labo-
ratory is unique in this country with
respect to the large number of men
employed solely upon chemical research.

In 1908 the Research Laboratory of
Applied Chemistry was organized under
the directorship of Dr. W. H. Walker,
and now has a corps of five research assoc-
iates and two post graduate students who
are working upon chemical problems of

general importance to the arts, and upon
specific problems relating to certain
industries, the latter being of such a
nature that the industires concerned have
not the necessary facilities or trained

men requisite for their solution. Among
the more general subjects of inve.stiga-
tion may be mentioned(1 the corrosion of
iron, the manufacture of tinned plate,
the structure of galvanized iron, the oxi-
dation of linseed oil, and the effectiveness
of paint films. The work of this labora-
tory has been largely made possible by

the generosity of a member of the Corpor-
ation, Mr. C. W. Hubbard.

Considerable research work in Organic
Chemistry has also been carried on under
the direction of Professors S. P. i\lulliken
and F. J. Moore, and the influence of all

of these research laboratories has been
most helpful and stimulating to the mem-

bers exclusive of the research wiorkers
and is providing instruction for nearly a
thousand students yearly, and the biusi-
ness transactions of the Department,
which are under the immediate charge of
Professor A. H. Gill, amount to about

$15,000 annually.
With an unusually loyal and capable

nstructing staff, a large number of suc-
cessful graduates, and a demand for
others much in excess of the present
supply, together with an increasing appre-
ciation in the country at large of what the
chemist and chemical engineer can ac-

complish, and an increasing interest on
the part of our students in chemical en-
gineering, the opportunities angd outlook
for the future of the Department seem
unusually bright.

BIOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT
By Prof. W. T. Sedgwick

Some instruction in biological subjects
was offered at the Institute from the very
start, for we find that in the First Annual
Catalogue, published in 1865, one of the
six courses, namely, that in General
Science and Literature included, nom-
inally, at least, instruction in Zoology,
Botany and Paleontology, as well as
Physiology, and Comparative-Anatomy.

General Francis A. Walker, on assum-
ing the Presidency of the Institute,
brought to it many of the ideas with
which he had been impressed during his
service as a professor in the Sheffield
Scientific School of Yale College, and
among others the conviction that a
course in Biology preparatory to medical
studies would prove useful.

To this end he invited the writer, who
at that time was an Associate in Biology
at the Johns Hopkins University, to
come to Boston and undertake the new
work, and in July of that year the neces-
sary steps were taken by the formal ap-
pointment of the author as Assistant
Professor of Biology at the Institute.

The Zoological instruction was given
in the basement of the Natural History
building by Dr. Alpheus Hyatt, Professor
of Zoology, but all the rest of the Biologi-
cal instruction was now put in charge of
the new Assistant Professor.

The Department grew very slowly and
for a number of years led a precarious
existence. Owing to the unwillingness of
the better medical schools in the vicinity
to allow preference to men trained in
Biology, the hoped-for developments along
the line of preparation for medical studies
was not realized, and it wvas not until
the rise of Bacteriology, which began to
make itself felt in the Department in
1886 4d 1887, that any considerable
progress was made.

In 1888 Professor Sedgwick was invited
to become Biologist to the State Board of
Health, and this appointment, together
with the opportunities which it gave for
research in the new Science of Bacteri-
ology, obviously destined to be of im-
mense importance in the world, gave the
Department a recognition and importance
which could not be overlooked.

The first graduate of the new Depart-
ment to win distinction in Biology was

Mr. Edwin O. Jordan, of the class of '88,
now Professor of Bacteriology in the Uni-
versity of Chicago, author of one of the
most scientific and important manuals
of Bacteriology hitherto published in the
English language. The class of 1890 in-
cluded the present Medical Adviser of
the Instutute, Dr. White, and Mr. John
L. Batchelder, Jr., now one of the promi-
nent business men of Boston and devoted
in every way to the welfare of the Institute.
The class of 1892 included A. P. Matthews,
now Professor of Physiological Chemistry
in the University of Chicago; Severance

PROF. WM. T. SEDGWICK

Burrage, Professor of Sanitary Science
in Perdue University, Indiana; and Dr.
A. M. Worthington, an instructor in the
Harvard Medical School; and from that
time forward many others of promise
have come out from the Department as
graduates, together with a host of college
men and others not. bearing the formal
Institute hallmark, who have neverthe-
less borne out into the world with them
Institute traditions, Institute training
and Institute ideals.
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adopted, and the Sigma M. E. Society
ELECTRICAL ENBINEERIN6 Was organized. The name of the societ y,

SOCIETY suggested by Mr. Frank E. Davis, will
be recognized by students of mechanics

By Herbert Fryer' as denoting the sum of all the forces of
the Department.

The objects of this early society, as
The Electrical Engineering Society set forth on the constitution, were, the

dates back to October 25, 1888, when furtherance of a knowvledge of subjects
"the Junior Students in Electricity met of mechanical interest, and the attain-
for the purpose of forming an Electric ment of readiness in debate. During the
Club." The object of the club was "to semi-annual vacation of February, 1882, i
bring together persons interested in the I the society enjoyed a .very instructive
study of Electricity for Discussion and excursion through Western Massachusetts

Mutual Improvement." and Connecticut, and in January 1883
It had its beginning in the early days visited New York and Philadelphia.

of Electrical Engineering which wasshortly The society has endured throughout the
branched off from the Physics Department years carrying out its policy of helpful- 
From the first the club held excursions ness to the student by means of numerous 
to points of engineering interest and lectures, papers, and excursionsto variousl
listened to lectures given by men of points of engineering interest. In Nov-
prominence in the Engineering \World. ember, 1909, an important epoch was

In the Nineties, the name of thile Cl) marked in the history of the society
was changed to the "Electrical Engineer- through its affiliation with the American 
ing Society." A new constitution which Societ of Mechanical Engineers. Through 
was adopted, somewhat broadened the this affiliation the students are admitted

scope of the Society. The object as to meetings of the National Society, re-
stated in the present Constitution "shall i ceive its Journal at a very low rate, and
be the discussion of Electrical and Allied have other important privileges.
Engineering Subjects, the advancement of During the last year a movement
electrical information and the promotion started to obtain an official pin for student i
of good fellowship among its members." branches has been successfully pushed to!

It was formerly the custom of the a conclusion by the Technology Section,
Society to hold informal "smoke talks" and these badges will soon be in use.

but latterly these have given way to At present J. A. Noyes is chairman, and
dinners, several of which are generally R. IM. Ferry, secretary of the society.
held in the Union each term. The final
banquet of the year is generally held at
a down town hotel and the Society se-
cures a prominent engineer as speaker THE
and guest. THE CHEMICAL SOCIETY

In 1903-4 the Society cooperated with
the local section of the American Insti- ByL. M. White
tute of Electrical Engineers in several
joint meetings held in the Ohemical Society was organized
The official emblem of the Society, adopted The Chemical Soci ety was organized
a number of years ago is a gold badge in over eight years ago in order to bring the
the form of a Commutator. men taking Chemical courses, into con-

With the growth of Course VI, the tact with each other in relations different
Society has become very large and the from those of the classroom, and to bring

members themselves do not now present them into contact with men who are ac-
and discuss papers to the extent formerly complishing things in their profession.

done, it being considered more advan- Originally the membership was .limitedto the students in Chemistry and Chem-
tageous, with the larger membership, ical Engineering, but now includes the
to call in prominent engineers actively ical Engineeng, but now includes the
engaged in the profession. For several courses in Biology and Electrochemistry.
years it has been customary to have the For the meetings, the society tries to
President of the American Institute of secure as speakers, men who are engaged
Electrical Engineers at one of the meet- in some form of chemical activity such

ings. Prof. Jackson, head of our on' s factory management and control,
inseparof. Jaison Prindustrial and scientific research, etc.

Department, is now President.
The Society affords a social meetin These men, in speaking upon subjects in

ground for students of the upper classes which they are particularly interested,
and Instructors and promotes social inter- bring to the members ideas which they
course between them. The Assoc:ation so not get in the classroom at al'l. They
particularly with the speakers, gives the tell how something in made, or how an
members an idea oft saome ofgv the things dustrial research is carried on and thusmembers an idea of some of tile things gv otemnIcneto fwa h
they will meet with after graduation and give to the men a conception of what theywill encounter after they leave the In-
stimulates professional pride. stitute.

The active membership in this Society After the lectures there is .usally a dis-
is limited to the upper classes of Courses on oAfter the lecturesio there is usall a dis-
VI, VIII, and XIV. Sophomores are cussion of questios raisel ) the members
eligible as associate members. Members which serves to clear up any miisunder-
of the Department, Faculty anda number standings which arise. After the meetings
of active engineers are honorary members. the members have a chance to talk to the
The present officers are L. P. Ferris, speaker individually and at least get an

President; Kenneth Greenlaf, Vice Prs- introlduction to men who are accomplish-
President; Roy D. Ilux ley, Sec retary; - ing things in thie line of Chemical activity.
ident; Roy D. T uxley, Seretary; er. Keeping in touch with what is being done

.'rtFryr Teasrer is a necessity in after life, and the Chem-
ical Society affords an admniral)e place
to begin.

A social hour is always hell after each

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING SOCIETY meeting in which the men in different
ECHANICAL ENGNEERN IETY'years have a chance to get acquainted

with each other and to discuss things of
By Foster Russell mutual interest. The social spirit is

furthered particularly at the two banquets

During the first term of the session of of the society, one held in February and
1881 and 1882, there prevailed among the other in Ma). Enthusiasm always

the students in the Dpartmet runs high at these gatherings and good.

chanical Engineering of the Massachu- ellovship lreals.
setts Institute of Technology, a feeling 
that their education would proceed more 
satisfactorily, if, after they had completed i
the work assigned to them in the school, SOME FACTS WITH REFERENCE
they should take advantage of every TO THE MASSACHUSETTS IN.
favorable opportunity for self-cuLlture. STITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

On the 30th of November, a paper 
written by Mr. T. B. Carson, a member 
of the Senior Class in MIechanical En- (1) The M. I. T. has been a pionee
gineering, appeared in The Tech, pro.pos- of higher technical education in this
ing the organization of a debating society, j country. It has formed the model for
of which all students of the schoolshould many other similar schools here and
be members. The proposed object o° abroad. Speaking in Londcon with ref
the society was, to give its members op- abroad. Sir in Matheread
portunity to gain skill in addressing an i erence to it, Sir William Mather said
audience. " The spirit and energy of the students

,I- __ ~ ,r+- +1- , their conspicuou patcl-Knowedige
On the morning alter tie istiuc ot. nvir.

Carson's paper, an energetic discussion
was started by members of the Junior
class in the Department of Mechanical
Engineering, as to the propriety of form-
ing a society whose members should all
be connected with the Department of
Mechanical Engineering. A ineeting of
the Department was holden on the follow-
ing Monday. It was called to order by Mr.
Horace B. Gale. Mr. Frank Cheney, Jr.,
was elected chairman. A constitution,
which had been prepared by Messrs.
Horace B. Gale and George H. Bryant,
was read. After some discussion it was
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THE YEAR WITH THE ATHLETES
October 1-Crew started work again

with a good bunch of men, but only small
cross country squad answer first callat
Hyde Park. Freshmen. and Sophs report
at Field for class relay and football.

8-Tennis team badly beaten
at Hanover. Dartmouth takes every-
thing.

12-Sophs lose the first foot-
ball game to Dean, six to five.

19-Freshmen repeat with
Dean, getting short end of 57. Wake
up, 1914, before Field Day.

22-1912 wins the Fall Meet
with Seniors a close second. Freshmen
don't look classy as athletes so far. Here's
hoping. The tirre for that quarter looks
good.

26-Freshmen football team
lose another, this one to Somerville.
Just two too many touchdowns for them.

29-On the Harvard course
the Cross Country Team loses to Harvard
a close race 36-43.

November -FIELD DAY. Oh,
where is our swimming team? In a pour-
ing rain the Sophs wash the Field clean
of Freshmen. Too much class in every-
thing. Brown takes slow, uninteresting
cross country race. Score:-Brown 29,
Tech 34, Tufts 85.

21-Basket Ball Team.
makes a good start on the long road rith
a victory over Boston College 46k35.
Fair:roid.' .1 ;

23-Basket Ball Team given
sendoff on New York trip; they win from
Brooklyn and lose a very close game to
City College.

January 2-Hockey Team win fast game
from Dartmouth by two goals. Pretty
work that, Dick Gould.

6-Seniors get an easy-first in
the Indoor Meet. Freshmen at the bot-
tom again though tied with Sophs5this
time. Hockey Team leaves on its Western
trip; loses to Louden Field Club 6-4.

7-At Hanover in the last game
in Dartmouth's old Gym the Basket
Ball team lost by two goals. Hockey
Team won from Louden Club 5-4

11--At Athletic Association,
Track Captain Salisbury made first move
toward replacing the old "We are happy"
by a new cheer.

Mid Years

During the recess the Basket
Ball Team on its western trip lost three
straight. Scores were close and small but
it looks bad for Parker's Pets. Hockey

5-Major Briggs resigned Team won from Aggie by one point.
his position on Council at the Field Day One mile relay did some fine work in win-
Dinner in the Union. Dr. Rockwell takes ning from Harvard in such fast time at
his place. Providence.

.. - I_ ' .. .. .1 ,

M. I. T. ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

8-Sophomores
new track record for relay in
the), make 4 min. 59 3-5 sec.
mile against a picketd team.

e..

cstabliish February 4-Freshmen score their first
time tral; victory against the Sophs in track meet
for the 1i j by some fifteen points. \\Williams takes

l three baskets too many from the \:arsitv
! at \\illiamstown.

12-Technolpgy takles fifth
place at the I. C. A. A. A. A: cross country 11-Relay Teamln wins again;
meeting, making good t-imne'. Benson, '1I, Dartlnouth the victim in a very fast mile
elected captain for the coming year in 'at the B. A. A. games. \\Wilson, a speedy
place of Watkins,"12. Freshmap gets third in forty yard dlash

and Dalrymple second in the high jump.
19-Handicap cross- coun- Hockey and Basket Ball nmen have a badl

try: Shedd, '14 takes first, Nye, '14 gets night in Providence for they both lose
second, and the time prize. Go6d run- theirgames.
ning Freshmen! 16-t-Williams comes to Arena,

'to lose to the 1-lockey Team a very slow, 1
25-H-ockey Team gets into dead game. Score:-12-3.

Arena for the first time to practise: we -
shall expect much, now that they ' ave 17-Break in the Basket Ball
steady work andl no waits for ice. Iluck at last and team wins from Tufts i

31-13, showing very good form, but lack
December 3-Crescents win from the of coach is still ver? muchlv evident.

Hockey Team seven to six. Hard luck! Gym Team have meet with Amherst but
That's only the first game, but get going. they) lose. No interest amonlg the fellows.

6--Manager Chandler in- 18-At the N. Y. A. C. games
troduces training table at Union for in Nexw York the Relay Team defeatetl
basket ball men. Never been done before both Cornell and Syracuse easily, making
and a good stunt! the very fast time of 3 min. 29 sec. Lots

of speed there, all right 1914 loses track
7-At the Fall Track Din- meet to Brookline High by two thirds of

ner it was announced that Salisbury lead a point. Too bad Guething was not 
Du Pont Cup competition with over 200 here!
points. Good luck! Oh you all-round 21-Athletic Association ad-I
athlete. mitted the Swimming Team. Chess or

Bridge team next? Good luck you water
14-Hockey Team loses an-| boys, show your worth.

other, Harvard this time by only one goal.:
They were well supported by the rooters, l 22-Dartmouth takes the
too. holiday game from the Varsity 35-8. '

Worse and more of it. And the two mile
20-Nobody was interested relay team lost to Cornell, too. 1914 lose

in the Gym Meet and so nobody went; in basket ball to the Sophs 27-5. Get t
Allen showed his usual good form. going you Freshmen! C

," ·' 24-Hockey Team pla 3 s fast- -tion to- these subjects is the strictly pre-
est game if the season only to lose to fessional work in Electrochemistry itself,
Hali;ax by two goals at the end. Good extending throughout the fourth year,
work and hard luck! Gynim Team wins and as much of such engineering sub)jects
icm. Salem by a big score. was drawing, mechanism and steam er-

gineering as time will permit. An iR-
sight into assaying and the principal

2F-Bask-et Ball Team closed metallurgical processes is also included.
season b winning fast game from Tulfts, To satis actorily complete this program

' .... ' c of work in four years requires good abilityat Mlelford R. S. Schar elected cap- on the part of the student both in mathe-
.ta fr next year. matics and laboratory manipulation, and

only students possessing such qualifica-
* tions are advised to elect the Course.

March 11--Sophs take second inter- Up to the present time the Course has
class basket ball game from 1914. Score: graduated twenty-eight men, all of whom
19-16. First Hare and Hounds of season are doing good work-in some cases ex-
for both class and Varsity Teams. Gym ceptional work-in this country, Canada
Team enter meets at Newton and trims and England. The increasing demand
Harvard. for men wvith the training outlinedl above

has justified the expectatioi s of the I)e-
17-Track Team Dinner at the partment of Physics in establishing theTT;,r:,- 1 ..... l . .. . I ine.... . f at i Course at the time it (did.

.lUnion Ullll3O UH. do ' goUUoI UULLII UI 111i1m

who hear outline of hard schedule for the
season.

22-M-1. I. T. A. A. take impor-
tant step, when they give the Advisory

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY
By II. E. Babbitt

ouncil rignt to remove insignia from a I The Biological Society is one of the
man after trial for cause. youngest of the professional societies

which confines its membership to parti-
cular courses at the Institute. Active

28-Class Baseball men show membership is thrown open to courses
up at the Field for the first time. V, VII, and Xl, and associate member-

i ship to any one else connected with the
Institute and interested in Biological
or Sanitary subjects.

30-Swimming Team in first During its short career the society
real meeting ties up score with Brookline has attained considerable success in the
Gym. i accomplishment of its aim, which is the

advancement of knowledge and practice
of Biology and Sanitary Science, and the

ELECTROCHEMISTRY better acquaintance of its members. Theknowledge and practice of the professional
By Prof. I{. M. Goodwin subjects has been advanced by lecturesfrom prominent scientists and engineers

The course of studies laid out to pre- who have addressed the society at some
pare students to enter the profession of of its numerous dinners. Such represen.
electrochemistry was first announced in tative men as L. Lyman Underwood,
the Program of 1901 and was at that WV. T. Sedgwick, H1. W. Clark, Geo. C.
time the only course of its kind offered Whipple, and others have spoken and
in this country. It was first designated related the best of their practical exper-
as the electrochemnical option of Course ience to the society. The better acquain-
VIII, but in 1909 the title was changed to tance and good fellowship has been at-
"Electrochemistry--Course XIV," by tained through the Noise Committee,
which number it is now known. The which by its originality and versatility
Course aims to give a thorough training has won for the society considerable fame
in the fundlamental principles underlyinm and attention.
the professions of Electrical Elnginecring
and Applied Chemistry, this combina-
tion of studies being essential for a com-
plete understanding of the electrolytic
and electrothermal industries which are
being so rapidly clevelope l at the present
time. This adtvance is tue in part,
first, to the great por:css nlmade in Elec-
trical Engineering and the tlevelopment
of h(ldro-electric il:anis b1v which elec-
trical energy has le.-omne available in
larger (luantities and at reduced cos!
second, to the ciin,mlies wlhich result
from rephlaing ; )1 ler b)ro'yeqcs bi electro-
chemiical miylthois:; aon- third to the tlis-
coyerv o. a nltlnl ibi- ,11 nw:'- t. :' trohermic-
produtls i',-ro,- I i'. lth el cl-t'ii funrnIace.

PROF. It. I. GOOD'WIN

The characteristics of the curriculum
of studies in the Course in Electrochem-
istry as at present arranged, are, first,
a thorough training in all of the funda-
mental Electrical Engineering subjects
common to that Course, and an equally
thorough training in analytical, theoreti-
cal and industrial Chemistry. In addi-

In order to relieve its officers from an
excessive amount of work, and to divide
its hours and interests more evenly, the
society holds elections twice a year. The
oast year has been an unusually success-
ful andl interestinig one, and' has proven
the necessity of such societies to the suc-
cess of undcergradluates' work. It has
also given great encouragement to those
interested in the society's future, as it
would point to a very bright continuance

I of its activities. Under the able leader-
ship of Pres. Hl. P. Ireland, Course Xl,
1911, during the first terin, and Pres.
S. \I. Schllidt, Course \'11, 1911, during
the second lerm, the most valuable an(d
entertaiinlg of meetings have been held.
''l'he nmcnimership of the society is un-
limited. It consists at l)resent of about
forl v act ic, tvwent-y ssociate, and fifteen
honorary memalcrs. The majority of
the activot members are in the senior
c Iass.

The society plans for thlie future a
hearty- coolperation in the Congress of
Professional Societies on April 12 at which
it hopes to have every member present,
an(t to enliven the affair by some original
songs andl cheers. During the week of
M\lay8, the annual dinner will be held at
some suitable hotel in Boston. It is
planinedl to make this a brilliant affair,
up to the usual standard of the annual
dinners of the professional societies at the
Institute. It is hoped that Mr. Goodnow,
Chief Engineer of the State Board of
Health, Prof.Sedgwick of the Department,
XMr. J. L. Underwoodl, the malarial
mosquito expert, XMr. Scott P. MlcNutt,
and others will be the speakers on the
occasion, and many other prominent
scientists -will be present.

Some Facts

The MI. I. T. hias trained a large number
of men ewho have taken a leading part in
advancing the nation's industries and
commerce. Through their technical skill
they have been employed in every State
in the Union in the work of developing
mines, opening up the country by means
of railroads, applying scientific methods
to the great problems of transportation,
power production and distribution, ad-
vancing chemical industries, conserving
the- public health, and contributing ia
countless other wavs to the natinonl
well-being.
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TECHNIQUE, 1912

T CHNIQUE first made its appear- ever adorned a TECHNIQUE. The man
ance at the Institute in 1885. It was to whom the book is dedicated is one
called "Technique 85" but it was pub- whom everyone knows and who thor-
lished by the class of 1887. Although oughly deserves this honor. The photo-
it was but a pamphlet in form containing graphs of the various athleticteams which
only 152 pages, yet it showed that there have brought so much credit to the
was a demand for such a publication. Institute are especially fine. A special
Two years later the editors of "Tech- article will prove to be of great interest
nique 1889" offered a cloth bound edition to all Tech men. A few changes have
which proved to be very popular and from been made in the arrangement of the book
this time on the book has been improved which will serve to increase its popu-
upon until today it ranks as one, of the larity.
best college annuals in the country. In short the Technique Board

The Board of Editors are elected by feels confident that the book this year
an 'Electoral Committee which is chosen will meet with the entire approval of
by the entire Sophomore class and from every Tech man and will be a culmina-
among the members of the class. Great tion of all the good points of previous
care is taken in electing men to the Board Techniques with the addition of certain
who are well up in their studies and al- features which will make it the best
though the Electoral Committee usually TECHNIQUE ever published. the
meets for their first meeting soon after Board urges it upon everyone that they
the second term, it requires two meetings sign up immediately as the edition this
a week from then until the end of the year for various sound reasons is limited.
year to elect the whole board of sixteen The Technique Rush will be held on
or seventeen men. Every man nominated April the eighteenth and it bids fair to
is required to leave the meeting room be a strenuous one.
while his na me is discussed and a search- The Board is as follows:-
ing examination is made of everything Harold Eric Kebbon, Editor-in-Chiec
which points towards his desirability David Fry Benbow, Business Manager
or undesirability for the position to which Donald Earle Bent, Treasurer
he was nominated. The three most im- Gurdon Irving Edgerton, Art Editor
portant positions on the Board are Editor- Randall Cremer, Faculty Editor
in-Chief, Business Manager and Treasurer. Bradley Travis Ross, History Editor
The first named has complete oversight Archibald Eicher, Athletic Editor
of all the departments in the book be- Frederick William Barker, Jr., Society
sides writing the various special articles Editor
and proof-reading every bit of material Philip White Dalrymple, Statistician
before it goes to the printer. It becomes Kenneth Cartwvright, Statistician
his duty then to personally supervise the Dwight Meade Wyman, Grind Editor
arrangement of pages and the final print- Harold Greenleaf, Asst. Business Manager
ing of them as well to decide as the color Vincent Leo Gallagher, Asst. Business Mgr.
scheme to be adopted. James Alexander Tillinghast, Asst. Busi-

ness Manager
Charles Lester Gabriel, Asst. Business Mgr.
Carl Augustus Funk, Asst. Art Editor
Sydney Logan Day, Assistant Art Editor

H. E. KEBBON
Editor-in-Chief

0G,

The Cosmopolitan Club are planning
to have a Reception at the Union directly
after the Show on Thursday Afternoon

Save writing home about the Anniver-.
sary by having a copy of this Issue mailed.
See the Circulation Manager in the
Upper Office.

The Spring Concert begins at 8 P. M.
Sharp!

ALUMNI, Don't forget your class
dinners to-night. See the front page of
this Issue for Full Paruticlars.

All kinds of Athletic Stunts will be
pulled off at the Field this afternoon.
Everybody be there and see the fun.

The Business Manager has complete
charge of all the advertising in thile book' Of the 1,479 students at the Institute
issues all contracts, supervises the work in 1909-10, 852 or 57.5% of the whole were
of his assistants assigning theln work from Massachusetts.
to be done and is responsiblec for the
financial success of the book. Last June, 19 candidates were recom-

The Treasurer handles all the funds, mended for the degree of Master of
has the supervision of the selling of the Science, and 132 for the degree of Bach-
books and issues and collects all bills elor of Science.
contracted in the publishing of the book.

The Technique Board 1912 started For each instructor at the Institute
in on its work immediately after the re is a e nstue
Institute opened after the summer vaca- there is an average of seven students
tion with Harold Eric Kebbon as Editor- 
in-Chief and David Fry Benbow, Busi-l Metcalf sells to Tech students each
ness Manager, and it has held weekly year about 2,050 gallons of milk-shakes,
meetings until the New Year after which or enough to fill a pipe three inches in
time they were held twice a week. The diameter and 1.3 miles in length.
Board has worked together wonderfully
well, everyone with but few exceptions i h r an for 1666 w 7
doing his allotted portion and a fine The registraton for 1865-66 was 727,.
spirit of close cooperation has alwaysfr 1909-10, t was 479.
been evident. The Art work this year
is exceptionally good as you will all agree The oldest living graduate of the In-
when the book makes its appearance stitute is Professor Robert H. Richards
and the cover design is the best that has of the class of 1868.

CHAS. T. MAIN

... ENGINEER...
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INSTITUTE COMMITTEE
By R. H. Ranger

Colleges and uni,,ersities throughout
the country have all their student govern-
ments, but it is doubtful if there is any
place which has one that reaches the
efficiency of the Institute Committee
here. The Institute Committee started
with the class of 1893 as a body capable
of only minor suggestions. With the
year 1907-1908 largely through the in-
flutnce of Harry William Hoole 1908 who
was then editor-in-chief of "The Tech"
the committed was reorganized and ener-
gized with results that are common to us
now. It was theft brought about that
the heads of all the important activities
were placed on the Institute Committee.
Last year saw the latest development of
the Institute Committee by the direct
vote of all the activities at the Institute
to support the point system in particular
and in general all regulations proposed
by the Institute Committee.

The main institution now enforced by

the Institute Committee is that of the

Point System. This system has proved

its usefulness in bringing out a large num-

ber of men for activities and thus giving

the benefit of the same to a large number

and preventing over indulgence by a

few to a neglect of their studies. There

are now enrolled in activities more than

one third of the student bddy.
The latest work of the Committee has

been the organization of the Finance

SOME INTERESTING FIGURES.
Higher education is self- suppoitng

only under very exceptional conditions.
Whenever it is made so there must be
either inadequate or underpaid instruc-
tion, or the tax upcn the students must
be excessive. No modern state can
afford to have higher education restricted
to those who can bear its cost, or to let
it depend upon the accidents of private
generosity. The extent to which students
in different parts of the country pay for
their owu education in engineering bran-
ches has been recently investigated on
behalf of the University of Nebraska,
with the following results:-The figures
cover all fees except laboratory charges
for four courses.
Univ. of California .............. $32
Univ. of Nebraska ............... 34
Univ. of Kansas ................ 50
Univ. of Colorado . ................ 65
Univ. of Illinois ................. 110
Univ. of Minnesota .............. 120
Univ. of Mlissouri ............... 120
Univ. of Wisconsin ............ .. 140
Univ. of M'ichigan ............ .. 508
Yale University ................. 5 14
Cornell University ............... 716
Harvard University ............ 716
M. I. T ....................... 1000

Commission. This Commission recieves
financial reports from all the activities

each month and sees to it that the name

of the Insitutue is not marred by financial

weakness of its actitities.
With the creation of the Union many

new opportunities presented themselves

for energetic work on the part of the

committee. This is carried on through

the sub-committee of the Institdte Com-
mittee, the Union Committee.

As it now stands the Institute Commit-
tee can be compared to the organization
of the parliament in England. There
is no direct written constitution autho-
izing all the powers of the Committee;
it is merely by the common sense of its
own actions that it is respected and that
its power continues. As it is noW made
up in the Insitutue Committee has the
benefit of those best informed of Insti-
tute work: 'This is brodght about, by
the selection of representatives to the
committee of the heads of the acitivities
among which may be mentioned Tech
Show, The Tech, Technique, Musical
Clubs, Tech Christian Assoziation, and

the engineering societies.
The committee has so far filled a very

definite purpose and there is every as-
pect of its continuing to do so in the way
of looking out for the best ,interests of
the students in their relations to each
other, the Insituute and the Faculty. -

The students of the Institute contri-
buted towards the income in 1909-10
more than $335,000, or nearly 60% of the
total income.

Scholarship funds at the Institute now
amount to more than $334,000 besides
the state scholarships and the Edward
Austin fund of $375,000, which is largely
emplovyed for this purpose. These rep-
sent the admirable generosity of private
givers to needy students, but to every
student who receives a full scholarship,
the Institute must make an additional
contribution nearly as large as the schol-
arship. The education of the student at
the Institute for the four year course costs
about $1,900. Of this amount the stud-
ent pays $1,000, the state about $60,
the United States about S40, while the
remaining S800 represents present or
past generosity of friends of the school.
If the state grant is increased to the

extent desired it will still represent a
contribution of only about one-sixth of

I the annual outlay, or one-eighth of the

total cost.
Additional free scholarships would help

the students but increase the burden on

the school. 
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FIELD DAY i TECHNOLOGY CONGRESS OPENS

FULFILLS HOPES I WITH ECONVOCATION
By a score of 60 1-3 to 56 2-3 the Sopho
mores defeated the Freshmen in the
spring inter Class track meet at Tech
Field,Saturdayafternoon. The Freshmen Enthusiastic Fellows and a Few Pres. Maclaurin Add'esses a Large
were more succesful in the cross country Girls Make a Success
run, winning that by a score of 23 to 55. Number of students on the fiftieth
The times in many of the events, were
poor on acdount of the strong wind which Anniversary
was blowing. McLeod '13 was the indi- FOUR GOOD STUNTS
vidual star of the meet winning three
firsts and one second; a total of 19 points.
The next highest point scorers were Yestcrday afternoon, as the opening day
Wilson '14, with a total of 10 points, Tug-of-War, Base Ball, Relay an-l a If the Technology Congress, President
and Guething'14 with a total of 8 points. I Soccer Gaine, Cause Live Day. Maclaurin took the occasion to addressthe student body in Huntington Hall.In the 100 yd. dash, Wilson '14 easily

!Immediately after one o'clock the Hallpulled away from the rest of the field and waserapily fied and with the usual
finished many feet in the lead. A few i Tec spirit, th
miutes later he also nosed out a head of An even dozen of the fairer sex gavel T ec h spirit, the fellows yelled and sang
Guethinginthe220. Inthe mileGermain color to the first Spring Field D iv that: until the President appeared on the
had everything his own way, as did Byland has ever been pulled off by the 'Stute. platform.
in the half mile. The greater mile was The students showed up in bunches and In his introductory remarks President
one of the most excitingrraces of the day. they all seemed to be full of life and en-: Maclaurin said that in the few minutes
Guething just keeping ahead of Thomp- thusiasm, interested in all that was going in which he had to speak he wished to
sin all the way around. on and every body took an active and'point out some of the special and most

About this time the cross country an acting part in everything. The tug- note worthy features of the Massachusetts
runners came upon the field, Shedd leading of-war had about everybody that was at Institute of Technology and explain why
with Nye Lee and Newton following in Field on one side or the other before the Technology achieved snch distinguish-
close succession. In the high hurdles pulls were over and there was even more ed success, not only as a school of applied
Fox started off well, but came to grief excitement than there has been often science, but as a leader in new and rev-
near the last hurdle and had to content over the same event on Field Dty in the olutionary ideas in education. H-e said
himself with third place, Strachan taking Fall. B1ise Ball with the assistance of the in part,
first. Munch ran away with the low two classy umpies tocok on the appearance "In the State House the memory of
hurdle event. In the meantime the of a second rate burlesque show but the all of the (;overnors of this State are
competitors in-the field events were having fellows who played had a fine game even dedicated either in marble or in portrit.
troubles of their own. Hall won the Ehough it could hardly be called baseball. To-day the marble statue of one should
high jump, Rankin the pole vault, McLeod The Relay Race was the only thing that be of interest to all Tech men, that of
took the discus and shot put, while Owen cesembled a real track meet, for the finish the great War Governor, Andrews.
got the hammer throw. As the final event was close and the whole race was a seesaw It was Andrews, who,on the eve of the
of the clay the interest centered in the from the start in the first hundred yard Civil War, signed the Charter of the Mas-
broad jump, and when McLeod took this dash. sachusetts Institute of Technology. But
event it decided the meet in favor of the Soccer was (well we liked it bit- the war prevented the opening of the
Sophomores. the last thing on the billand it wasn't) Institute until late in 1865, and then,

Summary: appreciated as much as some of the others despite the crippled condition of industries
100 yd. Dash. Won by Wilson'14, for that reason, but all the same it was and the financial depression of the entire

Trull '13, second; Thompson '13 third. the funniest thing that happened all during country, the school immediately prospered.
Time 10 4-5 seconds. the afternoon and if you could have seen

Mile Run. Won by Germain '13; Arch Eicher kick "Tunny" Barker in the conre to its suces method,
Nute'14 second; Turner'14, third. Time face during game you would be perfect- ontrutionith devotion Its Fauths
5 min. 2 seconds. ly willing to believe that Field Day was th loyaltiofthe Alum ni, the compltns

440 yd. Dash. Won by Guething '14; a successs. The sun shone and allTech- ts equipment, mnd thecvriety feh
Thompson '13, second, Haynes' 13, nology made merry for the better part oursese thep industryditsestudentsohave
third. Time 53 4-5 sec. of the first of our two holiday afternoons. allrlent tha sue h itswas he

220 yd. Dash. Won by Wilson '14 At ten minutes of three the gun was forest o ts funder, adt in whcforesight of its fotnder, and timle ill whichGuething '14, second, Thompson'13 third pulled on the starter of the joy stunts, the Institute was founded that counted
Time 24 3-5 seconds. the tug-o'-war. There were even twenty- more thau any thing dles for the success880 yd. Run. Won by Byland'13 five men teams in the first pull and the
Sampson '13, second; Stubbs' 14, third. 1911-1913 bunch had it on the 1912-
Time 2 min 6 2-5 seconds. 1914 combine and pulled them across the President Rogers conception of the

120 High Hurdles. Won fy Strachan line in less than a minute and a half. 1W. 1. T. was a new venture. While
'13; Bryant '14, second; Fox '14, third. The other pulls were not to go the way of not a Boston man, or even a native of
Time '19 3-5 seconds. this one for the rope was taxed to the New England, Rogers chose Boston

220 Low Hurdles. Won by Munch '13, limit by the men who piled on wherever as the seat of this institution because he
Fox '14, seocnd, Bryant, '14 third. Time they could get hold and pulled till the believed that his ideas would receive more
28 3-5 seconds. rope nearly parted and the Junior- Fresh- liberal support at the center of American

High Jump. Wonby Hall'14; Eberhard man bunch had won the event by taking education than in some new community.
'14; Chase '14, and Fallon '13 tied for the last two pulls from their oponents. It was a time of great intelletual up
second. Height 5 ft. 1 inch. The Relay Race, which was run in heaveal. The works of Darwin had just

Pole Vault. Won by Rankin '13, between the two parts of the base ball been published, and Faraday's great dis-
Hurlbert, '14, second; Heroult '14, third; game, was perhaps the star event of the coveries were exerting a profound influ-
Height 9 ft. 6 in. aftrnoon and won after a very close finish ence on the mind of M axwell. It was

Discus Throw. Won by McLeod '13; by the Sophomores. Cummings took the beginning of the practical apllication
Brown '14, second Owen '14 third. Dis- the lead in the hundred and passed it of Science Edison was then living in
tance 91 ft.'7 in. over to Dick Gould who kept it with Boston,and Bell was experimenting on the

Hammer Throw. Won by Owen '14; Wilson very close on his heels. Then electric transmission of speech.
McLeod '13 second; Heroult '14, third. in the four-forty Guething by some very President Walker believed that educa-
Distance 96 ft. 6 in. ciever running got by Salisbury and tion should make a man a useful member
Shot put. Won by McLeod '13; Wright brought the Freshmeg to the front. Nye, of society, and the new times demanded
'13, second;Freeman'13, third. Distance running fo: 1914 kept the lead in the new men, trained in new schools. To
34 ft. 6 in. hal for a lap but was at last passed byPete train men in the practical professionse

Broad Jump. Won by McLeod '13 White and the Seniors again lead, but Walker believed that the scientific habit
Hadley '14, second Bowler '14 third. for the last time. Davis proved too of thought should be cultivated, and that
Distance 19 ft. 1-2 in. slow for the speedy long distance men the only way be which this end couldl be

Summary of Points. 1913 1914 of the two lower classes and he was soon attained was in "Learning by Doing".
100 yd. Dash. 4 5 passed by Shedd and Germain. They Accordingly the Institute was the first
220 yd. Dash. 1 8 elbowed each other along throughout school to be equiped with a Physical
440 yd. Run 4 5 the entire mile, with Watkins far far laboratory and here the laboratory system
880 yd. Run. 8 1 behind and Davis as well, entirely out was first developed.
1 mile Run. 5 4 of the race until Germain pulled out a The educational ideals of the M. I. T.
120 Hurdles 5 4 victory by a length of open water. have by many been regarded as antagon-
220 Hurdles. 5 4 The soccer game consisted largely of Istic. This view, however, can hardly
High Jump 1 1-3 7 2-3 everybody running round and kick the be held when one considers that this
Pole Vault. 4 5 ball or else kick at the ball. It seemed Institute is the fore runner, and in many
Disceis. 4 5 to be mostly the latter for every time respects, the standard of all technica,
Hammer. 3 6 we looked at the game somebody was schools in the country, and that men from
Shotput 9 0 getting one somewhere. Pete White the Schools of England, France, anI Ger-
Broad Jump. 5 4 had a little game all by himself when he many come here to sudy in our laborator-
Total '13 60 1-3. '14 56 2-3. tried to play with a little brown clog on ies and observe our methods. Indeecl

Cross Country. Won by Shedd '140 the field. The game ended amid wild the work of our ten thousand graduates,
Nye '14, second; Lee '14, third; Newlin '14 excitement and if you want the score and the influence we have exerted on
fourth, Sutherland '14; fifth, McDonald\ education of methods places the Mas-
'13 sixth. sachusetts Institute of Technology fore-
Time 25 minutes 4 3-5 seconds. -Continued on Page 3. most among the leaders in education.

PRICE TWO CENTS

C. E. TRIP TICKETS

ON SALE FOR OUTSIDERS.

Large number of Applications Re-
cievedl from other Courses; to be

filled from now on.

RUMtIORED) INSTRUJCTORS CON-
SPIRACV

In spite of t he fear of Sea-sickness almost
all the Tickets have been sold.

The big trip of hustling Civils is now
almost an assured success, if the weather
man ll will )but handle the valves right and
turnout a nice specimen of this 57 varieties
of weather for Saturday text. The local
drug stores have laid in an extra supply
of jamaica ginger and other guaranteed
preveunters of mal-de-rmer. junt in case
the wind is no'th-east and the seas running
high, many a lubberly wretch is hesitating
about gettllng his ticlet. 'Take uIl) on you
back-stay, my 'healrty, and come aboard.

TIhat sonime of the other Courses have
goo)d sailors and venturesomle explorers
in their ranks is evident from the fact
that the committee in charge of the trip

has recieved a number of applications
for tickets from outsiders. The Electrical
an(l Mechanicals have been best represent-
ed up to (late. These alpp)lications will
be filled from n0ow onl until the limlit of
the party i, reached. .Members of the
Civil Engineering Society have had first
chance for tickets all 'tIle p)ast week.
'Tlhe remaining tickets will now be sold
to all-comers, first conIm, first served.

Many of the membl)ers of the instrutcting
staff are showing their sporting blood
by hastening to join the ful. Already
all the assistants in the Department

have parted with their two dollars for
tickets and(, confidentiallv, we expect
that they will part with their breakfasts

about 10 A. MI. on April 15th. It is
vwhisperedl about, that the assistants

have a secret agreement that the first
manl sick will correct all the papers in
Railroawls, Surveying and Structures for
the rest of the month. This in only a
rumor, howefer, and the Tech reporter
who venturedl to inquire about it, in the
office of the assistants was chased there-
from with due threats of vengeance if

he (lared to even mention such a thing
again.

Just a word about the Canal trip itself.
'The Cape Cod Canal is being constructed
)by contract work untler the direction

of the New \Yorkl and Cape Cod Canal
Compl)any. It is to be a sea-level canal,
that is there will be no locks or obstruction
of any kind from one end to the other.
It is to be eight miles in length and runs
nearly straight from Sandwich on the
Massaclhusetts Bay side to Bufizards
Bay onl the south. Thus it cuts off a
number of miles of the present route
from eastern points to Long Island Sound
and New York and also will allow vessels
to escape the most perilous part of the
journley. Peaked Hill Bar, Pollock Rip
and l-landkerchief Shoals, Monoimnoy and
other terrors of the navigator will be
avoilded.

It has been figured from a careful series
of observations of the tides, that the max-
inurn flow of water through the canal
wilf not exceed three miles l)per hour and
that it will seldom reach even this amount.
The reason for such a flow is found in the
difference of time of high water in Mlassa-
chustts Bay and Buzzards Bay.

The Canal will p)arallel the tracks of
the New York, Newl laven & Hartford
R. R. throughotut its length and it is
believed that intimc this route will become
the scene of big industrial and manufactur-
ing development. The New Haven Road
is now planning a daily all-water route
service from Boston to New York via
the Cape Cod Canal when it shall be
completed.
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Through an oversight, the Semi-
Centennial Issue published yesterday,
was labelle No. 129. The issue was
a special issue and should not have
received a number. The article entitled
'The First Congress of Technology"
was written by E. 13. Moore, and "The
Alumni Reunion" was contributed by
R. H. Ranger. These stories should have
been attributed to their authors.

The Semi-Centennial Celebration is
now in full swing. The alumni are back
in crowds,and all Tech men both graduates
and undergraduates are uniting in the
spirit of technical education, scientific
investigation, industrial development, im-
proved Technology, and good fellowship.
The undergraduates seem to bed taking
as active a part in the celebration as coul(l
be hoped for, especially in the way of
good fellowship, but they shouold not
neglect the more serious opportunities
of the occasion. The papers to be given
to-morrowv have very conveniently been
divided into five sections to accommo(ldate
the students most handily. Everystudent
is expected to attend some of these lectures
andl should not fail to take advantage
of the opportunity. It is the chance of
a lifetime and should be seized by every
student here. Choose the section most
valuable to you and "listen and learn.''

NEW YORK STATE

CLUB DINNER

TRIUMPHAL TOUR OF

"TECH" TEAM

Inkslinger's Base Ball Squad show
Great Form in Exhibition Work

Students of Civil Engineering
You should read the ENGINEERING RECORD in connection

with your studies.
It describes engineering works which exeamplify the best

practic6 in design 'and construction.

The Tcch's special train pullled in here
early this morning from Fort \Virth in tlhe It will keep you in touch with the 
midst of a driving storm of cen'etti and branches of civil engineering alln cons
rocks. 'rhey put ul) at the Brewster and
directly after lunch, they went to wvorlking
out for their game tonight. They are all
in thle best of cond(litiolln with onlV two It will make clear the practical applic
cases of "glass arm" and( a fast'"charle' principles you are studying.
horse" on the squad. The workout was
a revelation to the l)eolple here and they
began to shosve up) the oldds on The 'Techl
till there were no takers. Trhe gametill there were no ta s. The g The RECORD is devoted exclusivel
tonight will folloN imniii(liatelv after the vil engineer
theatre under the light of soime very strong to civil engineers.
arc-lights. T'[his will be an eve-opener
for this place for the night games in the
past have been held under dilfilculties Its volumes contain an. inmmnense ax
so far as thle lighting is concerned, with cal and practical information on eng
most of the dlependence i)laced(l onl the You should have this informatio or
moon or the footlights. You should ave ths nform ton o

llThey will put on the same line-up Some day you will need it iln yotlr wor
that has been playedl,in all the recent
games anId are intend(ling to pLt in a nun-
her of heelers before the game is over.
It scerns that they are carrying a bigIts~llstlit il)ar cil--il * lgThe E~ngineerincr Record isbunch of men andl they can change their Y Egig 
men without any trouble. They are
looking fur blood and there will be trouble
when lhey start their scauon in t.he Back t tp . a
Bay. There is a big crowdl of tfans here a
to greet them onl their first aplllearance Over 2000 Pages of Reading M
in the town and they N% ill have this crowd
behihd them in the game for they took
the c ity by stormn this afternoon when they,
were practisinlg before a large numl)ber ofi
the sporting men at Brewster. * CJ

Directl)y aft(er tile gamne they leave foir Specia l Student R ate,
(the) lombardy where they N;ill play tihciri;
next exhibition gilamel. 'That will in all
probability be a hard ganie for themI , I - SEND FOR SAMPLE C
they w,'ill save their men today as much SEND FOR SAMPLE CC
as possible wvithl that end in view. The
Lombarldy team is baid to Ibe cry classy-
andthere will be a number oi the players
fronl theTechniq(lue team on hand to watch
this game and get at line on the kind of E.ngi eeri g I
gamle that they are l)laying an(l just what
sort ot ball the)y nia exl)pecl to get whlenS
they line-up against 'T'he 't'cch on d' 239 West Thirty-ninth Street ::
ol)peniung game o( the season. IThe nianag-
er has telegral)phed that he 1has sett(l ed 
all the idetails for the use of the grounds
and that thex' are to be tinder the same K I N
terms as were made a year ago. lie R EM IN D ]
said that the' were in the best of shape ...
but that Bill, the genial grouiidlskCeeper, r 
was working hardl to keelp them il) 50 AATERIALS for Spring and Summer
that the first ganie may be plaxed on ¥1that the first gae my e ple l Domestic, are now ready for your
grounds that will be ju.st as fast as the
would be at the other (ed1 ofi the seasoii. Your Patronage is Solicited
Everything l)oints to a record Ibreaking EarlyEarlycrowd( at the big gamne and there seenms
to be no dloubt aIs to wi'hich tt.tn .1 ill wi A G E TA
in the managers mind. lie is- unwilling Ai. G. oMORSE, TAi
at this time to give out any dope on thimely of lorse & Hede

men Nwho are playing tlhe positiolns on Telephone Oxford 109
his team for there will be a great change
before the teanm gets back home andl so 
wants none of tlile lile-upsl)S given out.
This xwill blie good-bye to Bl'rt wster andl S
off again towardls homei. N El & f

SPRING CONCEi'RT

Applications will h)e filed ic(,'n)r(iiig
as tlhe full aniiotll is pl)ai(. .i (o recrvt-
tioliS will )e 11he1 after lEd('(ins' l\.

(13o !-)

It's a

FOWNES
That's all you need to know

about a

GLOVE
5

The members of the New \York State 1 there is a student In1 Tc(ll wl
Club), spent a most enjoyable evening is not familiar with
last Thursday at their Mieeting and dinner
at the Hotel Plaza.

aGll(ood fellowship reigned suprme ; I Engineering New 
all present pronounced the meeting a
social success. let him write for a Free Sample

It was decided that the last meeting-1
of the year'-be held on May 4th. C opy anl see our agent
men from the Empire State, should ee Mr. . W. STEWART,
this (late open as it will be one big night about .-peciai sub)scription rates
and the officers for next year will be ENGINEERING NEWS
elected. 

220 Broadway, 
New York

eleeted. ~~~~~220 Broadway, New Ytork

CHARLES A. STONE, '88
RUSSELL ROBB. '88 ELIOT'' WAD)SWOR'1'

work of the leaders in all
truction.

cations of the engineering

y to sub ects of interest

sount of valuable techni-
infeering work.

a file for future reference.
rk.

; published weekly

year
latter Per Annum

$2.50 a year
OPY TODAY

Record
:: NEW YORK

ER
r wear. both Foreign and
inspection.

r Orders Desired.

,ILOR
ler:on

18 Boylston Street, Boston

EBSTER
EDWIN S. WEBSTER, '88

'H HENRY G. BRADLEE

Securinties of Public Service Corpotations
Under the lulanagement of our Organization

STONE & WEBSTER STONE & WEBSTER
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION ENGINEERING CORPORATION

GENERAL MANAGERS OF PUBLIC CONSTRUCTING ENGINEERS
SERVICE CORPORATIONSSERVICE (OMP0}2A'1'IONS CONSTRUCTING ENGINEERS

rli_.im.B mJil m m m i ~ i - ~ I I 

Prize Offers from Leading cturers
Book on patents. "Hints to-inventors." 'inventions nedd."

"Why some inventors fail." Send rough sketch or model for
search of Patent Office records. Our Mr. Oreely was formerly.
Acting Commissioner of Patents, and as such had full charge of
the U. S. Patent Office.

I

~- mfi m

GREELEY & M~ITlRE
INCoRPOROTAD ,

)I . WASHlrNGTOI9, D. C.
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HAI'
MAKER&

Tahe¢ Slory
Two cn rocorszmdT

OLD ESTABLISHED

DINING ROOM
MRS. H. O. HANSON, Proprietor.

Successor to A. G. Cotton.
33 ST. BOTOLPH STREET

Best Board in Back Bay, Reasonable
Rates. We make a specialty of

Serving Tech Students.

For Sale at the Union
-- --

CLIFTON, 2 in. high BEDFORD, 2* in. high

ARROW
7otch COLLARS
Sit snugly to the neck, the tops meet
in front and there is ample space
for the cravat.
I'c..2 for 25c. Cluett, Peabody & Co., Makeri

a-~ ~ .

Kodaks&Supplies
Fresh Films Always in Stock

SOLATIO M. TAYLOR
56 Bromfieid St., Boston

"The Girls Are Fond of Thesa

Tech Emblems
Greatest Variety

Lowest Price*

BENT 6 BUSH
IS school Street BOSTOt

COMMUNICATION

The Tech:
The report given you of the results

or election for officers of E. E. Society
was inaccurate. londl and Lawler tied
for Trcautrer. This tic will be decided by
a new ballot next week.

Very truly yours,
Syd ney Alling,

Chairman of !-. 1,.
Society Election ('om.

TECH WANT'S ADS PAY.

That little classified ad we put in the
paper Saturday did lbring some results!
So niany applicants for the position of
Catcher on our base-ball team came a-
round Saturday afternoon that it kept
poor Milgr. H-larold bus,- all afternoon
trying out the candidates in the lower
office. We might also add that some of
the material was of very high class.

WARNING

The persons holding seats P 13--1S
for th v Winter Concert had better con-
sult with the management.

(130-tt).

TECHNIQUE RUSH TICKETS

OUT NEXT WEEK

Alumni given Opportunity to Obtain
Books today. Obtain Tickets in

Union from 1 until 2 Every day
Next Week.

Now that the singing up1) is progressing
rapidly, the 'eclhniutie 13oar1d wishes
to call the attention of the uutldergraduates
to the fact that next week all those w\ho
wish to pay in full for their Techniques
or who wish to pay the balance tluc fronm
their dleposits may receive rush tickets
at the Union from I until 2 every (lday.
These rush tickets entitle the holder to a
cop!y of 'rechni(tile and mnust t)e obt'ained
I)efore he will be allowed a boolk. 'T'here-
fore the sooner that these tickets are ill
yofur possession the b)etter it will facilitate
matters. Call around at the U)nion
carly next week and make sure of one or
as mnany as you want.

The rush will )be hel(, on the ()val on
Irvington Street at 1.20 o'clock, April
eighteenth. Fromil resent indications it
.s going to Ile a very poplar way to give
vent to the effv'es:.ent feeling which
comes over at :an in the Spring, so plan
now to enter the stricgle for the b)est
T''y-v-nile ct,'- i,-)llishccl 1)van lIntitute

The .\lmni are t ) be allwedl an op))or'-
tunity to obtain )ool;ks to:lay, so thail
it is upl) to every llan vx\ ho really W-anis
a 1912 Technitulec to get his signature
on a slip las st x as po)(ssil)le. l)on'tli
forget that the sheepskin in covered e(ltic
is the richest appearing xc liimne e-er, ,tnl
will salisfv the mIllst f:astili(,cu. Mloral:
( ;el B3sy.

E. E. SCCIETY ELE1'CTS OFFICE.iS

.\t a meeting of the Electrical Lngineer-
ing S;ocietv yesterday a'tecnocon, 1. L.
Barry-, .3d was elected President for next
xear, 1-1. D. Kemnp was elected Vice-
Presilent, 1 . Ml. Foley Secretary and
'. 1). 3,umd Treascurer. Ilr sev-eral of
the oliccers voting was extrei- ely close.

FIEI)D D:\Y CONrTINU'L )

please ask at the information office, for
we coundn't find it any place.

The next thing was a five act comedy
during which the Hainmlcr-throwers beat
the "used( to be's" to a frazzle. It was
a red-hot game for fair but the cold west
wind, that the poets (don't) write alout,
helped a vwhole lot to cool the ardor ol the
ball-tossers but at the same tinie, the
p)itchers couldn't let themselves out at all.
This, however, didln't seem necessary
for there were no runs at all (luring the
first few innings.

The game thus turned into a plitcher's
battle in which Hartford had a little
the better of the argument, for Glaze
-was uncertain in his control and used but
little sl)ee(l. 1913 wcent out in 1, 2, 3,
order, licher making a wonderful stop
of .Mahloney's hard driver. Their oppon-
ents iollowe(l suit a couple of them fanning
'T'he second inning was the same for '13
but in their half '14 got a man around
as far as second, but he was put out by
a sharl) throw from 'Murdock while trying
to make third. Amother sleepy inning
followed and then the track manager
wantedl the field for the relay race.

Fifteen nlinutes sufficed to run off this
event during which the ball pllayvers
evidently spirited up, for they started
in to play ball in earnest after the inter-
mission. Errors put lawrence, Samnlson
andt Brewer on base andt then Hartford
brought home tle bacon by a beauty
which nearly took a plank out of the left
fieldl fence.

1914 bshwed that they uwere somcle
stickers ,or in their half, Odell go, a
good clout. lle got to secon(l reached
third on an out anl then got homne when

l Iurtlock threw wild to NMahone in
an attempt to catch him nappling. P'arker
was foculd out alnd (;lad r Io1 )p)ed to the
catcher, zwho caught the !ball Mthile lying
on his back.

(;laze pitchedt heady deliberate Iball,
lbut the number of sweaters lie had ,n
detracetd somewhat from his* control
Either showed ti up very well in the field
and had he gotten oln thle Ibasess would
probably have tlone smie nmore stellar
work. For '13 \liurdock hit very ,vell
though he was erratic in his fielding.
Hartford pitched a line game, and did
\-ery well at bat. Sampson anid ('alen
also plaved well. Borilh outfields p)laved
an errorless game, though they' had but
few chances.

Pearl's umpiring helped considerably
in making the game interesting to the
spectators.

PA l

With eacl package of
Fatima yoct get a pen.
vaal coupon, 25 of
&which secure a hand-
som? felt college pen-
uant (12x 3 2 )-selec.e
lion of 100.

'' .. I;·..;.-i..·-i~.-;;i·-;; .. ','
I* i

TnIMAI

.v.

111

TURKISH 

CIGARE.TTES

LANGUAGE
Some cigarettes may be

Greek to you but in plain
English--Fatimas are Good.

No language can quite
describe themcan quite
describe that "distinctly dif-
ferent" taste.

But college men have a
language of their own and
their appreciation is ex-
pressed in the number oft
Fatimas they smoke.

20 for 15 cents. Packed
inexpensively, and you get
10 additional.

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.

.... :..... -.
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TECH BOWLING HEADQUARTERS
I ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..._

Trinity Court
Established 1898

Two miuntes walk from all Tech Buildings.. Unexcelled facilities
for ladies and the must fastidious bowler to enjoy this fascinating
and healthy pastime. Alleys Lreserved and screened for private
parties. Come in and enjoy a little fun and exercise between
periods.

BOSTON
IEUROPEAN AND AMERICAN PLAN8

[FTIER ':1t, B.\ IRNES, Proprietor.

COBB, BATES & YERXA CO.
Have exceptional facilities for supply-

ing hotels, restaurants, fraternity and
college houses and large consumers
of every sort.

222 SUI1fER STREET, WHOLESALE ONI Y

Wholesale
and

Retail

I

Bowling Alleys
Opposite the Union

55 SUMMER STREET

87 CAUSEWAY STREET

274 FRIEND STREET

6 AND 8 FANEUIL HALL SQ.
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Ml V[ ] & Evenings at 8MAJESTIC Mats. Wed.
and Sat.

Mrs. Leslie Carter
In

Two Women

SHUBERT

Fritzi Scheff
in M'lle Rosita

Daily 2 and 8
Castle S TeL Tremont 5

End of the Bridge

(, ha trtai.
CAPS

SHIRTS
aud GLOVES

Two Stores
637 Washington St. cor. Boylston
659 - " under GaietyTheatre

SENIORS
THESIS WORK NEATLY DONE

MISS SAWYER
486 Boylston St. Opp. Roger's Bldg.

TEL. 725-M B. B.
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FLOWERS
TremontSt., Boylston cor. Fairfield St.

BOSTON

TRINITY COURT PETIT LUNCH

I1T'l I RIT NiiW ·A NT A lArlMhNT

Lunch 12 to 2

Table deHote 5 to 7

$5.50 Meal ticket

251

35c
$5.00oo

TICKETS1HERRICKALL T,,,,-

YOUNG MEN'S HATS OPLEY SQAR
\ , jfor eoze7v o~~co~ajsion~ 'relephones 2329, 2330 and 2331 BdckBay

Collin ns Co. IMR. A. J. SHEAFE
,383 WL8,S-ior\ St. ) g rIlASTER of DANCING

SHEAkLtE'S HALL
GRAND SMOKER

LAST NIGHT

TECHNOLOGY NUMBER

OF ADVANCE NEW ENGLAND

Technology's Hosts gather in Sym- Chamber of Commnnerce Magazine
phony Hall en masse Devoted entirely to the Work

of the Institut .

I'RES. MACLAURIN PRESENT

MIany Stunts pulled off Institute Activ-
ities Figure Prominently.

At the Smoker of the Technology
Congress at the Sumlphony l-Hall last night,
the enthusiasm of a thousand loyal Tech
men burst forth and the evening was one
hilarious good time. The floor and bal-
conies filled up early and many of the
earlier classes distinguished themselves
by the uniqueness and oddity of their
entering stunts. In particular might
be mentioned the enthusiast who persisted
in crowing proudly "Seventy-four, sev-
enty-four". Cheer followed cheer, and
the spirits of the assembled hosts of Fech-
nology well demonstrated Lhe traditonary
Tech spirit.

The opening number of the evening's
program was a selection by the Institute's
orchestra. The applause following the
playing was deafening and Leader Eksur-
geon then led his orchestra through an
encore. The encore was also vociferously
received.

Following the orchestra, Messrs. Tholnp
son and White repeated their already
famous duet from the Chocolate Soldiers'
Minstrel. The number was very well
received.

Cheering and music predominated
throughout the intermissions between the
tumbers of the program.
.Kebbon 1912, then sang the success

of the season, "Any Little Site". MIr.
O. B. Denison, 1911, assisted Mr. Kebbons
at the piano. AMr. Kebbon's efforts were
applauded to the echo.

The orchestra then gave another selec-
tion and this time a longer encore was
necessitated by the applauding demands.
The orchestra in colljunction with tilhe
Glee Club, rendered "Our Technology",
the new Tech Song.

O. B. Denison gave his inimitable
pianologuc, "The Mill Wheel is Turning
in the Belfry."

Then the stereopticon threw ulpon the
screen, a series ot pictures om tie mell
prominent in the development ot thle
Institute. Mluch laughter anl jollity
was thereby generated.

A boxing match, which turned into
a prize-fight, then ensued beLL\eeli Baxter
1913, and Katzenberger, 1913. After
three slashing rountds, tnile bout terminated
in a draw.

The final number .was the exhibition
of motion pictures of things o, interest
that happened in the Institulte. 'lhen
the Waltham Watch Company orchestra
played the final march and the vast
throng of Tech men reluctantly leit the
room, after the singing oi the "Stein Song"

HAVE YOU

The April i-ssue of "Advance New Eng-
land" the monthly magazine published
by the 13Boston Chamlber of Commerce
is sure to prove of vital interest to every
student and graduate oi Tech. It is
devoted entirely to articles on the Institute
all written by Tech men. The striking
feature of this, however, is that each of
the writers is a member of the Boston
Chamber of Commerce. The cover of
the number is tastefully decorateid in red
and gray and is illustrated with a pi:ture
of Rogers Btuilding.

The reasons, as stated in an editorial
why an ,entire number of the Chanmber of
Commerce journal should be given up
to Technology b)ecomes clear w-hen one
consideres what the Institutitlns stand for.
The Chalmber of Comlmerce stands for
thlAepbuilding of the industrial community
and Technology plays an impor:tant
hart in this upbuilding on account oi the
training which its students recieve in
learning to cope with the many technical
problems which enter into all the many)
branches of the trade and indtlstry of the
present. In the articles contained in the
issue niany o; the ways in which the Insti-
tute serves the industrial world will be
enumerated. The following are the con-
tents of the "''echnology nuimber"':

"The Fiftieth .Anniversarv of \assa-
chusetts Institute of Technology"--\\'a-
tcr 1B. Snow.

'"The New Tcchnology"--Frederic 11.

"''Thecnology and the Public IHealth"'-
C. E. A. Winslow.

"The Research Laboratory at the
Massachusetts Institute o(' Technology"-
Alan A. Clafin.

"The Institute and Industrial Educa-
tion"''-James P. Mu unroc.

"Scientific Method and Busines.:"-
Russell Robb.

"Facts, Figures andl Features", A
Statistical Account of the Personnel of
M. I. T.--Roger \V. Babson.

Every guest at the banquet tonight
will beL l)resented with a copy an(d if
any students desire to purchase it, they
fmay obtain copies at the Cage.

LARGE CROWD EXPECTED

IN NIGHT SHIIT PARADE

l\vervbodlxv who owns a night shirL
or pair o: p;ijamnas is invitc:l to be at the
Union tonight at 7.30 properly dre-ss(ed
fo: a nighL shirt )parade. This is Sdle
to ble a hidg time and senio)rs jiuniors ,an.1
s')phomores and ,eshmen sho.lad all turn
our t ) n.tlce the InsLitutL's first ni,dht
s irt p.lra Ie i! comiJllete sulccess.

lost: In Library Wednesday a note
book containing g Organic Chemistry notes
Finder will kindly leave at Cage for

F. XV. Barker Jr.

A COPY OF THE

SEMI-CENTENNIAL ISSUE
GIRLS CRY FOR THEM

YOUR FAMILY WAN'IS ONE
LET US SEND SOME OUT FOR YOU AND SAVE YOU THE BOTHER.

COPIES MAILED TO ANY ADDRESS FOR TWENTY FIVE CENTS.

SEE CIRCULATION MANAGER.

30 Huntington Avenue

Privnate Lessons Daily by Appointment

Preston's
Coffee House

Open All Night.
10o36 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTOX

Telephone 2206-1 B. B.

All Goods Required by
Students at

Maclachlan's
502 Boylston St.

Drawing Instruments and Materials, et
Fountain Pens. Text-Books

SP.1ING CONCERT

TICKETS ON SALE

Between one and two They May be
Obtained-Number Limited

I)id you see the long line waiting in the
Union, yesterday for tickets to the Spring
Concert? Reservcl seats were put on
sale Monlav noon and the mamiagenmnt
rel)oedl a brisk sale. Applications for
seats will be fille I as soon1 as the fur
amnount is n)ail. No seats will be held
after 2 P. 1M.'l \Vednes la,,and from then
until Saturi!av, tickets will b2 sold to the
general Ipublic between 1 and 2 P. IM.
daily. After Saturday tickets can be
procurcl only at the concert. The man
agement has (lecidedl to limit the numn'er
of tickets to four hundr-d, thus insuring
ilenty of room for dancing. The con. 'crr
will be the "best ever" with new songs
andf new music. Copley Hall will be
prettily dlecorate:l with greens and T'ech
banners. Pooles Orchestra will furnish
a number of excellent selections from 10-1
The concert begins at 8 o'clock sharp.

CALENDAR

Send all notices for calendar to E. W. Taft 1913
Institute Committee at the Cage.

Wednesday, April 12.
4.15-1913 and 1914 Cross Country

Pract ice-Field.
4.15-1913 Baseball Practice-Field.
6.30-Joint Dinner of Prof. Soc.-

Union.

Thursday, April 13.
4.15-1913 and 1914 Cross Country

Practice-Field.
4.15-1914 Baseball Piactice-Field.
5.00-Technique Board Mrg.-Union.
4.15-Combined Musical Clubs Practise

-H. H.
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